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NOTE   ON    CRESCAS'S   DEFINITION   OF  TIME 

BY  HARRY  AUSTRYN  WOLFSON,  Harvard  University. 

IN  Or  Adonai,  I,  ii,  n,  after  refuting  the  Aristotelian 

definition  of  time  reproduced  in  Maimonides'  fifteenth 
Proposition,  Crescas  puts  forward  a  new  definition  of  his 

own.  It  reads  as  follows  :  NW  ntf-V  pn  n:«n  Tun  nrSn 

mny  w  pap  nrnaon  IN  nyonn  nipmnn  -nysr.  The  term 

mpmnn  generally  means  'continuity'  and  *  cohesion ',  and 
is  contrasted  with  nmann  or  nipiann,  which  mean  'dis- 

creteness '  and  '  disjunction ',  as,  e.  g.,  in  the  expressions 
np31Jl»  and  rmano  n»3  corresponding  to  the  Greek 

and  Si.copLcr/jLei'oi'  in  Categories,  IV.  Taken  in  this  sense, 

Crescas's  definition  of  time  would  have  to  be  translated  as 

follows :  ' .  .  .  .  the  measure  of  the  continuity  of  motion  or 

of  rest  between  any  two  instants'.  To  be  sure,  the  ex- 

pression 'the  measure  of  the  continuity  of  motion  or  of 

rest'  is  meaningless.  But  it  could  be  explained  with  the 

help  of  a  similar  expression  which  occurs  in  Gersonides' 

discussion  of  Aristotle's  definition  of  time  (Milhamot^  VI,. 
i,  21).  Among  the  several  tentative  interpretations  of 

Aristotle's  definition  discussed  by  Gersonides,  there  is  one 

which  but  for  the  absence  of  the  expression  '  or  of  rest  * 
is  like  that  proposed  here  by  Crescas.  It  reads  somewhat 

as  follows :  Time  is  the  measure  of  motion  between  two 

instants,  ninyn  \w  n»  ton  nyunn  •w  T^N  prnc?  "IDNJP  DN 
pn  i^x  njn:nn  iy^D  nM^a  rvrv  QJDN  nn  xnywnn  ifbw  ncrtf 

Dnn  ninyn.  Now,  previous  to  his  statement  of  this  defini- 
VOL.  x.  i  B 
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tion,  Gersonides  refers  to  the  portion  of  time  included 

between  two  instants  as  a  '  continuous  quantity '  bounded 

by  instants.  jrntfWMD  D'TO  W  b  xw  nnyncy 

nntcn  pbnn  nbaan  Kim  Cannon  rnoan  rtajn  ton  ,-inxm  . 

JDTO.  Accordingly,  the  expression  'the  measure  of  the 

continuity  of  motion '  in  Crescas's  definition  could  be  taken 

to  mean  '  the  measure  of  the  continuous  quantity  of  motion  ', 
the  term  nyunn  mpainn  being  equivalent  to  pmn&n  moan 

nyunn  bw.  Crescas's  definition  of  motion,  therefore,  with 

the  exception  of  the  expression  '  or  of  rest '  would  thus  be 
identical  with  one  of  the  tentative  definitions  discarded 

by  Gersonides.  It  is  somewhat  in  this  sense,  in  fact,  that 

the  definition  is  taken  by  Eisler  in  his  Vorltsungen  ilber  die 

jiidischen  Philosophen  des  Mittelalters,  3,  p.  144.  '  Die 
Zeitdauer  wird  an  der  Ruhe  oder  an  der  Bewegung  zwischen 

zwei  Zeiten  gemessen ;  die  Zeit  ist  also  das  Mass  fur  die 

continuirlichen  Ouantitaten,  wie  die  Zahl  fur  nicht  zusam- 

menhangende  Quantitaten.' 
This  interpretation  of  the  definition,  however,  involves 

some  difficulties.  Were  this  its  meaning,  it  is  strange 

that  Crescas  should  take  no  notice  of  the  objections 

raised  by  Gersonides  against  this  definition.  Furthermore, 

if  that  were  the  meaning  of  Crescas's  definition,  he  has 
failed  to  prove  his  main  point,  namely,  the  absolute  separa- 

tion of  time  from  motion.  His  addition  of  the  terms  *or 

of  rest '  in  the  definition  does  not  achieve  that  purpose, 

for  rest  is  merely  the  negation  of  motion — an  objection 

which,  despite  Crescas's  attempt  to  explain  it,  is  insisted 
upon,  as  we  shall  see,  by  one  of  his  critics. 

It  is  therefore  necessary  that  the  term  nipainn  be 

rendered  here  not  by  '  continuity ',  but  by  '  continuance ', 
or  rather  '  duration  '.  The  definition  thus  translated  assumes 
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an  entirely  new  meaning,  the  significance  of  which  I  shall 

point  out  after  a  brief  discussion  of  its  origin.  It  can  be 

shown  that  the  term  mpmnn  was  known  to  Crescas  to  have 

the  two  meanings  of  'cohesion'  and  'duration'.  Thus  in 
Or  Adonai^  I,  i,  13,  he  suggests  that  the  term  pnnE  in  Mai- 

monides'  thirteenth  Proposition  should  be  taken  not  in  its 

ordinary  sense  of  'cohesion',  but  in  the  sense  of  'eternal 

duration'.1  "nw  Ton  ,p3in»  n»«2  nrity  is*.  Its  corresponding 

Greek  term  a-vvtytia  likewise  has  these  two  meanings. 
Aristotle  uses  it  in  both  of  these  meanings  in  one  passage 

in  \hzPkysics,  VIII,  vii,  §  3  (260  b,  20-21).  In  the  Hebrew 

translations  of  the  Physics,  <rvv€\(os  in  this  passage  is  in 

one  case  rendered  by  n^nw  and  in  another  case  by  npnTO . 
The  definition  of  time  in  terms  of  the  duration  of 

motion  is  not  original  with  Crescas.  It  has  a  long  history 

behind  it.  It  was  of  common  usage  in  post-Aristotelian 

philosophy  among  the  Stoics  and  the  Neoplatonists,  the 

latter  of  whom  tried  to  identify  it  with  an  ancient  view  of 

some  of  the  Pythagoreans.  Its  traces  are  also  found  in 

the  works  of  many  Arabic  and  Hebrew  authors  with  which 

Crescas  was  familiar.  Crescas  saw  clear  through  the 

difference  between  the  Aristotelian  and  the  later  definitions 

of  time,  and  has  utilized  it  here  for  his  own  purpose.  It 

is  due  to  the  unoriginality  of  his  definition,  and  to  his 

reliance  upon  the  general  acquaintance  of  his  contemporaries 

with  the  nature  of  that  definition,  that  Crescas  did  not 

think  it  necessary  to  enter  into  an  elaborate  explanation 

of  its  meaning. 

1  This  is  the  correct  reading  of  the  passage  according  to  the  Vienna, 
Parma.  Munich,  Oxford,  and  Vatican  MSS.  The  Ferrara  edition  as  well 

as  the  Paris  and  Jews'  College  MSS.  read  ypTin»  nCN 
TOJ  T»n  pmnc. 

B  2 
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The  clearest  statement  of  the  definition  of  time  in  terms 

of  duration  is  found  in  Plotinus.  In  the  Enneads,  III,  7,  6, 

he  says  that  among  those  who  define  time  as  a  relation 

of  motion,  some  identify  it  with  Stdo-T-n/jLa,  i.  e.  the  interval 

or  extension  of  motion.  What  is  meant  by  that  8ida-Trjfj.a 
he  does  not  explain.  The  Latin  translation,  however,  adds 

the  gloss  'sive  spatium,  sive  durationem '.  This  gloss  is 
probably  based  upon  the  subsequent  discussion  of  the  term 

Sido-rrjfjia  by  Plotinus  himself.  In  chapter  7  he  raises  the 
question  what  that  8idcrTrjfj.a  might  mean,  in  answer  to 

which  he  mentions  TocrovSt,  i.  e.  quantity,  and  hence  space 

and  (Tvvtyeia,  i.  e.  duration. 
Plotinus  does  not  mention  the  name  of  the  author  of 

the   un-Aristotelian   definition    of  time.      But   we   gather 
this   information   from    Simplicius.      In    one   place   in   his 

Commentary  on  the  Categories,  Simplicius  informs  us  that 

it   is  Zeno   who   defines  time  as  the  Sida-rrj^a  of  motion 
(cf.  Zeller,  Stoics,  Epicureans  and  Sceptics,  ch.  VIII,  Eng. 

Tr.,  p.  197,  note  2).     In  another  place,  in  his  Commentary 

on  the  Physics  (cf.  Simplicius,  In  Aristotelis  Physicoruvi 

libros    commentaria,   ed.    Diels,    p.   786,   1.   usqq.  ;    and 

Taylor's  translation  of  the  Physics,  p.  544).     Simplicius 
mentions  the  fact  that  Jamblichus  in  the  first  book  of  his 

Commentary  on  the  Categories  quotes  Archytas  to  the  effect 

that  '  time  ...  is  a  certain  number  of  motion,  or  the  universal 

extension  of  the  nature  of  the  universe  '.     A  little  further  in 
the  same  passage  Simplicius  mentions  Damascius  as  the  one 

who  interpreted  the  term  '  extension '  used   by  Archytas 

to  mean  '  temporal  extension  ',  or  *  duration '.     To  quote 

Simplicius  :  *  Time  is  the  universal  extension  of  the  nature 
of  the  universe,  because  it  is  not  only  the  extension  of 

motion,   but   also   of  rest.  ...  And    as   he  proceeds,  he 
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renders  it  still  clearer,  that  he  does  not  define  extension 

according  to  magnitude  [i.e.  space]  but  according  to  the 

duration  of  the  ever*.  Cf.  op.  cit.y  p.  787,  11.  33-4,  and 

p.  788,  11.  18-20  KaOoXov  Se  9id<rrij]JLa  TTJS  TOV  TravTot 

(fivcre&s,  OTL  ov  [j,6vr]S  Kivrjo-t&s  dXXa  Kal  rjptLLLas  .  .  .  KOL 

TTpoeXOcbi'  eTL  o~a(f)€O'T€poi>  eTTOirjo-ei',  OTL  ov  Kara  /zeyeflo? 

a>pio~€  TO  Sido-Trj/jLa,  dXXa  KaTa  TT\V  TOV  del  vvveyeiav. 
Traces  of  this  definition  of  time  are  to  be  found  in  the 

works  of  Arabic  authors.  In  the  Encyclopedia  of  the 

Brethren  of  Purity,  we  find  the  following  statement  :  *  Time 
is  also  said  to  be  the  number  (^J^)  of  the  movements  of  the 

celestial  sphere.  Or,  again,  it  is  said  to  be  a  kind  of 

duration  (il»)  which  becomes  numerically  determined  by 

the  movement  of  the  celestial  sphere  '. 

(Cf.  Dieterici,  Die  Abhandlungen  der  Ichwdn 

Arabic  text,  p.  35  ;  German  translation,  pp.  14-15  of 

Book  V  of  his  series  Die  Philosophic  der  Araber,  &c.).  Of 

these  two  definitions,  it  is  clear,  the  first  represents  the 

Aristotelian,  or  rather  the  Platonic,  view,  the  second  the 

tin-  Aristotelian. 

The  un-Aristotelian  definition  seems  to  be  implied  in 

Avicenna's  discussion  of  time  in  his  Al-Najat  (Rome,  1593, 
pp.  30-31)  and  also  in  his  Es-Sefd^  as  may  be  gathered 

from  Horten's  translation  of  the  latter  work  (cf.  Horten, 
Die  Metaphysik  Aviccnnas,  IV,  iii,  ch.  4,  §  2).  The  term 

used  by  Avicenna  in  the  sense  of  '  duration  '  is  JUBl. 
Following  Avicenna,  Algazali  reproduces  a  similar 

definition  in  his  Makasid  al-Falasifah,  Metaphysics^  IV. 

He  says,  4  Time  is  a  term  signifying  the  duration  of  motion, 

that  is  to  say,  the  extension  of  motion  '. 
si.       iU 
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(From  a  copy  of  MS.  Berl.  Ouet.,  No.  59  in  the  possession 

of  Professor  Henry  Malter.) 

The  terms  '  duration'  and  'extension'  are  differently 
rendered  in  the  two  Hebrew  translations  which  I  have 

consulted.  In  one  (MS.  Cambridge  University  Library, 

Mm.  8.  24),  'duration',  »£.,  is  rendered  by  its  Hebrew 

homophonous  term  mo,  and  '  extension  ',  ̂lj^«l,  by  nitDPBnn 

(nyunri  mD&'ann  5>"n  nyunn  mo5>  ron  jom  »a).  In  the  other 
(MS.  ibid..  Mm.  6.  30),  $X»  is  rendered  by  ny  and  ilji»l 

by  "jtron  (nyunn  "JKWO  i?"i  njnann  nyo  rre^o  joTn  *a). 
The  same  definition  is  also  reproduced  by  Sharastani, 

evidently  from  the  Al-Najat,  in  his  summary  of  Avicenna's 

philosophy  (Cureton's  edition,  p.  401).  'And  so  there  is 
here  a  measure  for  motions,  corresponding  to  them,  and 

everything  corresponding  to  motions  is  something  having 

duration,  which  duration  implies  a  continual  renewal  of 

itself.  It  is  this  that  we  call  time.' 

J-L.       4*     «y\  J)>     U  l^J     jp.Uw     ̂ ls.     ̂ Ij^     UU     l\3 

The  term  used  by  Sharastani,  which  I  have  translated  by 

*  duration  ',  is  JU.1ftJ!,  a  word  which,  like  the  Hebrew  nip^inn, 

used  in  Crescas's  definition,  is  derived  from  a  root  meaning 

'  to  join',  'to  cohere',  and  again,  like  the  Hebrew  mpnnn, 

ordinarily  means  '  cohesion  '  or  '  continuity  '.  But  in  the 

light  of  Avicenna's  definition  of  time  which  is  reproduced 

by  Algazali,  and  by  analogy  of  the  Greek  a-we^eta  and  the 
Hebrew  mpainn,  I  have  taken  this  term  here  in  the  sense 

of  '  duration  '.  Haarbriicker,  who  translated  Sharastani 
into  German,  seems  to  have  missed  this  peculiar  meaning 

of  the  term  and  its  significance  in  the  definition  of  time. 

He  consequently  takes  the  term  JU$I  in  its  ordinary  sense 
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of  *  cohesion '  (ZnsammenJiang]^  and  thus  attributes  to 
Sharastani  a  definition  of  time  as  meaningless  as  would 

be  that  of  Crescas,  if  we  were  to  translate  the  term  mpmnn 

in  his  definition  by  '  cohesion '. 
This  un-Aristotelian  definition  of  time  occurs  also  in 

the  works  of  the  early  Jewish  philosophers.  Saadia  defines 

time  as  being  'nothing  but  the  measure  (or  extension)  of 

the  duration  of  bodies'  (cf.  Emnnot,  II,  u,  j*  Uol  ul*jJl  (j£j 

J^*.y\  *Ub  si*,  which  in  Judah  Ibn  Tibbon's  Hebrew  trans- 
lation reads  owan  Dvp  ITO  ON  »a  1^\x  jorm).  The  essentially 

characteristic  word  in  this  definition  is  the  term  '  duration ', 
for  in  another  place  in  his  work  Saadia  uses  only  that  term 

in  his  definition  of  time.  (Cf.  Emunot,  I,  4,  '  Its  essence, 

truly  defined,  is  the  duration  of  these  existent  objects,  &c.' 

.  .  .  u^b^a-jU  SJA  £U)  sdLiia.  USlj .  In  this  case  Judah  Ibn 

Tibbon  translates  the  term  *l&  by  nnNB>n  and  not  by  DVp. 

.  . .  ntan  rttKXiMn  nns^n  inncN  bix).  Now  this  definition 

of  time  is  evidently  not  Aristotelian,  as  has  already  been 

pointed  out  by  Guttmann  (cf.  Die  Religionsphilosophie  des 

Saadia,  p.  80),  for  it  lacks  the  most  characteristic  expression 

used  in  Aristotle's  definition  of  time,  namely,  its  being  the 
number  or  measure  of  motion.  But  Guttmann,  as  we  shall 

see,  is  wide  of  the  mark  in  identifying  Saadia's  definition 
as  Platonic.  He  has  been  led  into  this  error  by  a  super- 

ficial reading  of  a  certain  passage  of  Zeller,  which  he 

mistook  to  be  an  exact  reproduction  of  Plato's  definition 

of  time  and  in  which  the  term  '  Dauer '  would  seem  to 
be  the  most  characteristic  feature.  (Cf.  Zeller,  Phil.  d.  Gr.t 

2,  i,  p.  521,  4Aus  diesen  Bewegungen  der  Himmelskorper 
entspringt  die  Zeit,  welche  nichts  anderes  ist,  als  die  D alter 

ihrer  Umlanfc '.)  Plato,  however,  has  never  given  a  clean- 

cut  definition  of  time  in  which  the  term  '  duration ', 
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or  (TvveytLa>  forms  the  most  important  part.  It  is  only 

from  his  discussion  in  the  Timaeiis  (37-9)  and  from  the 

doubtful  reference  to  it  in  the  Physics  (IV,  x,  §  7)  that 

we  may  gather  some  idea  of  Plato's  conception  of  time,  and 
from  both  these  sources  it  appears  that  the  most  character- 

istic feature  of  his  conception  of  time  is  its  connexion  with 

the  movements  of  the  celestial  spheres.  As  to  the  nature 

of  this  connexion,  however,  it  is  a  matter  of  controversy 

among  the  Greek  commentators  whether  Plato,  like  Aris- 

totle, considered  time  to  be  the  measure  of  the  motion  of 

the  spheres,  or,  unlike  him,  he  identified  it  with  the  motion 

itself.  (Cf.  Simplicius,  op.  cit.y  pp.  700-4,  and  Taylor's 
translation  of  the  Physics,  pp.  242-5,  n.  4.)  It  is  therefore 
more  reasonable  to  assume  that  Saadia  follows  that  un- 

Aristotelian  definition  of  time  which,  as  we  have  seen,  is 

characterized  by  the  use  of  the  term  *  duration '. 

Saadia's  definition  seems  to  have  been  adopted  verbally 
by  Abraham  bar  Hiyya.  He  defines  time  as  DK  '3  UiWI 

niNSoan  mcyo  [riTCK  ̂ :D3]rrvi!:N  (cf.  Hegyon  ha-Nefesh, 

p.  2  a,  Leipzig,  1860).  By  changing  the  dubious  reading 

of  [HTIDK  ̂ 33]fWDK  to  m»  we  have  a  literal  Hebrew  trans- 

lation of  Saadia's  definition  of  time,  in  which  the  term  *U> 

is  rendered  by  'TJBJ?.  Thus  Abraham  bar  Hiyya's  definition 
of  time  cannot  be  either  Aristotelian  or  Platonic,  contrary 

to  a  statement  of  Husik,  according  to  whom  time  is  defined 

by  Abraham  bar  Hiyya  as  the  measure  of  motion  (cf. 

A  History  of  Mediaeval  Jewish  Philosophy -,  p.  115). 

We  have  thus  seen  that  the  essential  part  in  the  un- 

Aristotelian  definition  of  time  is  the  term  '  extension ',  in 

the  sense  of  temporal  extension,  or  *  duration'.  In  Greek 

the  words  used  are  Stda-Tij/jLa  and  avv^ia.  In  Arabic  for 

temporal '  extension '  Algazali  uses  ̂ Ijjul,  which  is  translated 
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into  Hebrew  by  nia^ann  and  IKlon.  For  '  duration  '  we 
have  the  following  terms:  (i)  £l«,  used  by  Saadia,  and 
translated  into  Hebrew  by  ovp  and  nnKBTi  (Judah  Ibn 

Tibbon)  or  by  moy  (Abraham  bar  Hiyya).  (2)  »!•  ,  used 

in  the  Encyclopedia  of  the  Brethren  of  Purity  and  by 

Algazali,  and  rendered  into  Hebrew  by  rno  and  ny.  (3) 

JU33H,  used  by  Sharastani  and  Avicenna,  which  is  the 

exact  equivalent  of  the  Greek  (rvvt^ia-  The  Hebrew 

for  this  is  nipmnn,  and  it  is  this  term  which  is  used 

here  by  Crescas.  In  all  these  definitions  of  time,  as 

we  have  seen,  the  term  'duration'  is  used  either  together 

with  the  term  *  motion  '  (Plotinus,  Arabic  authors),  or 
without  it  (Archytas,  Saadia,  Abraham  bar  Hiyya).  The 

term  '  motion  ',  therefore,  is  not  an  essential  part  of  this 
un-Aristotelian  definition.  If  it  is  used  at  all,  it  is  used 

for  some  other  reason,  and  not  necessarily  to  the  exclusion 

of  '  rest  ',  as  will  be  presently  explained.  Thus  Crescas 
significantly  says  in  his  definition  of  time  that  it  is  the 

measure  of  the  duration  of  motion  or  of  rest  (cf.  Simplicius's 
citation  from  Damascius  quoted  above). 

Let  us  now  see  what  the  significance  of  this  un- 

Aristotelian  definition  is,  and  how  it  differs  from  the 

Aristotelian  definition. 

To  begin  with,  these  two  definitions  imply  two  funda- 

mentally different  conceptions  with  regard  to  the  problem 

of  the  reality  of  time.  Aristotle  himself,  as  is  well  known, 

raised  the  question  as  to  the  reality  of  time.  His  own 

view  on  this  point  amounts  to  a  compromise.  Time  is 

partly  real  and  partly  ideal.  In  so  far  as  it  is  conceived 

only  in  connexion  with  motion  it  is  real,  for  motion  implies 

the  existence  of  a  moving  object  and  a  space  medium. 

But  in  so  far  as  time  is  not  identical  with  motion,  it  being 
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only  the  measure  or  number  of  motion,  it  is  conceptual, 

for  the  act  of  measuring  or  numbering  is  mental  (cf.  Physics, 

IV,  xvj.  The  implication  of  the  un-Aristotelian  defini- 

tion, on  the  other  hand,  is  that  time  is  purely  ideal.  We 

thus  find  that  Crescas,  after  having  stated  this  definition 

of  time,  derives  from  it  the  logical  conclusion,  as  follows : 

'Consequently  it  may  be  inferred  that  the  existence  of 

time  is  only  in  the  soul'  B>aj3  jotn  m«w  mvi  HNT  nth. 
According  to  this  view  time  is  absolutely  independent  of 

motion,  magnitude,  and  space.  It  could  have  been  con- 

ceived by  the  mind  even  had  there  been  no  external  world 

in  existence.  We  thus  again  find  Crescas  contending,  as 

a  consequence  of  his  definition  of  time,  that  the  statement 

of  R.  Judah  bar  R.  Simon  that  the  order  of  time  had 

existed  previous  to  creation  (Bereshit  Rabba,  ch.  Ill)  should 

be  taken  in  its  literal  sense.  "12  min»  '"i  "IDND  DENJV  nth 

p^  D"ttp  D^CT  TTD  ilW  ID^O  KliTI  1DK?B3  J1D»D  U1  (cf.  More/I, 
II,  xxx). 

But  time,  in  its  purely  ideal  nature,  when  conceived 

absolutely  apart  from  motion,  is  indeterminate  and  im- 

measurable. It  is  an  unqualified  limitless  duration.  It 

does  not  become  a  subject  of  measurement  unless  it  is 

conceived  in  connexion  with  an  external  moving  object. 

For  the  existence  of  an  object  in  motion  implies  three 

things:  (i)  a  corporeal  magnitude,  which  is  the  subject  of 

motion ;  (2)  space,  which  is  the  medium  of  motion  and 

within  which  one  may  distinguish  the  different  distances 

traversed  by  the  subject ;  (3)  the  process  of  motion  itself, 

which  is  subject  to  a  variation  of  velocity.  And  thus 

when  there  is  an  object  in  motion  we  are  able  to  obtain 

a  definite  portion  of  time  by  dividing  the  distance  by 

the  velocity.  This  does  not  mean  that  motion  will  give 
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rise  to  time ;  it  only  means  that  through  motion  we  are 

enabled  to  get  a  part  of  definite  time  out  of  the  indefinite 

duration  which  has  an  independent  conceptual  existence 

of  its  own.  Time  appears  to  us  in  its  definite  proportions 

only  in  the  ratio  of  distance  and  velocity  (cf.  Sharastani 

and  Algazali,  op.  cit. ;  and  Altabrizi's  commentary  on 

Maimonides1  Twenty-five  Propositions,  Prop.  XV).  Hence 
Crescas's  definition  that  time  is  the  measure  of  the  duration 
of  motion  or  rest  between  two  instants. 

This  difference  between  the  two  definitions  may  be 

further  stated  in  the  terms  of  the  mediaeval  scholastic 

discussion  whether  time  was  materially  or  only  formally 

different  from  motion  (cf.  Suarez,  Metaphysicarum  Dispu- 

tatioimm,  ed.  1614,  part  II,  p.  472 b  'An  tempus  in  re 

distinguatur  a  motu  ' ;  cf.  also  Annotationes  to  Duns  Scotus's 
Quaestiones  in  Libras  Physicornm  Ar  is  tote  Us,  Ouaestio  XV, 

ed.  Vives,  p.  125.  According  to  Aristotle's  definition  time 
is  only  formally  different  from  motion  ;  materially  they 

are  both  identical.  Or,  to  put  it  in  the  language  of 

Simplicius  and  Averroes,  time  and  motion  are  according 

to  Aristotle  the  same  in  subject  (u7roKeifjL€^(f>  =  Nirua)  but 

different  in  definition  (Aoyo>=  "JCKC3).  Cf.  Simplicius,  op.  cit. 

IV,  II,  p.  712)  11-  18-19  dXXa  KOLV  rw  i>7ro/c«//ej/o>  TOLVTOL  fj, 

TO)  Aoyo)  8ia(f)€p€i.  Just  as  five  things  are  in  their  subject 

wood,  but  they  are  five  according  to  number,  so  are  time  and 

motion.  Their  common  subject  is  the  moving  object. 

When  we  view  this  object  with  reference  to  its  motion 

between  co-subsistent  prior  and  posterior  points  in  space  we 
get  pure  motion.  But  when  we  view  it  with  reference  to 

successive  prior  and  posterior  points  which  are  not  in 

space,  we  get  time.  According  to  the  definition  adopted 

by  Crescas,  on  the  other  hand,  time  and  motion  are 
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materially  different.  In  order  to  exist,  time,  unlike  motion, 

does  not  imply  the  existence  of  an  object  in  space.  Its 

existence  is  purely  conceptual.  In  order  to  be  measured, 

however,  this  requires  the  existence  of  an  object  moving 

in  space  ;  for  definite  time  is  obtained  by  the  division  of 

distance  by  velocity. 

That  these  two  definitions  revolve,  as  I  have  been 

trying  to  show,  about  the  problem  of  the  reality  of  time, 

is  clearly  brought  out  in  two  passages  of  Algazali  and 

Averroes.  As  we  have  already  seen,  Algazali  defines 

time  in  terms  of  *  duration  '.  Averroes,  of  course,  follows 

Aristotle.  Now,  in  his  Hapalat  ha-Pilusuphim>  I,  Algazali 

makes  the  following  statement  :  '  Passing  by  itself  is  time  ; 
passing  on  account  of  something  else  is  motion,  for  motion 

passes  by  virtue  of  the  passing  of  time.'  Kin  vuovya  naiyn 
jom  TQjn  Tiayn  *on  'a  ,nyi:nn  ton  inhn  naiym  ,iom.  To 

this  Averroes  replies  in  his  Hapalat  ha-Hapalah^  I,  as 

follows:  'What  he  says  is  true  enough,  and,  indeed,  it 
proves  the  truth  of  what  we  have  said  about  the  nature 

of  time.  Certain  it  is,  however,  that  the  '  before  *  and  the 

*  after'  of  time  include  at  once  their  respective  parts  of 
motion  as  well  as  their  respective  parts  of  duration,  not 

merely  their  respective  parts  of  duration.  This  is  in 

opposition  to  Algazali  '  (quoted  in  Narboni's  Commentary 

on  Algazali's  Kaivanot,  Metaphysics,  IV,  (MS.  Paris,  Bibl. 
Nationale,  Cod.  Heb.  901)  : 

noxa  nn  ,iosya  INUD  next?  nr  "a  ,n^snn  nS>s>na  -JEH  p  -10*0 
ife11  |Dtn  ;o  inxnom  mipn  DJCNI   .inuiNap  no  nnr:N  by 
nn    .nab  i^onn  ̂ p^n  si>  /irr  iironn  sp^n  ny  nyunn  ̂  

The  point  at  issue  between  Algazali  and  Averroes  is 

clear.     To  the  former,  time  is  abstract  duration,  materially 
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differing  from  motion.  Hence  it  is  ideal.  To  the  latter, 

time  is  materially  identical  with  motion.  It  is  therefore 

in  so  far  real.  In  another  passage,  quoted  by  Narboni  in 

his  Commentary  on  the  More/i,  Part  II,  Proposition  XV, 

Averroes  makes  his  point  still  clearer.  He  says  that  while 

time  must  always  involve  motion,  pure  duration,  conceived 

without  motion  may  be  termed  *  eternity  '  : 
wvD  -jpDfTO  nv^»  torn   iy&h   m  ,nen  p  "»CNI 
ynvjm  ynyunn  ny  N!?K  fern  *nv  xb  p^i  ,niyyunen 

nrna  nvo  ropb  IBM  »a  D3?2N  nvn^  .pn 

Kin  "a   ;  nat^om  7nnp^   NYKT  nvo  ynywnn  ̂ ani  ynywnn 
nixso^n  i?ab  ̂ han  ̂ win  yyi^non  I^N  nyiann 

»a   /rpm  5]picn  ̂ :^ 
cn  n^na  *rv»  mpb  nwni   ,nj 
avw  PSD  px  ̂ a  .pr  nnox  N^>  .JDT 

yorn  it^N  nyunn  DyauD  p«  *a  yjcn  -uxirv  ub 
anrna  sin  j?arn^  ins*  .Dnwro  pra  PNI  yn5> 

Da.  ̂ Said  Averroes,  and  we  quote  him  verbatim:  "Time 
is  an  appellative  term  for  the  duration  of  the  existence  of 

such  objects  as  have  motion.  Consequently  time  cannot 

be  conceived  but  in  connexion  with  motion.  Eternity  — 

dahr  in  Arabic  —  is  an  appellation  for  the  duration  of  things 
that  are  immovable.  Hence  immovable  beings  are  said 

to  have  no  existence  in  time."  By  this  he  means  to  say 
that  time  is  to  be  taken  with  reference  to  the  subject  of 

duration,  which  is  motion  >  and  that  it  must  be  implicated 

in  that  motion,  with  reference  to  which  it  is  taken,  and  the 

duration  thereof  —  for  time  is  the  duration  of  the  motion 

of  the  first  movable  [sphere]  which  comprehends  all  other 

objects  and  through  which  all  those  objects  are  moved  and 

changed  in  the  same  manner  as  an  object  enclosed  within 

another  object  is  said  to  change  through  the  change  of 
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the  object  enclosing,  for  we  do  all  change  because  we  exist 

within  something  changing.  Eternity,  however,  is  to  be 

taken  with  reference  to  abstract  duration.  It  has  the 

semblance  of  time,  but  is  not  real  time.  Thus  while  there 

can  be  no  doubt  that  the  immaterial  intelligences  continue 

for  ever  and  have  duration,  they  cannot  have  the  predication 

of  time,  inasmuch  as  their  nature  precludes  motion  with 

which  time  must  be  related.  Their  existence  therefore 

is  not  in  time,  since  to  be  in  time  means  to  partake  in  the 

motion  of  the  heavens  in  which  things  have  their  existence.' 
(Cf.  also  De  Boer,  Die  Widersprilche  der  PJiilosophie  nach 

al-Gazzali,  pp.  23-5.) 
The  same  contrast  between  the  Aristotelian  and  un- 

Aristotelian  definition  of  time  is  again  brought  out  by 

Narboni  in  his  Commentary  on  the  Kaivanot,  Metaphysics, 

IV,  where  he  compares  Avicenna's  and  Algazali's  views 
with  that  of  Averroes  : 

WD    an  -jE 

ID     n  ̂ oin  en:?  rnaponn  vrwv 

i>"")  pnaa  ̂ ""i  ̂ oson  nyunn  yaao  pin   wo  tnnn^  nn 

nn    .  in  D«^  sb  bm  ,b  1^D3  «in  DN*  p"j  Ntnn  is^n 
njnann  nw^iD  nio^snni  ^trcn  ̂   /TTID  n^n  p  ̂   .ncn  p 

prn  miv  «in^  nr^m  wn   ̂   pi  ̂ orn  nn»«  win 

.  .  .  nywnn  my^  Nin  UIEK^  102   jo:n  yn^n   ptr  ̂   ̂   nn 

'Algazali  and  Avicenna,  however,  do  not  take  the  term 

"  number  "  used  by  Aristotle  in  the  sense  of  the  number  of 
the  parts  of  motion,  but  as  the  number  of  duration  which 

is  of  the  nature  of  a  primary  entelechy.  He  thus  says  that 

the  essence  of  duration  is  the  essence  of  time,  that  is  to 

say,  they  have  a  generic  identity  without  implying  a  common 
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subject  [i.e.  motion];  and  this  follows  as  a  consequence 
from  the  view  that  the  nature  of  time  differs  from  that  of 

motion  in  expression,  i.e.  in  definition,  as  well  as  in  subject. 

Though  motion  bears  some  relation  to  time,  it  is  not  part 

of  it.  This  is  in  contradistinction  to  Averroes's  view.  For 
while  Averroes  admits  that  the  duration  and  extension  of 

the  diurnal  motion  [of  the  sphere]  is  the  essence  of  time, 

he  considers  that  to  be  only  the  form  of  time  but  not  the 

whole  of  it  [i.  e.  they  are  related  in  form,  not  in  substance]. 

According  to  Averroes,  as  we  have  pointed  out,  time  is 

the  measure  of  motion,  &c.' 
In  adopting  this  un-Aristotelian  definition  of  time 

Crescas  has  therefore  attained  his  main  purpose,  namely, 

the  absolute  separation  of  time  from  motion.  The  main 

characteristic  of  this  definition,  as  has  been  shown,  is  the 

identification  of  time  with  pure  duration.  Motion  comes 

in  only  as  a  means  of  measuring  off  a  definite  part  of  time, 

and  for  this  rest  may  do  as  well  as  motion.  The  full  signifi- 

cance of  this  definition  has  not  always  been  fully  under- 

stood. Isaac  Ibn  Shem-tob  (fifteenth  century),  who  like  his 

nephew  Shem-tob  ben  Joseph  Ibn  Shem-tob,  the  well-known 

commentator  on  the  Moreh,  makes  several  disparaging 

remarks  about  Crescas  in  his  super  commentary  on  Averroes's 
Intermediate  Physics,  missed  the  main  point  of  this  defini- 

tion. Taking  Crescas's  definition  to  differ  from  that  of 

Aristotle  only  in  the  addition  of  the  term  '  rest ',  he  argues 
as  follows :  Since  rest  is  only  the  negation  of  motion,  by 

defining  time  in  terms  of  rest,  it  still  logically  implies  the 

existence  of  motion.  Isaac  Ibn  Shem-tob  does  not  ex- 

plicitly mention  the  name  of  Crescas  in  this  particular 

instance.  He  refers  to  him  only  as  a  '  certain  scholar  from 

among  the  philosophers'.  It  is  clear,  however,  that  he 
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refers  there  to  Crescas,  whom  he  names  and  criticizes  in 

other  parts  of  the  same  work  : 

5C"  "~£i  -.-•x  r^-j-'jr-sr  —  sr  i^s-j*  ̂ £rr  ^r^  -j-  —  r 

751  nr  nob  jro  men  nyttn?  nvm  nrnso?  TWPD  joint?  nr  *YBC 
nnucm  npunn  -BOD  »o~»c  ma  nrx  vb  nr  no 

law  -HPT  paon  mrvn  unsa  -uae>  /-fan  poon  mnra 

nvn  ....  Tipn  KVI  nnuci  p^p  Kin  JST*  .  .  .]  nrruoa  jo?  nnoK 
"1TBC1  .  .  .  •  .      KSC3 

-arr  rca  prn  na  nnccn  np^nr  *im  .THV  TCKST 
'i  i  "z 

The  discussion  of  time  in  Arabic  and  Jewish  philosophic 

literature,  as  here  outlined,  may  prove  to  be  of  some 

historical  significance.  In  it  we  already  find  all  the  prob- 
lems about  the  nature  of  time  that  are  discussed  at  length 

by  the  later  Scholastics  —  the  problem  as  to  the  definition 
of  time,  whether  it  should  be  in  terms  of  motion  or  in 

terms  of  pure  succession,  as  to  its  reality,  and  as  to  the 
nature  of  its  distinction  from  motion.  We  have  seen  how 

all  these  problems  are  interdependent.  It  is  interesting 

to  note  that  the  Scholastics  have  not  always  seen  this 

interdependence  of  the  problems.  Furthermore,  Crescas's 
definition  of  time  and  its  historical  background  may  throw 

light  upon  Spinoza's  discussion  of  the  same  problem. 
Spinoza,  as  is  well  known,  distinguishes  between  time  and 

2  From  an  unpublished  work  in  the  Cambridge  University  Library, 
Mm.  6.  25.  This  work  I  have  found  to  be  identical  with  the  anonymous 

commentary  on  Averroes's  /M/rrmn&afr  Physics  in  Munich,  Cod.  Heb.  45. 
Steinschneider  ascribed  the  latter  work  to  Isaac  Albalag  (Uttarsttammffem, 

$  49\  which  can  be  disproved  independently  by  internal  evidence.  In 

connexion  with  Isaac  Ibn  Shem-tob  I  may  also  state  that  I  have  proofs 
which  conclusively  show  that  be  is  the  author  of  the  three  commentaries 

on  the  PJysus  found  in  Trinity  College.  Cambridge.  R.  a  19,  which  are 

described  by  both  Schiller-Szinessy  and  Steinschneider  as  anonymous  (dL 

§  sac). 
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(  duration'.  Duration  is  indefinite  time.  Time  is  only  one 

of  the  '  modes  of  thinking,  or  rather  of  imagining  '  (cogitandi,. 
sen  potius  imaginandi,  modes),  to  measure  off  a  definite 

portion  of  time  (cf.  Epistola,  XII,  olim  XXIX).  Without 

misprizing  the  originality  of  Spinoza's  conception  of  time 
and  eternity  as  a  whole,  it  can  be  shown  that  he  is  freely 

operating  with  terms  and  ideas  of  long  standing  in  the 

Jewish  philosophic  literature.  To  students  of  Bergson,  too, 

it  may  perhaps  be  of  some  interest  to  compare  his  distinc- 

tion between  'pure  duration'  and  *  mixed  time'  with  the 
implications  of  the  two  contrasting  definitions  of  time  which 
we  have  discussed. 

VOL.  X. 
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OF  GOD  IN  JEWISH  PHILOSOPHY 
HARRY  AUSTRYN  WOLFSON, 

Harward  University,  Cambridge,  Mass.,  U.  S.  A. 

OF  THE  MANY  HISTORICAL  PROOFS  for  the  existence 

of  God — the  three  from  speculative  reason  enumerated 
by  Kant,  the  cosmological,  the  ontological,  and  the  teleological, 
and  others  like  universal  assent  and  the  innateness  of  the  idea 

of  God — only  the  cosmological  type  of  argument  was  pressed 
into  service  by  Jewish  theologians.  The  arguments  from  uni- 

versal assent  and  the  innateness  of  the  idea  of  God  were 

omitted  for  very  good  reasons,  and  the  argument  from  design, 

though  not  overlooked  completely,  was  not  used  as  an  in- 
dependent proof  for  the  existence  of  God.  As  for  the  onto- 

logical argument,  an  eminent  scholar  to  the  contrary  notwith- 
standing, it  is  entirely  absent,  though  some  of  the  ingredients 

of  which  it  is  made  up  were  not  unknown,  as,  for  instance, 
the  identity  of  essence  and  existence  in  God  which  is  the 

basis  of  the  ontological  proof  as  given  by  Spinoza.  Of  these 
general  remarks,  which  summarize  the  situation,  the  discussion 
which  follows  is  an  enlargement. 

It  was  Kaufmann  who  invited  us  to  be  astounded  at  the 

failure  of  our  religious  thinkers  to  turn  to  account,  as  did 

Christian  and  Moslem  theologians,  the  ancient,  classical 

argument  of  universal  assent.1  When  we  scrutinize,  however, 
the  nature  of  that  argument  and  all  it  implies,  instead  of  being 
surprized  at  their  remissness  we  shall  have  to  admire  their 

circumspection.  The  argument  from  universal  assent,  it  might 

1  Attributenlehre,  p.   2,  n.  4. 
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be  said,  reflects  a  polytheistic  background  of  religious  belief, 
or,  at  best,  a  stage  in  the  development  of  the  conception  of 

divine  unity  which  is  sometimes  described  by  the  term  heno- 
theism.  In  a  religious  tradition  where  the  recognition  of  one 

spiritual  deity  as  supreme  did  not  mean  the  branding  of  all 
others  as  false,  there  was  indeed  a  certain  cogency  in  the 
argument  from  universal  assent,  for  all  mankind,  to  be  sure, 

acknowledged  the  existence  of  some  land  of  god.  It  was  thus 

well  for  Roman  Cicero2  to  declare  that  all  men  had  an  idea 
of  god  and  prove  thereby  his  existence.  It  was  thus  also  with 
the  heathen  converts  to  Christianity  and  Islam  when  they 

began  to  prove  the  existence  of  the  Jewish  God  by  arguments 

taken  from  classical  philosophy.  When  Jewish  theologians, 
however,  in  the  tenth  century,  found  it  necessary  to  prove  the 
existence  of  God,  the  situation  was  entirely  different.  They 
were  called  upon  to  prove  the  existence  of  a  God  who  in  the 
consciousness  of  his  believers  was  the  only  true  God,  besides 
whom  all  the  other  gods  were  vain  and  false  idols.  It  was 

hardly  possible  for  them  to  appeal  to  the  general  persuasion 
of  mankind  as  to  His  existence.  To  them,  quite  the  contrary, 
mankind  denied  the  existence  of  God,  and  it  was  only  by  a 

special  act  of  grace  that  a  single  chosen  people  had  come 
to  know  him  by  means  of  a  direct  revelation.  It  was  therefore 

not  to  a  universal  assent  that  Jewish  philosophers  appealed 
but  rather  to  a  national  assent,  or  tradition,  as  they  call  it,  a 

tradition  based  upon  the  evidence  of  a  direct  experience  shared 

by  the  entire  race  at  the  foot  of  Sinai.  The  argument  from 
tradition,  it  might  therefore  be  said,  is  the  Jewish  equivalent 

of  the  classical  argument  from  assent.  I  hope  to  show  else- 
where, that  in  Anselm,  too,  we  may  identify  under  the  guise 

of  tradition  the  argument  from  assent  and  thus  prove  that  his 
famous  ontological  proof  was  only  meant  to  be  considered  as 

ancillary  to  the  proof  of  consensus  gentium. 
No  more  inexplicable  is  another  difficulty,  again  raised  by 

Kaufmann,  as  to  the  failure  of  Jewish  theologians  to  present 
the  argument  of  the  innateness  of  the  idea  of  God  in  the 

a  De  Natura  Deorum  II.  4. 
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human  mind  as  proof  for  His  existence.3  The  term  innate  idea 
is  used  in  two  senses.  It  is  sometimes  used  in  a  rather  loose 

and  general  sense  merely  as  the  denial  of  an  external,  sensible 

source  to  certain  ideas,  assigning  to  them,  however,  some  ex- 

ternal, super-sensible  source.  In  this  sense,  Plato's  theory  of 
reminiscence,  which  ascribes  to  knowledge  an  external,  super- 

sensible source,  is  often  spoken  of  as  a  theory  of  innate  ideas.* 
But  the  term  is  also  used  in  the  more  specific  sense  of  know- 

ledge coming  entirely  from  within,  as  something  constitutional 
with  the  mind,  having  no  external  source  whatsoever,  sensible 

or  super-sensible.  In  this  sense  it  was  that  Cicero  conceived 
of  innate  ideas  of  which  the  idea  of  God  he  declared  to  be 

one.s  Now,  taken  in  the  first  sense,  Jewish  philosophers  did 
not  fail  to  mention  that  the  idea  of  God  might  be  innate  in 

man.  The  knowledge  of  God  arrived  at  by  revelation  or  through 

prophetic  insight,  the  basis  of  tradition,  may  be  said  to  re- 
present knowledge  of  that  kind.  When  Maimonides,  for  instance, 

declares  that  the  knowledge  of  the  existence  of  God  may  be 

obtained  either  by  demonstrative  reasoning  or  by  direct  re- 

velation,6 this  revealed  idea  of  God  may  be  called  innate  in 
the  same  sense  as  the  awakened  memories  of  Plato.  Taken  in 

the  second  sense,  however,  God  as  an  innate  idea,  to  be  sure, 

was  not  urged  by  Jewish  philosophers  as  a  proof  for  His 
existence,  and  for  the  very  good  reason  that  in  their  theory 
of  knowledge  innate  ideas  of  this  kind  had  no  existence. 
Characteristic  of  the  theory  of  knowledge  commonly  held  by 

Jewish  philosophers,  to  whatever  school  of  thought  they  might 
otherwise  belong,  is  its  essential  empiricism.  Not  that  they 
were  empiricists  in  the  sense  that  all  knowledge  was  to  be 
derived  from  sensuous  experience,  but  in  the  sense  that  it  had 
to  be  acquired  from  without  and  could  never  rise  from  within. 

The  external  sources  of  knowledge  were  either  the  impressions 
of  the  external  world  upon  the  senses  or  the  operation  of  some 

3  Attributenlehre>  p.  2,  n.  4. 

4  See,    for   instance,    Janet    and  S^railles,    A  History  of  the  Problems  of 

Philosophy,  I.  82. 
5  DC  Natura  Deorum  II.  4. 

6  Moreh  Nebukim  II.  33. 
37 
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immaterial  agency,   as  the  Active  Intellect,   for  instance,  upon 
the  human  mind. 

That  this  is  the  general  character  of  the  theory  of  know- 

ledge held  in  common  by  Jewish  philosophers  may  be  gathered v 
from  their  respective  classifications  of  the  sources  of  knowledge. 

There  is  a  uniformity  of  principle  underlying  all  these  classi- 
fications which  unmistakably  betokens  a  common  origin.  What- 

ever difference  they  display  is  rather  in  the  use  of  terms  and 
in  the  manner  of  arrangement,  which,  however,  can  all  be 
reduced  to  a  common  type. 

Saadia  enumerates  four  sources  of  knowledge: ?  (l)  Sense 

perception.  (2)  Knowledge  of  reason,8  by  which  he  means,  to 

judge  from  Bahya's  paraphrase  of  this  expression,  the  self- 
evident  truths,  the  first  principles,  ap^at,  and  the  immediate 

propositions,  irp6Taoi;  ajxeooi;,  of  Aristotle.  (3)  Necessitated 

knowledge,9  i.  e.,  knowledge  by  logical  inference.  (4)  Tradition. 

Bahya's  classification  is  somewhat  vague  in  its  preliminary 
statement.10  But  subsequent  explanatory  remarks,  which  occur 
in  the  course  of  his  discussion,  render  it  quite  clear.  It  resembles 

Saadia's  classification  in  its  main  outline.  Saadia's  first  three 
classes  are  reduced  to  two,  the  antithesis  of  knowledge  of  the 

senses  and  knowledge  of  reason.11  Sensible  knowledge  is  then 

7  Emunot  vc-Deot,  Introduction. 

8  Saadia  calls  it  ̂ 3#n  JHD  the  equivalent  of  which  in  Bahya's  classification 
is  ttWJO  D^3»1Dn  D^mn  J^tS  tow  (see  below  note  13).    The  fact  that  Saadia 
illustrates  it  by  such  judgments  as  that  truth  is  good  and  a  lie  is  horrid,  pT&ntP 

aJUD  3Orn  21&,   does  by  no  means  limit  this  kind  of  knowledge  to  judgments 

of  value  only.  It  is  rather  two  examples  taken  at  random.  The  immediate  pro- 

positions (Tcpotaot;  a^eco;,  Anal.  Post.  I.  2,  72  a,  7)   of  Aristotle  include  all 
the  self-evident  truths  of  mathematics,  logic,   physics,   metaphysics,  and  ethics. 

Algazali,    in    his  Makasid  al-Falasifah  I.  51-58,    enumerates    thirteen    kinds   of 
immediate  propositions  among  which  are  included  such  judgments  of  value  as 

given  here  by  Saadia,  illustrated  by  the  same   example  of  a  lie   being  horrid, 

(p.  55).     He  describes   such  judgments   as  "general  opinions", 
i&D-n&lDn  (see  below  note  20). 

9  rvrron  jntt.     Joseph  ibn  Zaddik,    however,    uses  this  term    to  designate 

direct   knowledge    in  general.     See    quotation    below    in    note  19.     (Cf.  BriilPs 

JJGL  IV.  I37-) 
10  Hobot  ha-Lebabot  I.  10. 

11  Ibid,  utetf    VQ  'Jtwn  .  .  .  D«&»an  uvwinn  on&  nn«n, 
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subdivided  into  perceptions  of  the  external  senses  and  re- 

presentations of  the  internal  senses.12  Knowledge  of  reason  is 
subdivided,  after  the  manner  of  Saadia,  into  primary  notions 

and  logical  inference.1^  His  classification  therefore  runs  as 
follows:  (i)  Sensible  knowledge,  subdivided  into  (a)  perceptions 
and  (b)  representations.  Rational  knowledge,  subdivided  into 

(a)  primary  notions  and  (b)  inferences.  (3)  Traditions. 

Judah  ha-Levi,  in  his  general  treatment  of  the  soul,14  follows 
Bahya  in  his  main  classification,  dividing  knowledge,  barring 

tradition,  into  sensible  and  rational. zs  The  former  he  subdivides 
into  (a)  the  perceptions  of  the  five  external  senses,  and  (b)  the 
representations  formed  by  the  common  sense  out  of  material 

furnished  by  the  external  senses.  Such  representations  are  the 

common  sensibles,  tot  xotva,  such  as  figure,  number,  size,  motion, 

rest.16  Rational  knowledge  he  subdivides,  like  Bahya,  into 
(a)  primary  notions  and  (b)  logical  inferences.1? 

The  contrasts  between  sensible  and  rational,  direct  and 

indirect  knowledge  cross  each  other  in  Joseph  ibn  Zaddik's 
classification.  He  divides  knowledge,  first,  into  (a)  sensible  and 

(b)  rational,18   and,   then,   into   (a)  necessitated,   by  which   he 
means,    unlike   Saadia,    any    kind   of  direct    knowledge    be   it 

«  ibid.  D"»wn  DtPinm  iroi  I»K  a*awn  wram  pj>a 
13  Ibid,  nvtnn  Tnai  IBSSD  a^aunan  a^ain  :wa  tow  ̂ a»a  -IBKJ  pi. 
»4  Cusari  V.  12. 

15  Ibid.     This  formal  division  may  be   inferred  from  the  following  state- 
ment: na«i  ,rmi&n   »wna  naate  naa  rbsn   D^i«n  naia  ub   «*wi  nt 

'lai  manaa. 

16  ibid,  nwwn  wwaHaq  Dnis?sb«i  ,DSPIT  Brw»«M  ,BsriT  n»ann  a^ennn 
nwunn  Kina  n«ann    .nmaam  npianni  ̂ nuni  pam  main  i»m  [rannwan 
pina  «m»  ,in«n:»D  ̂ ano  *jm  ̂ mn  by  pn  wm«  n»na  nennwan.    That  the 
term  BnWSBttl  does  not  mean  that  the  five  senses  are  the  sole  and  direct 

means  whereby  the  "common  sensibles"  are  perceived  may  be  gathered  from 
De  Anima  III.  I,  4253,  14  seq.  and  II.  6,  418  a,  17-19.  Hence  the  bracketed 
remark  within  the  quotation. 

17  ibid,  niabn  an  IBM    .ppa  DKI  \-6«  ma^i  BK  ;ni!?3Bnan  nnwn  n  vn^i 
»a»n  iwan  b»  i»»  m«  <:n  ̂   ana  ifinnw  WH  ,nuw«in  ni^wian  an 
tzrnnai  nwpna  an 
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sensible  or   rational,   and  (b)  logical  inference.19     Necessitated 
knowledge   is   subdivided   by  him   into   four  kinds:    (a)   sense 

perceptions,  (b)  general  opinions,  (c)  traditions,  and  (d)  primary 

notions.20     In   addition,    he    mentions   also    the    knowledge    of^ 

spiritual  beings  which  the  soul  perceives  immediately.21 
Like  Joseph  ibn  Zaddik,  Maimonides  contrasts  in  a  general 

way  direct  knowledge  with  knowledge  by  logical  inference. " 
Of  direct  knowledge  he  gives  us  two  classifications,  which  are 

mutually  complementary.  One  is  to  be  found  in  te  Millot  ha- 

Higgayon**  where  it  is  divided  into  (a)  perceptions,  (b)  primary 
notions,  (c)  general  opinions,  and  (d)  traditions.  The  other,  in 

the  Moreh  Nebukim?*  has  the  following  divisions:  (a)  primary 
notions,  (b)  perceptions,  and  (c)  and  what  is  almost  as  nearly 
evident  as  perceptions.  By  this  he  undoubtedly  means  the 

"common  sensibles"  mentioned  by  Judah  ha-Levi.  He  describes 
it  as  follows:  "Such  are  the  existence  of  motion,  of  man's  free 
will,  of  phases  of  production  and  destruction,  and  of  the  natural 

properties  of  things  perceived  by  the  senses,  e.  g.,  the  heat 

of  fire,  the  coldness  of  water,  and  many  other  similar  things." 
This  is  a  well-night  exhaustive  list  of  the  sources  of  know- 

ledge enumerated  by  the  most  representative  Jewish  philosophers. 
Now,  which  of  these  kinds  of  knowledge  could  by  any  show 
of  reason  be  claimed  as  innate?  Some  scholars  are  inclined 

19  ibid,  jn&n  ,  ,  ,  iTtnn  mm  rnsnn  men  ̂   w\v  nn  m  y»!?  pmai 
note  ,  .  ,  ,  wut  "nw^  bsv  »b\  WM  wnr6  on*6  rraa  wn  TOK  /rraen 

man  hv  laa  inn  ....  rrtnn  m&  mm  <nwtan  man  *a.    Cf.  above 
note  9. 

20  ibid.  WBDIWW  nwanm  ,D're  nwin  dtttw  B'tow&n  Dnain  ̂ a  nn*  nan 
fliaWIH  n^SttflDI  m^31p&1.  All  these  four  kinds  of  immediate  sources  of  know- 

ledge are  included  amon^  the  thirteen  immediate  propositions  enumerated  by 

Algazali.  See  above  note  8. 

21  ibid,  pm  DW  "^tDK  K^?n  niMwa  n&ann  »san  oavn  D^amin  onann  Van 
n\pma^  nram-o  nnV  msn  mrw  SB^, 

a*  See,  e.  g.,  Moreh  Nebukim  II.  33,  where  ntop&m  niDDIIfibn  are  con- 
trasted with  wteanan,  The  term  ni^tWDH  is  the  equivalent  of  what  he  describes 

previously  as  mtap&ni  mDDTIBDn  fOD  D»T  W13in  1KW  DabM  nB103  WtV  nD  73 

»3  Chapter  8. 

24  Part  I,  Chapter  51. 
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to  take  the  primary  notions  as  kind  of  innate  knowledge.  Thus 

Kaufmann  identifies  Saadia's  knowledge  of  reason  with  innate 
ideas.'*  Friedlander  translates  Maimonides'  nttWfcn  mtelflD  by 
"innate  notions".26  Neither  of  these,  however,  is  right. 

First,  with  regard  to  Saadia's  knowledge  of  reason.  There 
are  two  parallel  classifications  in  the  philosophic  encyclopedia 
of  the  Brethren  of  Purity  which  would  seem  to  throw  light 

upon  the  nature  of  this  kind  of  knowledge.  One  of  these 
passages  tries  to  explain  knowledge  of  reason  as  the  knowledge 
which  Plato  held  to  be  attainable  through  an  awakening  of 

the  slumbering  ideas  by  means  of  reflexion  and  throught.2? 
The  other  passage  simply  describes  it  in  the  general  familiar 

terms  in  which  are  usually  described  the  functions  of  Aristotle's 
sensus  communis  and  of  Avicenna's  internal  senses.28  However 
that  many  be,  knowledge  of  reason  cannot  be  innate.  Even 
Platonic  recollections  are  not  innate  ideas  in  the  strict  sense 

of  the  term,  for  while  indeed  they  are  not  derived  from  per- 
ception they  are  still  derived  from  an  external  source,  namely, 

the  world  of  pure  ideas.  29 

Second,  with  regard  to  the  "primary  notions".  The  term 
filWfcO  ni^Dt91D,  "primary  notions",  would  seem  to  be  a  trans- 

lation of  Galen's  &pxa'1  ̂ 071x011  and  are  akin  to  Aristotle's  ap)(ai 
and  to  the  irpoX^si;  and  xoivat  evvoat  of  the  Stoics.  None  of 

these  are  known  to  be  innate30  in  the  strict  Ciceronian  sense 

*5  Attributenlehre,  p.  3,  n.  3. 

26  Guide  of  the  Perplexed  I.  51. 

27  Cf.  Dieterici,  Dit  Anthropobgie  der  Araber  im  X.  Jakrhundert,   p.  40 

"Die  Form  der  Dinge   wird  im  Wesen  und  die  Bedeutung  alles  Vorhandenen 

wird  tins  in  der  Substanz   der  Seele  klar.     Sie  ist  die  Fundgrube  der  Wissen- 

schaft  und  die  Static  der  Formen,  wie  Plato  sagt,  dafi  alle  Wissenschaft  in  der 

Seele  der  Kraft  nach  sei ;  wenn  du  fiber  ihr  Wesen  nachdenkst  und  es  erkennst, 

so  sind  alle  Wissenschaften  in  ihr  durch  die  Vernunft." 
28  Cf.  Dieterici,  Die  Lehre  von  der  Weltseele  bei  den  Arabern  im  X.  Jahr- 

hundert,  38.  "Oder  zweitens  durch  die  Vernunftkraft,  das  ist  durch  Nachdenken 

Anschauung,  Verstandnis,  Unterscheidung,  richtige  Vermutung  und  klaren  Scharf- 

sinn."     This  passage  is  referred  to   by  Kaufmann  evidently  to   prove   that  by 
knowledge  of  reason  is  meant  innate  ideas. 

«9  Cf.  Zeller,  Eclecticism,  159;  Windelband,  A  History  or  Philosophy,  119. 

30    Zeller,    Aristotle,    I.  200-203,    Stotcs,    Epicureans   and   Sceptics,    79-80, 
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of  the  term.  Furthermore,  in  the  discussion  of  the  nature  of 

the  primary  notions  by  early  Jewish  philosophers,  it  is  generally 

assumed  that  they  have  an  external  source,  albeit  a  super- 

sensible external  source.  Thus  both  Judah  ha-Levi  and  Abraham' 
ibn  Daud  ascribe  them  to  divine  inspiration.^1  But  to  say  that 
they  are  divinely  inspired  is  simply  another  way  of  saying  that 
they  are  acquired  from  without  and  consequently  are  not 
innate. 

The  existence  of  innate  ideas  of  the  Ciceronian  type  was 

thus  unknown  to  the  Jewish  philosophers.  They  could  not 

therefore  be  expected  to  argue  that  God  was  such  an  innate 
idea. 

The  argument  from  design,  which  is  ascribed  to  Socrates 

by  both  Xenophon^2  and  Plato  33  and  was  also  used  by  Cicero,*4 
is  not  altogether  absent  in  Jewish  philosophy.  But  it  was  used 
for  purposes  other  than  to  prove  the  existence  of  God.  It  was 
used  either  as  a  reinforcement  of  the  cosmological  argument 

from  creation  or  as  evidence  of  divine  goodness,  unity,  in- 
telligence, and  the  like,  after  existence  had  already  been 

demonstrated  on  some  other  ground.  Bahya  introduces  the 

argument  from  design  as  a  refutation  of  those  who  "had 

maintained  that  the  world  came  into  being  by  accident".^ 
The  allusion  is  no  doubt  to  the  Epicurean  view,36  which,  while 

Eclecticism,  159,  363;  Ritter,  The  History  of  Ancient  Philosophy,  III.  59;  Grote, 

Aristotle,  I.  256,  369-371. 
31  Cf.  Cuzari  V.  12,    quoted  above    in    note  17,    and  Emunah  Ramah  II. 

iv.  i.  p.  58.    ̂ 3  /rite  nwnwina  D'snan  ,D'awtn  owpan  D'&a»&n  nh»  \oy\ 
]W\  nstPna,     See  also  p.  60. 

32  Memorabilia  IV.  3. 
33  Phaedo  96  seq. 

34  De  Natura  Deorum  II.  5- 

35  Hobot  ha-Lebabot  I.  6.    KTO  ̂ fi  mp&a  HMi  WWW  TOiW  DIN  '»  BH 

"W1    ̂ TinrW.     The    commentary  Marpe  la-Nefesh,    ad   loc.    explains    it: 

DtoPfW  TtoNff,  which,  of  course  is  wrong.  See  Azriel's  Ezrat  Adonai,  p.  2. 

mpt»  *on  nan  tei  ,mpea  n^rn  nn^n  3"x  ,wi«naa  ]VD  vivo  iB«n  D«^ 
on  mo  bw  nsas*pne  on  "no  *yy\  ,TID  nn^  v  n^iaan  ^  ns«n  ww  ,mo 
D.T  mo  ton. 

36  Cf.  Lucretius,    De    Rerum    Natura  V.  416-431;    Emunot  vc-Deot   I.  3 

T    "S^nn   ronW;    MvM  Nebukim  II.  20,    and  Narboni  a</  loc.  ̂   by 

ma  nan  — 
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admitting  a  temporal  beginning  of  the  world,  denied  the 
existence  of  a  Creator,  explaining  the  origin  of  the  world  as 
the  result  of  the  interaction  of  blind  mechanical  forces.  The 

argument  is  thus  used  by  a  Bahya  in  conjunction  with  creation; 
in  no  way  does  he  attempt  to  prove  thereby  the  existence  of 

God  if  the  world  were  assumed  to  be  eternal.  Likewise  Judah 

ha-Levi^7  makes  the  argument  dependent  upon  creation,  proving 
thereby,  after  having  shown  that  the  world  was  created  and 

that  consequently  there  must  be  a  Creator,  that  creation  was 
an  act  of  wisdom  and  will  and  justice  and  not  merely  that  of 
blind  chance  and  accident.  Averroes  and  Maimonides,  too, 

use  design  as  evidence  of  divine  knowledge,  unity,  and  the 

purposiveness  of  creation.**8  Joseph  Albo  puts  the  situation  in 
a  nutshell  when  he  says  something  to  the  effect  that  the  act 
of  creation  itself  proves  the  existence  of  God;  the  fact  that 
creation  was  performed  after  a  certain  manner  proves  that  it 

was  an  act  of  purpose  and  forethought.  39  Thus  when  Kant 

argues  that  the  "physico-theological"  proof  must  rest  upon 
some  other  proof,  his  argument  can  hardly  be  used  as  a 
criticism  of  Jewish  philosophers,  for  they  have  never  used 
design  as  an  independent  proof. 

The  absence  of  the  ontological  proof  in  Jewish  philosophy 
was  called  in  question  by  Guttmann  who  believes  to  have 

found  it  foreshadowed  in  Abraham  ibn  Daud.4°  His  belief, 
however,  would  seem  to  be  based  upon  a  rather  loose  inter- 

pretation of  the  Avicennean  type  of  the  cosmological  proof. 

He  seems  to  think  that  the  crux  of  Avicenna's  argument  is 
the  contention  that  an  absolutely  necessary  being  must  have 
existence  involved  in  its  essence.  That  this  is  not  so  is  quite 

evident  from  all  the  texts  which  produce  Avicenna's  proof. 

37  Cuzari  III.  n,  and  V.  20. 

38  Cf.  Happalat  ha-Happalah,    Disputation  IV  (MS.  Bodleian  1354)    YlDHBf 

-6  ̂ montp  n«T>  N3S2  -w«  Tiorw  VM  ,-inN  ti  ynaerw  UDD  rwv  Q^sn  niy« 
10  Nini,  and  Moreh  Nebubim  II.  20. 

39  Ikkarim  II.  4.   ̂J?  JVKl  W  blrtDH  h»  toil  ]»  D^rtfT  JWJF  Off  13W  HftO 

»:wa  ̂ ri&n  !?«  Dntrcrb  Tau»  nem  ,ton&n  h*  om»  tronon  ̂ men  nwsfc 
nawn  toiBn  Mtrsna  hy  rrm  w  ,nw«na  1|o<i  now  nni. 
4°  Cf.  Die  Religionsphibsophie   des  Abraham   ibn  Daud  aus  Toledo,   p.   12  1. 
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Avicenna's  argument  from  possibility,  like  Aristotle's  argument 
from  motion,  is  grounded  upon  the  view  that  any  series  of 

causes  and  effects  must  somehow  come  to  an  end.  It  simply 

argues  to  the  effect  that  given  a  series  of  caused  causes,  i.  e.,x 
possible  beings,  it  cannot  go  on  to  infinity,  and  must  there- 

fore end  at  an  uncaused  cause,  i.  e.,  an  absolutely  necessary 
being.  That  absolutely  necessary  being,  to  be  sure,  must  have 
existence  involved  in  its  essence,  but  this  identity  of  essence 
and  existence  follows  only  as  an  inference  from  its  nature  as 

an  uncaused  cause.41  In  fact,  Algazali  questions  the  validity 
of  that  inference,  contending  that  the  proof  whereby  the  existence 

of  an  uncaused  cause  is  established  warrants  only  the  denial 

of  external  causation  and  does  not  necessarily  exclude  a  logical 
distinction  of  essence  and  existence  in  its  nature.*2  Guttmann 

cites  the  following  passage  from  Abraham  ibn  Daud  in  support 

of  his  view.  filJOSBa  pSDJD  im&Sy,  S^lrtD  NIWSB  TOK,.  «3toJm 
IfilDSy.  He  seems  to  take  the  term  fflDSy  in  this  passage 

in  the  technical  sense  of  "essence",  as  the  equivalent  of  ninfi 
and  the  opposite  of  nifc02MD,  "existence".  He  thus  renders  the 
meaning  of  the  passage  as  follows:  "Ein  Wesen  von  Noth- 
wendiger  Existenz,  sagt  A.  b.  D.,  ist  ein  solches,  in  dessen 

Wesen  schon  die  Existenz  seines  Wesens  inbegriffen  ist".  But 
IHIESy  here  is  simply  a  reflexive  pronoun,  the  passage  simply 
aiming  to  assert  that  an  absolutely  necessary  being  cannot 
have  a  prior  cause  but  must  be  the  cause  of  itself.  Of  course, 
the  idea  of  an  uncaused  cause  whose  essence  involves  existence 

was  later  made  by  Spinoza  the  basis  of  his  ontological  proof. 
But  neither  Avicenna  nor  any  of  his  Jewish  followers  tried  to 
prove  the  existence  of  that  uncaused  cause  ontologically;  they 
all  proved  it  cosmologically. 

It  is  the  cosmological  argument,  therefore,  based  upon  the 

principle  of  causality,  that  became  the  standard  proof  of  the 
existence  of  God  in  Jewish  philosophy.  There  it  is  found  to 

4*  See    Moreh  Nebukim  I.  57,   TftJHV   DIWT  Him,   WliPSfc^  HID 

;rnn,  nwsen  a^na  tow  nton*  rto  WTOK  p»  tnn  m  ̂  

42  See  JQR  N.  S.  VII.  25  ff. 
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have  undergone  three  stages  of  development.  The  first  may 
be  called  the  Platonic;  the  second  is  the  Aristotelian;  the  third 
is  associated  with  the  name  of  Hasdai  Crescas. 

The  cosmological  proof  in  its  first  stage  is  known  in  Jewish 
literature  as  the  proof  from  creation.  The  existence  of  God  is 
made  a  corollary  to  the  creation  of  the  world.  Prove  that  the 

world  came  into  being  and,  by  the  principle  that  every  thing 
that  comes  into  being  must  have  a  cause,  you  conclude  that 

there  is  a  God.  It  is  essentially  the  same  as  Plato's  proof 
from  efficient  causation,^  though  the  relation  between  these 
two  proofs  does  not  seem  to  have  been  generally  known. 

Maimonides  as  well  as  Averroes  speaks  of  it  as  something  in- 
vented by  the  Mutakallimun  and  entirely  unknown  to  the 

ancients.4*  Moses  Narboni,  however,  distinctly  recognized  its 
Platonic  origin.**  The  popularity  of  this  type  of  cosmological 
argument,  the  readiness  with  which  it  was  generally  accepted, 
was  due  to  the  fact  that  it  chimed  in  with  the  traditional 

method  of  reasoning  which  had  come  down  from  the  Scrip- 
tures. To  argue  from  the  fact  that  the  world  had  come  into 

existence  to  the  existence  of  a  Creator  was  simply  to  translate 

into  a  syllogistic  formula  the  first  verse  of  the  book  of  Ge- 
nesis or  to  rationalize  the  emotional  appeal  of  the  Prophets 

to  look  up  into  heaven  and  ask  who  had  created  it  all.  It  is 

thus  that  for  a  long  time  this  argument  passed  for  the  stand- 

ard proof  of  the  existence  of  God  and  God's  existence  was 
made  dependent  upon  a  belief  in  a  created  world.  This  indirect 

method  of  proving  the  existence  of  God  is  followed  by  Saadia,*6 

43  Timaeus  28. 

44  See  Happalat,  ha-Happaiah,  Disputation  I,   DVp  1^1  MT& 

TD  pi  "«aia»a  awr  DM.  VIBIO  *b  wsa  ̂ n  ̂ pao  no«a  «in  nan 
na  i3*n  *6  "pi  *om  tons  ib  «n  *?J>B  bw  m*pa  "pin  ma  izbn 

*>*  ll   n'tSUNn   n!?H  *a»,   and  Moreh  Nebukim  I.  74  end. 
nvtnn  ̂ »a  D^«  o^pnn  w«ai,  abwn  wnn  nvpa  nnmon  -am  ninb«  on  ib« 

nawn  i^nn  toie  1^  tyw  msnn  a^nrc  wnnta  n^wnw. 

45  Commentary  on  Moreh  Nebukim  II.  2,  np)Vnon  $9  nan  tD"l  n»B  ̂ asall  nan 

^  n-nana  incs11  wnna  ^D^W  pBteK  *a,  'IBDIK  na^  p^s«  na  p  "iw« 
n»w  'rriB. 
46  Emunot  ve-Deot  I.  2. 
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Bahya,^  Judah  ha-Levi*8  in  his  restatement  of  philosophy,  and 
Joseph  ibn  Zaddik.*9  It  should  be  further  noted  that  the  proof 
from  creation  was  made  to  rest  upon  the  theory  of  creation 

in  general  and  not  necessarily  upon  creatio  ex  nihilo**  In  this 
it  had  retained  its  original  Platonic  character.  Crescas  was 

quick  enough  to  take  Maimonides  up  on  this  point  and  build 
around  it  his  criticism,  when  the  latter  attempted  to  make  use 

of  this  proof.51 
The  Platonic  stage  of  the  cosmological  argument,  as  we 

have  seen,  is  based  upon  two  principles.  First,  the  principle 
of  causality,  the  assertion  that  nothing  can  change  or  come 
into  existence  without  a  cause.  Second,  the  principle  that  the 
world  did  come  into  existence.  With  the  denial  of  a  created 

universe  by  Aristotle,  the  argument  enters  upon  its  second 

stage.  The  first  principle  of  causality  is  still  retained,  but  the 

second  principle  of  creation  is  replaced  by  the  principle  deny- 
ing the  possibility  of  an  infinite  regress.  In  Jewish  philosophic 

literature,  the  cosmological  argument  in  its  second  stage  occurs 
under  three  forms.  One  is  couched  in  terms  of  motion,  another 

in  terms  of  potentiality  and  actuality,  and  a  third  in  terms  of 

possibility  and  necessity.  The  first  of  these  is  Aristotle's  ar- 
gument from  motion  given  in  the  eighth  book  of  the  Physics, 

to  which  we  shall  hereafter  refer  as  the  first  proof  from  motion. 

The  second  may  be  likewise  traced  to  Aristotle.s2  The  third 
is  associated  with  the  name  of  Avicenna,  although  it  is  also 

47  Hobot  ha-Lebabot  I.  4—6. 

48  Cuzari  II.  50  and  V.  1 8. 

49  Olam  Katan  III  (p.  49,  ed.  Horovitz). 

50  In  Saadia  this  point  is  clearly  brought  out.   He  first  proves  creation  in 

general,  whence  he  derives  the  existence  of  God,   and  then  proceeds  to  prove 
that  creation  must  have  been  ex  nihilo.   The  others  likewise  proceed  immediately 

from  creation  in  general  to  the  existence  of  God. 

51  Cf.  Or  Adonai  I.  n.  20.  loan  mn  nvi  QNff,  np^nno  yiw  xhv  TW, 
no&tt  rnn  rrrrff,  «WBK  nasty  rm,  *rsD&V  -piwatf  -p-n  nosn  nn«  mnno  nvw 
y&n  Witt  pw  matP&ro.  Crescas,  as  he  very  often  does,  has  left  out 

here  the  most  essential  point  of  his  argument.  But  his  criticism  would  have 

been  entirely  unwarranted,  if  the  argument  from  creation  had  assumed  creatio 
ex  nihilo. 

52  Cf.  Metaphysics  IX.  8.  !O49b,  24  seq.  and  XII.  7.  TO72l>,  3  seq. 
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found  in  Alfarabi.s-J  All  these  three  arguments  are  in  fact 
only  different  forms  of  one  and  the  same  argument.  They 

are  all  based  upon  the  two  principles  mentioned  above,  cau- 
sality and  the  impossibility  of  an  infinite  regress.  Motion, 

potentiality,  and  possibility  are  all  forms  of  causality  and  they 
are  in  a  way  interchangeable  terms.  In  Greek  the  same  term 

Suvajii;  means  both  potentiality  and  possibility,  and  Aristotle 
defines  motion  as  the  actuality  of  that  which  is  potential  so 

far  as  it  is  potentials*  and  also  as  the  actuality  of  that  which 
is  movable  so  far  as  it  is  movable.ss  A  hybrid  form  of  the 
cosmological  proof,  made  up  of  the  Platonic  principle  of 
creation  and  of  the  Aristotelian  principle  as  to  the  impossibility 

of  an  infinite  regress,  is  to  be  found  in  Bahya.s6 
In  addition  to  the  argument  from  motion  already  mentioned, 

Aristotle  has  another  argument,  also  based  upon  motion,  but 
without  involving  the  principle  of  infinity.  It  may  best  be 
described  in  the  words  of  Gomperz  as  a  postulate  of  logical 

symmetry.57  From  the  fact  that  there  are  things  which  are 
moved  but  do  not  move,  and  there  are  things  which  both 
move  and  are  moved,  he  infers  that  there  must  be  something 

which  moves  but  is  not  moved. s8  This  argument,  too,  has 
found  its  place  in  Jewish  philosophy,  and  together  with  the 
previous  three  forms  of  the  Aristotelian  cosmological  proof 

makes  up  Maimonides'  four  proofs  for  the  existence  of  God.59 
The  literary  treatment  of  these  proofs  in  Jewish  philosophic 

texts  might  become  an  interesting  subject  of  investigation  in  a 
comprehensive  study  of  the  proofs  of  the  existence  of  God. 
But  even  in  such  a  summary  sketch  as  this  it  will  not  be 
altogether  out  of  place  to  discuss  at  some  length  the  different 

53  Guttmann,   Die   Religionsphiksophie   des   Abraham   ibn   Daud  aus  Toledo, 

p.  1 2O. 

54  Physics  III.   I.  201  a,   IO— II. 

55  Physics  III.  2.  2O2a,  7—8. 

56  Hobot  ha-Lebabot  I.  5. 
57  Greek  Thinkers  IV.  219. 

58  Cf.  Metaphysics  XII.  7.  1072  a,  20,  Physics  VIII.  5.  256 b,  23;  De  Ariima 

III.  10.  433  b,  13. 
59  Moreh  Nebukim  II.   I 
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usages  made  by  Abraham  ibn  Daud  and  Maimonides  of 

Aristotle's  two  proofs  from  motion.  Abraham  ibn  Daud  it  was 
who  for  the  first  time  introduced  the  second  stage  of  the 

cosmological  proof  in  Jewish  philosophy.  It  his  work  it  is' 
found  in  two  of  its  forms,  motion  and  possibility.60  He  has 

also  reproduced  Aristotle's  second  argument  from  motion, 
although  with  a  slight  verbal  modification;61  but,  curiously 
enough,  unlike  Maimonides,  he  does  not  employ  it  as  a  proof 

for  the  existence  of  God.  He  uses  it  only  to  prove  the  im- 
movability of  the  Intelligences.  The  question  naturally  arises, 

why  did  not  Abraham  ibn  Daud  use  the  second  proof  from 
motion  as  a  proof  for  the  existence  of  God? 

It  will  be  rather  difficult  to  answer  this  question  properly 
without  having  to  turn  for  a  while  from  the  main  read  of  our 

inquiry  and  into  some  of  its  intricate  byways.  The  philosophy 

we  are  here  considering  now  is  a  close-knit  system  and  it  is 

well-nigh  impossible  to  probe  a  single  point  and  not  be  obliged 
to  overhaul  the  entire  structure.  It  is  often  the  despair  of  the 

student  to  find  an  effective  way  of  isolating  a  problem  without 

having  to  wander  far  off  into  devious  directions  to  trace  the 
paths  where  its  roots  lie  concealed.  Perhaps,  the  best  and 
most  economic  way  of  attacking  our  present  problem  would 
be  to  preface  the  discussion  by  a  few  general  remarks. 

There  is,  to  begin  with,  the  controversy  with  regard  to 
the  relation  of  God  to  the  Intelligences  and  the  celestial  spheres 
with  which  many  names  are  associated  but  which  we  shall 

present  here  under  the  names  of  its  two  chief  exponents, 

Averroes  and  Avicenna.61  According  to  Averroes,  God  is  one 
of  the  many  Intelligences  which  preside  each  over  its  respec- 

tive sphere.  He  is  the  Intelligence  of  the  outermost,  all-en- 
compassing, inerratic  sphere,  the  first  heaven,  so  called.  He 

60  Emunah  Ratnah  II.  I,  pp.  47 — 48. 

61  op.  tit.  ii.  iv.  2,  p.  61,  jrj&  DHB  nn«:  DTib  T&  Tvho  nw«»  nn 
nt  ny  tarn  nrra  JPJB  wn  pro-  nean  b«  p«n  raa  103,  rnm  v&aa  PT 

62  Moses  ha-Lavi  in  his  Mdamar  Elohi  (MS.  Bodleian  1324.  5)  alligns  on 

the  side   of  Avicenna   also  Alexander  Aphrodisiensis,  Themistius  and  Alfarabi. 

He  himself  joins  this  group.   See  also  Or  Adonai  IV.  12. 
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moves  that  sphere  directly  in  the  same  manner  as  the  other 
Intelligences  move  their  own  respective  spheres,  as  a  final 
cause  as  well  as  an  efficient  and  formal  cause,  and  it  is  through 
this  motion,  which  God  imparts  directly  to  the  outermost 

sphere,  that  He  becomes  the  mover  of  the  entire  universe. 
He  differs  from  the  other  Intelligences  only  by  reason  of  His 

priority  in  degree  and  importance,  being  the  cause  of  the 
Intelligences  not  only  but  also  of  the  spheres,  all  of  which 
proceed  from  Him  simultaneously  and  not  by  way  of  succession, 
one  from  the  other.  On  all  these  points  Avicenna  has  entirely 
different  views.  God,  according  to  him,  is  a  being  beyond  the 
Intelligences.  He  does  not  move  directly  any  of  the  spheres, 
but  as  a  remote  cause  He  may  be  said  to  be  the  mover  of 
the  universe  in  so  far  as  He  is  the  object  of  desire  and  thought 

of  all  the  Intelligences.  The  proximate  cause  of  the  motion 
of  the  outermost  sphere  is  an  Intelligence,  who  is  an  emanation 
from  God,  the  first  and  only  emanation  from  God;  all  the 
other  Intelligences  and  spheres  proceed  from  that  first  Intelligence 

by  way  of  succession,  one  from  another.6^  It  may  be  said 
that  after  a  manner  Avicenna  conceives  God  as  a  transcendent 

being,  Averroes  conceives  Him  as  an  immanent  being. 

Then  there  is  a  second  point.  Both  Avicenna  and  Aver- 
roes agree  that  the  Intelligences  are  not  moved  reciprocally 

and  accidentally  by  the  spheres  in  which  they  produce  motion. 
Though  in  a  general  sense  the  Intelligences  constitute  an 
internal  principle  of  motion  in  the  spheres  analogous  to  the 

soul  in  living  beings,  still,  unlike  souls,  they  receive  no  acci- 
dental motion  in  return,  and  this  because  of  the  peculiar  re- 

lation the  Intelligences  bear  to  the  spheres.  Avicenna  explains 
their  relation  as  that  of  the  Active  Intellect  to  the  human 

mind.64  Moses  Narboni,  speaking  for  Averroes,  explains  it 
after  the  manner  of  the  relation  of  the  Acquired  Intellect  to 

man  in  Maimonides's  psychology.^ 

63  See  commentaries  on  Moreh  Nebukim  II.  I.  4,  22,  especially  Shem-Tob. 

64  See   Horten,    Die  Metaphysik  Avicennas,    593.   "Daher  besitzt  also  jede 
Sphare  einen  unkorperlichen,  fur  sich  bestehenden  Geist,  der  sich  zu  ihrer  Seele 

verhalt,  wie  der  aktive  Intellekt  zu  unserer  Seele." 

65  See   Narboni  on   Moreh  Nebukim   II,    Introduction,    Proposition  XI.    "2 
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A  third  point  is  a  follows.  The  divergent  views  of  Avicenna 

and  Averroes  were  meant  to  be  interpretations  of  Aristotle's 
discussion  of  the  First  Mover.  The  controversy  is  therefore 

sometimes  reduced  to  the  question  whether  Aristotle's  argu-, 
ments  from  motion,  whereby  he  proves  the,  existence  of  a 

first  immovable  mover,  was  meant  to  prove  the  existence  of 

God  or  was  only  meant  to  prove  the  existence  of  an  immov- 
able first  Intelligence  who  is  not  God.  According  to  Avicenna. 

the  immovable  First  Mover  which,  in  Metaphysics  XII.  7, 
Aristotle  identifies  with  God  is  not  the  immovable  first  mover 

the  existence  of  which  he  establishes  by  his  arguments  from 

motion.  The  latter  is  only  the  first  Intelligence.66  It  will  be 
noted  in  that  in  Physics  VIII  Aristotle  never  explicitly  identified 

his  elicited  first  mover  with  God.  According  to  Averroes, 
identifying  as  he  does  the  Intelligence  of  the  first  sphere  with 
God,  the  proofs  from  motion  naturally  constitute  proofs  for 
the  existence  of  God. 

Finally,  as  a  result  of  this  interpretation  of  Aristotle,  Avi- 
cenna makes  no  use  of  the  arguments  from  motion  as  proofs 

of  the  existence  of  God  but  invented  in  their  stead  the  argu- 
ment from  possibility  and  necessity.  Furthermore,  the  Avicen- 

neans  are  rather  chary  of  the  use  of  the  expression  first  mover 

as  a  designation  of  God  inasmuch  as  according  to  their  inter- 
pretation the  term  in  its  more  rigid  sense  is  used  by  Aristotle 

*b  ni*o*B  -iffpn  b"\  mis:  mre  "wpn  b&m  DP  nppi  MVW  wap  m 
ian  TON  n»a  wai  run  *sb  [nip:n]  mipin  bwn  naai.  mpaa  ppuna 
»'«  te  haan  ba»n  DJT  mvk. 

66  See  Moses  ha-Lavi,  Mdamar  Elohi.  n»fl  T^SH  *pD)^fin  D^nV  Tl^K  1BMB 

.  .  ma 

See  also  remark  of  Isaac  Albalag  in  his 

commentary  on  Alazali's  Makasid  II,  quoted  by  Steinschneider  in  his  fiber* 

setzungen,  p.  Il6,  note  6  1  M^l,  pat^H  '03  p^B  "WT  «^  D^B"1  HB3  7\\  VM 

DM  DW  "l«ira  and  Shem-Tob  on  -M?rM  Nebukim  I.  69.   DiBN 

iann»  na  «^,  -y^«^  «"BB6»a  D"a  nana  nn  ain  run  SB2 
m 
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as  a  designation  of  the  First  Intelligence.  More  frequently  do 

they  designate  God  by  the  expressions  First  Cause,  HWN1  PQD, 
and  Necessary  Existent,  nttOSBn  a^HB. 

Now,  both  Abraham  ibn  Daud  and  Maimonides  are  followers 

of  Avicenna  with  regard  to  the  transcendency  of  God  and  the 

process  of  emanation.  They  differ,  however,  as  to  the  immov- 
ability of  the  Intelligences  and  it  is  here  that  the  reason  for 

the  different  usages  they  make  of  the  second  argument  from 
motion  is  to  be  found. 

Abraham  ibn  Daud  leaves  us  in  no  doubt  as  to  his  belief 

in  the  immovability  of  the  Intelligences  Agnia  and  again  he 
states  with  great  precision  and  with  much  emphasis  that  the 

Intelligences  are  as  immovable  as  God  himself.67  He  explains 
the  reason  for  their  immovability  in  terms  used  by  Avicenna, 
namely,  that  they  are  related  to  the  spheres  after  the  manner 

of  the  Active  Intellect  to  the  human  mind.68  This  together 
with  his  Avicennean  conception  of  a  God  transcending  the 
Intelligences  would  naturally  make  it  impossible  for  him  to 
use  the  second  argument  from  motion  as  a  proof  for  the 
existence  of  God.  The  argument,  as  may  be  recalled,  established 
only  the  existence  of  an  immovable  mover,  but,  according  to 
Abraham  ibn  Daud,  the  Intelligences  are  no  less  immovable 
than  God. 

If,  however,  Abraham  ibn  Daud  was  justified  in  not  using 
the  second  argument  from  motion  as  a  proof  for  the  existence 

of  God,  how  then  could  he  use  as  such  the  first  argument 
from  motion?  That  argument,  too,  establishes  only  the  existence 
of  an  immovable  mover  which  to  him  must  not  necessarily 

be  God.  Neither  Avicenna  nor  Averroes  claim  anything  more 
for  it.  If  Averroes  makes  it  a  proof  for  the  existence  of  God, 

it  is  only  because  he  identifies  God  with  the  Intelligence  of 

67  Emunah  Raniah  II.  iv.  2,  p.  62.   DHEttttn  US^DDH  "11 

wnan*  *6  rae  rpi  to  w&v  new  nwn,  irm  sswiv  »h  n»«  maw 
jwion  jrjaw  1*00  DibH  DHWKW  mwnrn  —  ran  wyurp  *6  *WK 

v  *6  WK  h*  «•?,  jwtnn  ̂ «  a»  nnnxn  nn, 
onriwa  o^a»n  ̂ awaw  IDS,  m-noa  D^I  wi^»  «^>  w«.  See  also  PP.  64,  66,  68. 

68  Emunah  Ramah  II.  iv.  2,   p.  62.   D'BWn  p  Onmfi  D^BWB 

!?»iBn  town  wma,  (nweii)  ̂ as  D^D»^  on 
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the  outermost  sphere.  But  Abraham  ibn  Daud  stretches  the 
argument  to  prove  the  existence  of  a  first  mover  which  he 

identifies  with  Avicenna's  Necessary  Existent,  calling  the  In- 
telligence of  the  outermost  sphere  a  second  mover,  as  may, 

be  inferred  from  his  statement  that  the  second  Intelligence  is 

a  third  mover.69  Now,  it  must  be  admitted  that  Aristotle's 
first  proof  from  motion  could  be  easily  modified  and  made  to 

prove  the  existence  of  Avicenna's  God.  Maimonides,  as  we 
shall  presently  see,  did  so  modify  it.  Nor  would  it  be  im- 

possible to  discover  traces  of  such  a  modification  in  Abraham 

ibn  Baud's  restatement  of  the  argument,  or,  better  still,  to 
read  into  it  some  new  meaning.  Nowhere,  however,  does  he 

give  us  the  slightest  hint  or  suggestion  of  a  conscious  effort 
to  justify  his  position.  It  is  well  to  acclaim  Abraham  ibn  Daud 

as  the  first  to  introduce  the  proof  from  motion  in  Jewish 

philosophy,  but  was  he  justified  in  doing  so?  Does  he  speak 

the  language  of  a  pioneer  whose  innovations,  when  unaccom- 
panied by  a  statement  of  reasons  and  explanations,  would  only 

tend  to  land  him  in  a  maze  of  inconsistencies?  All  this  would 

seem  to  point  to  the  conclusion  that  Abraham  ibn  Daud  was 
blindly  following  a  certain  literary  source,  unknown  to  me  at  the 

present  writing,  where  the  application  of  the  argument  from 
motion  as  a  proof  of  the  existence  of  the  Avicennean  God 
was  fully  and  satisfactorily  accounted  for. 

The  case  of  Maimonides  is  much  clearer.  He  uses  both 

the  first  and  the  second  arguments  from  motion  as  proofs  for 

the  existence  of  Avicenna's  God,  and  he  does  so  without  in- 
volving himself  in  any  inconsistencies,  owing  to  his  particular 

theory  of  the  movability  of  the  Intelligences. 
Maimonides  happens  to  be  of  the  opinion,  in  which  he 

seems  to  be  alone,  that  the  Intelligences  have  accidental  motion. 

He  conceives  the  Intelligences  to  be  related  to  the  sphere 
neither  as  the  Active  Intellect  to  the  human  mind  nor  as  the 

Acquired  Intellect  to  the  human  body.  The  Intelligences  are 
indivisible  forces  within  the  spheres  as  is  the  hylic  intellect  in 

the  human  body,  as  a  result  of  which  they  are  moved  accident- 

69  Emunah   Ramah  II.  iv.  3,   p.  64.    p   naw»n  ?MWr  -rttWWl  ffl-  p 
inn,  vv\w  vh  ri 
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ally.  It  is  this  theory,  which  he  states  elsewhere,70  that  makes 

him  say,  in  his  discussion  of  his  first  proof,  as  follows:  "As 
for  the  fourth  case,  namely,  that  the  [ultimate]  mover  of  the 

sphere  be  an  indivisible  force  residing-  in  it  in  the  same  manner 
as  the  human  soul  resides  in  man,  it  is  likewise  impossible 
that  this  mover  alone,  even  though  indivisible,  should  be  the 
cause  of  the  perpetual  motion.  For  if  this  were  its  first  mover 

[par  excellence],  that  mover  would  have  an  accidental  motion."  ?x 
Again  says  he:  "It  is  inadmissible  that  the  Intelligence  which 

moves  the  uppermost  sphere  should  be  the  Necessary  Existent."71 
He  therefore  concludes  that  the  first  immovable  mover  which 

is  identified  with  God  is  not  the  proximate  motive  agent  of 
the  outermost  sphere  but  rather  the  remote  and  final  cause: 

"And  this  is  God,  praised  be  His  name,  that  is  to  say,  the 

First  Cause  which  moves  the  sphere."  73  It  is  this  First  Cause 
of  motion,  the  only  immovable  mover,  whose  relation  to  the 
world  is  described  by  Maimonides  after  the  analogy  of  the 

relation  of  the  Acquired  Intellect  to  the  human  body.7* 

Thus  Maimonides'  reason   for  converting  Aristotle's  proofs 
from  motion  into  proofs  for  the  existence  of  Avicenna's  God 

7<>  Moreh  Nebukim  I.  72. 
Cf.   Narboni   on  Moreh  Nebukim  II,    Introduction,    Proposition  XI, 

vfai  pn  ,*)ua  ro  «VT  hwn  *a  .  .  .  mn  3B>n»  nts^  vb»  wan  nt  !? 
mpaa  swan*  *p»  ro  KVW  *s>hi  ,m»n  bivi  pya  ,&t?&nD, 

71  Moreh  Nebukim  II.  I,  First  Proof.  Maimonides  seems  to  be  using  the 

term  "first  mover"  ]WR"\  WQ  in  two  senses.  First,  specifically  with  reference 
to  God,  as  in  the  following  passage:  Wa  wmTP  «b  rJB  KSD1^  mana  a"HIV 
JWinn  rion  VW.  (Moreh  Nebukim  II.  I,  Second  Proof.)  Second,  in  the 

general  sense  of  an  internal  principle  of  motion,  as  in  the  following  passages: 

First  Proof.     See  Munk,  Guide,  II.  30,   n.  4.     Friedlander's    note  5,   on  p.  12, 
is    quite    off   the    mark.)     p  D«  ynrv  ......  D5»W   ]W«nn  »sittn  «TJ 

Wan  ]o  «m  nnana  mn«  rao  p»«in  Minn 
*n  «\»i  Tan  n^n  ̂ ra  WBU  w^is  «^  naon 

Hence    the  bracketed    additions   within   the   translation    of   the 

passage  quottfd  in  the  text. 
7*  Moreh  Nebukim  II.  4. 
73  Moreh  Nebukim  II.   I,  First  Proof. 

74  Moreh  Nebukim  L  72.  ̂Offn  DIV  D^J?1?  'JV  ni^Nn  DH11 vVr 

38 
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is  quite  clear.  But  the  question  may  now  be  raised,  was 

Maimonides  justified  in  transforming  the  argument  of  Aristotle 
in  the  face  of  the  declaration  by  both  Avicenna  and  Averroes 
that  it  was  meant  to  prove  only  the  existence  of  an  immovable 

Intelligence  of  the  outermost  sphere?  Or,  to  put  in  other  words, 

is  Maimonides'  restatement  of  Aristotle's  first  proof  from  motion 
a  perversion  of  the  original  Aristotelian  proof  or  is  it  a  legitim- 

ate interpretation  thereof?  The  object  of  my  subsequent  remarks 
is  to  show  that  Maimonides  was  fully  justified  in  setting  his 

new  construction  on  Aristotle's  argument  and  that  it  was  fully 
warranted  by  the  original  text  of  the  eighth  book  of  the 

Physics. 

Aristotle's  first  argument  from  motion  aims  to  prove  two 
things:  First,  that  there  is  a  first  mover.  Second,  that  the  first 

mover  is  immovable.  The  first  point  is  proved  by  the  denial 

of  an  infinite  regress;  the  second  point  is  based  on  the  eternity 
of  motion.  The  successive  stages  of  the  argument  are  as  follows. 

It  begins  with  the  proposition  that  everything  which  is  moved 

is  moved  by  something  else  externally!*  As  this,  however, 
cannot  go  on  infinitely,  it  is  concluded  that  there  must  be 

something  which  is  first  moved  without  being  moved  by  any- 
thing else  externally  P  This  marks  the  end  of  the  first  part  of 

the  argument,  and  in  the  seventh  book  of  the  Physics,  assuming 
that  book  to  be  Aristotelian,  Aristotle  stops  at  that.  In  the 

eighth  book,  however,  the  argument  is  carried  on  further.  For 
what  the  argument  has  thus  far  established  is  the  fact  that  in 

a  series  of  mota  and  moventia  we  must  ultimately  arrive,  owing 
to  the  impossibility  of  an  infinite  regress,  at  a  motum  which 
has  not  external  movens  and  which  must,  however,  have  an 

internal  movens.  Or,  in  other  words,  the  argument  at  this  point 

has  shown  that  the  outermost  sphere  must  be  a  self-moving 
body,  its  moving  agent  being  an  inner  principle,  related  to 

the  body  of  the  sphere,  in  a  general  way,  after  the  analogy 
of  the  soul  to  the  body  of  living  beings.  This  inner  principle 
of  motion  is  what  Aristotle  calls  the  first  mover.  But  here  a 

75  Cf.  Physics  VII.  I,  241  b,  24,  and  VIII.  4,  256 a,  2-3. 

76  Op.  cit.  VII.  I.  242 a,  19-20,  and  VIII.  5.  25;a,  17-21. 
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new  question  comes  up.  Motion,  according  to  Aristotle,  is 
eternal,  and  eternal  motion  cannot  be  explained  except  on  the 

assumption  of  a  first  mover  who  is  absolutely  immovable.77 
Now,  in  living  beings,  says  Aristotle,  the  internal  moving 
principle,  namely,  the  soul,  while  immovable  per  se,  is  moved 

per  accidens  by  the  motion  of  the  body.78  The  first  mover, 
however,  he  argues,  cannot  be  like  that;  it  must  be  absolutely 

immovable,  inasmuch  as  the  motion  it  produces  is  eternal.79 
With  this  statement  of  facts,  Aristotle  terminates  his  argu- 

ment. We  are  thus  left  to  ourselves  to  draw  our  own  con- 

clusions. All  we  have  to  guide  us  are  the  following  three 
statements:  (i)  There  is  a  first  mover.  (2)  The  soul  of  living 
beings  is  moved  accidentally.  (3)  The  first  mover,  unlike  the 

soul,  must  be  absolutely  immovable.  When  we  attempt,  how- 
ever, to  draw  the  conclusion,  we  are  confronted  with  the 

possibility  of  two  interpretations.  According  to  one  possible 

interpretation,  Aristotle's  three  statements  might  be  connected 
as  follows:  (i)  There  is  a  first  mover,  namely,  the  Intelligence 
of  the  first  sphere,  who  is  related  to  the  sphere,  in  a  general 
sense,  as  the  soul  is  related  to  the  body.  (2)  Though  the  soul 
of  living  beings  is  moved  accidentally,  (3)  still  the  first  mover, 

namely,  the  Intelligence,  is  absolutely  immovable,  because  its 
specific  relation  to  the  sphere  is  like  that  of  the  Active  or 
Acquired  Intellect  to  man.  According  to  another  possible 
interpretation,  the  three  statements  would  be  connected  as 
follows:  (i)  There  is  a  first  mover,  namely,  the  Intelligence  of 

the  first  sphere,  who  is  related  to  the  sphere,  specifically,  as 
the  hylic  intellect  is  related  to  man.  (2)  Inasmuch  as  the  soul 
of  living  beings,  including  the  hylic  intellect  of  man,  is  moved 
accidentally,  (3)  consequently,  the  first  mover,  who  must  be 
absolutely  immovable,  cannot  he  the  Intelligence  of  the  first 
sphere,  but  must  be  something  transcendent.  The  interpretation 
of  Aristotle  will  thus  depend  upon  the  view  one  happens  to 

hold  with  regard  to  the  movability  of  the  Intelligences.  Maimo- 

77  Op.  fit.  VIII.  6.  258  b,  10-12. 
78  Op.  eit.  VIII.  6.  259  b,  16-20. 
79  Op.  cit.  VIII.  6.  259  b,  20  seq. 
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nides,  therefore,  believing  as  he  did  in  the  movability  of  the 

Intelligences — a  view  which  is  closely  bound  up  with  a  particular 

phase  in  his  system  of  psychology — was  justified  in  following 

the  second  interpretation  and  prove  by  Aristotle's  first  argument 
from  motion  the  existence  of  Avicenna's  transcendent  God. 

It  would  take  us  too  far  afield  to  treat  here,  with  all  the 

fullness  it  deserves,  of  the  third  stage  of  the  development  of 
the  cosmological  proof  ushered  in  by  Crescas.  The  present 
writer  hopes  to  submit  the  result  of  his  studies  on  this  subject 

in  a  work  entitled  Crescas1  s  Critique  of  Aristotle  and  Maimo- 
nides.  But  it  would  seem  fitting  to  conclude  this  concatenation 

of  notes  on  the  proofs  of  the  existence  of  God  with  an  obser- 
vation on  the  historical  confusion  displayed  in  a  statement  by 

Spinoza  as  to  the  development  of  the  cosmological  proof. 

Spinoza,  speaking  with  approval  of  Crescas's  elimination  of 
the  impossibility  of  an  infinite  regress  from  the  cosmological 

proof,  expresses  himself  this  wise:  <:But  I  should  like  first  to 
observe  here,  that  the  later  Peripatetics  have,  I  think,  mis- 

understood the  proof  given  by  the  ancients  who  sought  to 
demonstrate  the  existence  of  God.  This,  as  I  find  it  in  a 

certain  Jew  named  Rabbi  Chasdai,  runs  as  follows."80  The 
implication  of  this  passage  is  that  the  cosmological  proof  as 
given  by  the  ancients,  that  is,  Aristotle,  was  vitiated  by  the 
later  Peripatetics,  that  is,  the  mediaeval  Aristotelians,  but  was 

restored  to  its  pristine,  genuine  form  by  Rabbi  Chasdai.  This 
is  not  exactly  what  we  know  of  the  history  of  the  proof. 

Fritz  Mauthner  wisely  remarks  in  a  recent  publication:  "Spinoza 
tynd  Kant  (von  Sokrates  and  Platon  nicht  zu  reden)  wufiten 

wenig  von  der  Geschichte  der  Philosophic."81 

80  Epistola  XII  (olim  XXIX). 

8x  Spinoza,  p.  24,  Dresden  1921. 
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By  HARRY  AUSTRYN  WOLFSON,  Jewish  Institute  of  Religion. 

BETWEEN  THE  TWO  TYPES  of  classification  of  sciences 

traditionally  attributed  to  Plato  and  Aristotle  the  basic 

differences  are  to  be  found  in  the  general  scheme  of  the  classi- 
fication as  well  as  in  the  inclusion  and  omission  of  certain  sciences. 

In  the  so-called  Aristotelian  classification  all  the  sciences  are 

divided  into  three  main  classes,  theoretical,  OewprjTiKri,  practical, 

TTpa/CTi/d;,  and  productive,  TOiijTUcfl1,  or — as  the  last  is  better 
known  by  its  mediaeval  designation — ars  mechanica.  The 
theoretical  is  subdivided  into  physics,  mathematics  and  meta- 

physics;2 the  practical  into  politics,  economics  and  ethics.3 

The  mathematics  of  Aristotle's  classification  was  again  sub- 
divided by  Ammonius  Hermiae  into  arithmetic,  geometry,  as- 

tronomy and  music4 — a  fourfold  classification  which  was  generally 
adopted  and  was  known  among  the  Schoolmen  as  the  quadrivium. 

Logic  is  excluded  from  this  scheme  of  classification,  being  con- 
sidered only  as  an  instrument  and  as  auxiliary  to  all  the  other 

sciences.  The  classification  which  is  identified  with  the  name  of 

Plato  differs  from  this  classification  in  the  following  respects. 
It  does  not  mention  the  distinction  between  the  theoretical  and 

practical  science;  it  does  not  number  mathematics  among  the 

sciences ;  it  includes  logic  as  a  co-ordinate  science,  which,  however, 
it  uses  in  the  more  general  sense  of  dialectics  and  as  synonymous 
with  metaphysics.  The  Platonic  classification  thus  falls  into 

three  parts:  logic,  physics  and  ethics.5 

'  Metaphysics  VI,  1,  1025b,  25. 
3  Op.  tit.,  1026a,  19. 
3  Ethics  VI,  9,  1142a,  9-10.     See  Zeller:  Aristotle  I,  p.  186. 
4  See  Zeller:  Op.  cit.,  p.  181,  n.  1. 
s  See  Zeller:  Plato,  p.  164. 
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When  we  attempt,  however,  to  determine  whether  any  given 
mediaeval  classification  of  sciences  is  Aristotelian  or  Platonic,  the 
task  is  not  so  easy.  Very  often,  because  of  the  omission  of  the 

general  terms  distinguishing  between  the  auxiliary,  theoretical, 

and  practical  sciences,  the  classification  appears  as  a  co-ordinate 
arrangement  of  the  specific  sciences.  In  a  classification  which 
is  truly  Aristotelian  we  may,  therefore,  get  a  list  of  sciences  among 
which  logic  will  appear  to  be  included.  Again,  some  lists  are  only 
partial  and  incomplete,  thus  lacking  the  characteristic  features  by 

which  the  basis  of  the  classification  may  be  determined.  Further- 
more the  original  Aristotelian  classification  is  sometimes  amplified 

by  the  additional  subdivision  of  certain  sciences  into  their 
specific  branches,  or  by  the  introduction  of  new  religious  and 
practical  sciences  not  found  in  the  original  scheme,  so  that  the 
character  of  the  nuclear  classification  is  lost  among  the  excrescences . 

Finally,  the  confusion  is  sometimes  increased  by  the  rearrange- 
ment of  the  parts  of  the  classification,  or  by  the  substitution  of 

some  specific  branches  for  the  general  science  to  which  they 
belong,  as,  for  instance,  astronomy  for  mathematics.  Thus 
in  any  attempt  at  determining  the  basis  of  a  classification  all 
these  factors  must  be  taken  into  consideration.  On  the  whole, 

the  use  of  logic  as  a  co-ordinate  science  or  the  omission  of  the 
distinction  between  theoretical  and  practical  is  by  itself  no  proof 
of  a  Platonic  influence;  but,  on  the  other  hand,  the  inclusion  of 

mathematics  and  the  restrictive  use  of  the  term  logic,  or  the 
enumeration  of  both  logic  and  metaphysics,  will  be  an  infallible 
proof  for  an  Aristotelian  origin  of  any  given  classification. 

Through  the  translation  of  Johannes  Philoponus'  commen- 
tary on  Porphyry's  Isagoge  the  Aristotelian  classification  was 

introduced  into  Arabic  philosophy  where  it  became  the  basis 

of  all  the  classifications  of  science.6  It  is  the  underlying  scheme 

of  Alfarabi's  classification,7  though  the  distinction  between 

6  See  Grabmann:     Die  Geschichte  der  Scholastischen  Methode  II,  p.  30. 
7  See  Steinschneider:     Die  Hebraeischen   Uebersetzungen  des  Mittelalters, 

p.  44,  n.  7b;  Clemens  Baeumker:  Alfarabi,  Ueber  den  Ur sprung  der  Wissen- 

schaften  (De  Ortu  Sciantiarum) ;  Carra  de  Vaux:  Farabi  in  Hastings'  Ency- 
clopedia of  Religion  and  Ethics,  V,  pp.  557-8;  T.  J.  De  Boer:  Philosophy 

(Muslim},  Ibid.  IX,  p.  880. 
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theoretical,  practical  and  auxiliary  is  omitted  and  new  religious 
and  linguistic  sciences  are  added.  It  is  literally  taken  over  by 

Avicenna,8  Algazali9  and  Averroes.10 
Slightly  modified,  but  still  Aristotelian  in  principle,  is  the 

classification  given  in  the  Encyclopedia  of  the  Ihwan  al-Safa. 
This  classification  is  of  signal  importance  for  our  purpose,  as 
it  contains  most  of  the  characteristic  features  which  we  shall 

notice  in  the  classifications  of  Jewish  philosophers.  Laying 
out  the  plan  of  their  encyclopedia  after  the  manner  of  the  French 

Encyclopedists,  the  Ihwan  al-Safa  divide  the  knowledge  of 
their  time  into  two  classes,  practical  arts  (<ll*Jl  ̂ L^Ul) 

and  theoretical  art  (<LJ.Jl  ̂ U^l).11  Under  theoretical 
the  authors  include  three  main  divisions:12  (1)  Propaedeutic 
(ilyjLJI)  or  literary  (v^taVI)  sciences,  such  as  reading,  and 

writing,  etc.  (2)  Sciences  of  religious  law  ((^^.lyJl),  and 

(3)  purely  philosophical  sciences  (<lxJiJ-l  <LjLJUJl).  Omitting 

the  first  two  as  irrelevant  for  our  purpose,  we  find  under  purely 
philosophical  sciences  four  subdivisions:  (1)  Mathematics, 

designated  by  the  same  name  of  propaedeutic  (oUl^L^Jl), 

8  See  the  following  quotation  from  the  Hebrew  translation  of  his  Al-Shafa 
published  in  Ozar  Nehmad  II,  pp.  114-115: 

N»m  ,iDim  Di&'fnpai  ]»«  o»ny  noan  «»m  .mv'jyn  riDan    .nvhv  rnnann  *p^n 
,a'fcO3  loina  nr  ay  am  ,naina  an  a'ny  naan  torn  ,minnnn  nnanm    .n'nVxn  noann 

'toi  anon  an1?  -\v»  onain  "?aa  jvyn  3"nn  nnann  n«n    .n'yacon  nosn  «»m 
Drrn  prn  anspi  .nyae'  D'pVn  n1?  w  ,n»yxDN  HDDH  ]«am    .an1?  n»» 

»»n  n»n  .n'ynan  noon"?  on»n  prn  nnxpi  , 
.nnom  ,m^»D 

niK'xoa  »3  DH  ,a»n»  IDS  iDinn  n^ir  ion'»  if^s^  nnai  nosn  mi3»nn  nosm  HHD 

noam  .n«ia  imn  «"?  «»n  "72«  ,ioina  ox  'a  n'nn  «V  «»n»  n'na«  na^n  r»»  "7a»n  mpi 
nn«  "?y  nn«"?  n'n'i  ,ioina  on  onai  noan  oVa  D'aaom  nnom  n^ip»om  np'oicn 
noan  mm  .uyo  i«  nann  omra  JTDHI  ,mDD  pnnm  n'yatDn  noann  "?«  anpa  ]nn» 
.nniD1?  n«i»ai  n'yaan  noann  »pVn  Vaar  Vnan  nNPW  .nmo^i  n'yaao  nrro  miann 

'  Makasid  al-  Falasifah  II,  pp.  76-79. 
10  At  the  beginning  of  his  Epitome  of  the  Metaphysics.     See  Horten: 

Die  Metaphysik  des  Averroes,  pp.  1-9. 
11  Dieterici:     Die  Logik  und  Psychologic  der  Araber,  p.   1;  Arabic  text, 

Idem:     Die  Abhandlungen  der  Ichwdn  Es-Safd,  p.  239. 

12  Ibid.  p.  lOff.  Arabic  text,  op.  cit.,  p.  246ff. 
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(2)  logic,  (3)  physics,  and  (3)  theology,  each  of  these  being 
again  subdivided  into  special  branches.  Theology  has  five 
such  branches,  the  fourth  of  which  is  described  as  the  science  of 

government  (<^UJl)  and  is  again  subdivided  into  five 

parts  of  which  the  last  three  correspond  to  -Aristotle's  politics, 
economics  and  ethics. 

This  classification  has  been  characterized  as  un-Aristotelian,1' 
but  a  closer  observation  of  the  plan  will  reveal  that  what  we  have 
here  is  really  the  Aristotelian  scheme  with  certain  common 

modifications  the  like  of  which  we  also  find  among  Aristotle's 
commentators  and  the  Schoolmen.  The  distinction  between 

practical  and  theoretical  is  easily  recognized  as  Aristotelian. 
But  the  Ihwan  al  Safa  use  here  practical,  <lJUx  not  in  the  sense 

of  irpaKTUtrj  but  rather  in  the  sense  of  productive,  iroLrjTLKrj. 

Such  a  merging  of  the  terms  "practical"  and  "productive" 
is  also  found  among  the  commentators  and  the  Schoolmen.14 

Having  thus  used  up  "practical"  for  the  "productive",  they 
place  Aristotle's  "practical",  i.  e.,  politics,  economics,  and  ethics, 
under  theology.  This,  too.  was  a  common  practice  among  the 

Schoolmen.15  By  omitting  the  general  terms  distinguishing  bet- 
ween the  theoretical,  practical  and  auxiliary,  logic  is  thus  made  a 

co-ordinate  branch  of  the  philosophical  sciences.  There  is  no 
need  of  assuming  a  Platonic  influence,  for  logic  is  used  here  in 
a  strictly  Aristotelian  sense  and  the  topics  enumerated  under  it 

are  all  taken  from  Aristotle's  writings. 
The  classifications  in  Jewish  philosophical  literature  follow 

on  the  whole  the  Arabic  models  and  are  consequently  Aristotelian 
in  principle.  Such  classifications  occur  with  great  frqeuency 

in  Jewish  literature.16  Some  of  them  are  formal  statements, 

J3  See  Carra  de  Vaux:  Philosophy  (Muslim)  in  Hastings'  Enc.  of  Rel. 
and  Eth.,  IX,  p.  880. 

14  See  Grabmann:  Die  Geschichte  der  Scholastischen  Methode  II,  p. 
30;  Robert  Flint:  Philosophy  as  Scientia  Scientarum,  p.  90. 

*s  See  Flint  :Ibid. 

16  For  "classification  of  sciences"  we  have  in  Hebrew  the  following  ex- 
pressions: (1)  niDDnn  "IBDD  (Falaquera  in  Reshit  Hokmah  and  Moses  da 

Rieti.  See  below  n.  73)  from  Alfarabi's 
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others  are  casual  remarks,  still  others  are  only  indirect  impli- 
cations. The  observations  which  follow  are  based  on  a  varied 

collection  of  sources  which,  while  not  complete,  is  large  and 
representative  enough  to  serve  as  a  basis  for  a  study  of  the 
classification  of  the  sciences  in  Jewish  philosophical  literature. 

One  of  the  earliest  classifications  is  found  in  Isaac  Israeli's 
introduction  to  his  commentary  on  the  Sefer  Yezirah.17  The 
practical  sciences  are  entirely  omitted  nor  is  the  distinction  be- 

tween theoretical  and  practical  mentioned,  but,  dealing  only 

with  the  theoretical,  which  is  called  the  "science  of  philosophy" 
(N'BlDl^s  riDDn),  he  divides  it  into  the  three  conventional 
parts  of  the  Aristotelian  tradition.  Here,  again,  the  general 
terms  mathematics,  physics,  and  theology  are  omitted,  but  each 
is  represented  by  some  of  the  specific  sciences  which  usually 
go  under  the  main  division.  Thus  for  mathematics  the  quad- 
rivium  issgiven,  for  physics,  medicine  is  specified,  and  for  theology 
in  general,  the  science  of  the  unity  of  God  and  of  the  spiritual 
beings  is  particularly  mentioned. 

The  term  used  here  for  "medicine"  will  prove  of  some  interest. 
The  passage  reads  nKisnn  n»:>n  "IDI^O  .cryaan  no^n.  Graetz, 
who  ascribes  this  commentary  to  Dunash  ibn  Tamim,  takes 

the  term  D'yaD  in  its  ordinary  sense  of  "physics",  and  understands 
the  passage  to  enumerate  "physics"  and  "medicine"  as  two 

(2)  niD3nn  *JID    (Abraham    Shalom,      See   n.  63).      Similarly    Ihwan 

al-Safa:    r>Jl   j*>^   (Op  cit.,  p.  246). 
(3)  nioann  TD   (Abba  Mari  and  Zerahiah  Hen.     See  n.  61  and  72). 

Similarly  Ihwan  al-Safa:     ̂ U>-VI  ciilr  ?  jylj   (Ibid.). 

(4)  niDsnn  'p^n      (Israeli,  Avicenna'and  Bahya:      fLJl.     See  n.  17, 8  and   29). 

(5)  niDDnn  piVn     ̂  yJl  r±~ir     (Algazali:      Makasid  al-Falasifah  II, 
p.    75). 

(6)  nounn  rnVyn  (Judah  ben  Barzilai.     See  n.  30). 

'7  See  quotation  in  Orient,  Litter  aturblatt.  1845,  p.  562: 
,|ia»nn  noun  Dn"?nn  -WK  .ntpVpn  rrp^n  »JBNI  K»BIDI^B  nosm  'pa  Nirw  'D1?  «"?« 
«»m  (n'j&n  nnonn  mn«i    /pxinn  noi1?^  mann  roam  bbm  nosm  ,noi3nn    noon 

n»  yT  ID  in«i    .niKisin  iDi1?^ .n»annn 
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separate  sciences.18  The  word  IDlD,  however,  makes  it  clear 
that  niNiEnn  noDn  is  an  explanation  of  D'yaon  nDDn.  While 
it  is  not  impossible  that  in  Hebrew,  as  in  other  languages,  the 

term  "physics"  has  been  used  here  in  the  sense  of  "medicine",18* 
still  another  explanation  of  this  passage  may  be  suggested.  It 
would  seem  that  the  term  JHD  is  not  to  be  taken  here  as  the  equiva- 

lent of  the  Arabic  *J*  but  rather  of  ̂ L,  and  one  is  tempted  to 

change  the  reading  D'ynD  to  D'3»B.  In  the  Arabic  classifications, 

^_JaJl  pic  stands  for  "medicine"  and  is  translated  into  Hebrew 
by  ntosnn  n»Dn.19 

While  in  this  passage  Israeli  does  not  give  the  general  term 

for  "mathematics",  the  deficiency  is  supplied  by  him  in  another 
passage,  where  he  says  of  music  that  "it  is  the  best  and  last  of 
the  four  branches  of  the  sciences  of  miD"  :  nymtap  nViyon  Kim 
rniDn  riDDn20.  The  meaning  of  the  term  rniB  has  escaped  the 
knowledge  of  Rappoport  and  Dukes  who  rendered  it  by 

"Turkey".  But  Michael  Jehiel  Sachs  has  pointed  out  the 
incorrectness  of  the  translation,  and  Senior  Sachs  has  inferred  its 

real  meaning  from  the  context,  without,  however,  attempting  to 

explain  its  etymology.21  The  word  rniD  would  seem  to  be  like 

^rin,  BTIDP  and  "IDID,  which  we  shall  meet  in  the  sequel,  a  Hebrew 

translation  of  the  Arabic  JLs\^j,"  propaedeutic",  which,  as  we  have 
already  seen,  is  used  for  mathematics.  The  Arabic  root  means  "to 

exercise"  ;  the  Hebrew  root  ma  simiarly  means  "to  exert  oneself". 
All  these  terms  are  translations  of  the  Greek  7rpo7rcu5eia,  pre- 

paratory training  (or  rather  of  waideia,  without  the  proposition), 

which  Plato  applies  to  mathematics.22  It  is  the  interpolation 

18  See  Geschichte  der  Juden,  4th  ed.,  vol.  V,  p.  330. 
iga  Thus  Maimonides  describes  medicine  as  being  based  on  nitrxon  y3B 

(See  Pirush  ha-Mishnah:  Pesahim,  ch.  4). 
r»  See  Makasid  al-  Falasifah  II,  p.  78.     See  below  n.  137. 
30  See  Kerem  Hemed  VIII,  p.  64. 
"  Ibid. 

"  Republic  VII,  536D.  The  Hebrew  DHlo^n  for  mathematics  has  a 

different  etymology.  It  is  a  literal  translation  of  p-^*>  -fJLadrjfjLa.  Cf  .  Stein- 

schneider:  Al-Farabi,  p.  32,  n.  32.  Reifmann's  conjecture  that  '11D1?  is 
a  later  substitution  by  Samuel  ibn  Tibbon  for  'Vnn  ,'0i3»  and  'IDID  is  wrong 
(See  Ozar  ha-Sifrut  II,  p.  48).  Samuel  ibn  Tibbon  himself  only  says  that 
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of  a  Platonic  term  in  classifications  which  are  basically  Aris- 
totelian. 

Another  classification  belonging  to  the  same  period  is  that 
of  David  Al-Mukammas,  quoted  by  Judah  ben  Barzilai  (Al- 
Barceloni)  in  his  commentary  on  Sefer  Yezirah.23  It  starts 
out  with  what  would  at  first  sight  seem  to  be  the  conventional 
Aristotelian  distinction  between  theoretical  ($n»l  HDDn)  and 
practical  (ntfyo  IN  rvoDlK).  Upon  a  closer  observation,  however, 
it  becomes  apparent  that  like  the  Ihwan  al-Safa  he  substitutes 

Aristotle's  productive,  or  what  may  be  called  applied,  science, 
for  practical.  He  thus  says  that  every  science,  say  geometry, 
may  be  either  a  science  (5TT»)  or  an  art  (rruDlN).  For  this 
illustration,  too,  there  is  a  parallel  in  the  Encyclopedia  of  the 
Ihwan  al-Safa  where  mathematics  is  said  to  be  divided  into 
sensible  (vLI^)  and  rational  (v^),  the  former  leading 

to  the  practical  arts  and  the  latter  to  the  theoretical.24 
Taking  up  the  theoretical,  Al-Mukammas  divides  it  into 

three  parts.  The  first  and  the  last  correspond  to  Aristotle's 
theology  and  physics  respectively.  The  second,  which  we  would 
expect  to  be  mathematics,  is  described  in  the  following  terms: 

orb  namnm  m«  'n  nijn  nsoNDn  fepm  -IDIDPI  nann  rryxoNn  n!?yom 
nran  "pi.  As  the  term  "ID1»  generally  means  ''ethics",  the 
statement  in  translation  would  read  as  follows:  "And  the 
middle  grade  is  the  science  of  ethics  and  of  the  mind  which  streng- 

D'liD1?  is  synonymous  with  c'znop  and  D'^rin  (See  Pirush  meha-Millot  Zorot, 
under  amoV. 

*  Pirush  Sefer   Yezirah  le-Rabbi  Judah  b.  Barzilai,  Berlin   1885,   p.  65: 

*]ID  hy  nay1?  .nuucajn  i»r  yio  «in  nosnn  113  »3  yiv  'in  :-p  '^aan  in  anDi 

Kxan  pin  nyi  "?yi  ,yion  ton  npno  ̂ DV  no  HJOD  »»  .n'p^n  wh  np^m  torn  .aipno 
nnn«i  nnifpn  ̂ 102?  moo  »»i  .yioi  noon  xipan  inr  ;vn  npnon  noy»  in'33n  irvi 

WD  nra  n«im  .n»ya  ix  mjDi«  «ipj  nn  ,fy^  -ai  n»»jcoi  HSK^DI  nsoya  «in  Dipno 
]»jya  ir  no^n  «xam  ....maou  »av  i»Vai  noun  'any  |i»^a  Nipan  ̂ pwm  mon  nosna 

miD3  noonn  »a  ID«  D»DI  .moanm  IK»  Va  pi  .nuowi  yioV  nnsno  ny  nrn 

an  ,|i»^yn  yio  nji»«in  nVyon    rmVya  E>Wt!7  np"?n3  yiom 
«im  ,rnixoi  imin  noam  ,n"an  "?»  mrr  ]»an^  nnawon 

niniom  DIS  »33  myi  nxD«on  f?3» 
II  yio  Kim  ,]innnm 

24  Dieterici:     Dze  Propaedeutik  der  Araber,  p.  24,     Arabic  text,  Idem: 
Die  Abhandlungen  der  Ichwdn  Es-Safd,  p.  293. 
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thens  the  opinions  of  men  and  guides  them  in  the  path  of  under- 

standing". Both  the  use  of  the  term  "1D1Q  and  the  description 
by  which  it  is  followed  would  seem  to  point  to  ethics  as  the 
middle  science,  and  this  is  the  general  understanding  of  the 

passage.25  But  taken  in  this  sense,  the  classification  would  be 
thrown  out  of  the  framework  of  both  the  Platonic  and  the  Ar- 

istotelian schemes,  which  would  seem  rather  strange.  An 
attempt  must  therefore  be  made  to  cast  it  in  one  of  the  traditional 
forms  of  classification,  and  to  this  end  two  alternative  solutions 

may  be  proposed: 

First,  leaving  the  term  "ID1D  in  the  sense  of  "ethics",  we 
may  take  the  term  tetf  in  the  sense  of  "logic".26  That  te»  could 
be  a  Hebrew  rendering  of  the  Arabic  <jkuJl  ,\oyiKi],  like  ND3», 

TOT,  and  ]Vn,  is  quite  clear,  for  all  these  terms  mean  "reason" 
as  well  as  "speech".  In  fact,  according  to  Samuel  ibn  Tibbon 
the  proper  designation  for  logic  should  have  been  fDtfte 

botfli.26*  The  "middle"  science  would  thus  be  the  "science 

of  ethics  and  of  logic".  The  description  which  follows  may 
equally  apply  to  both  these  sciences.  The  threefold  clas- 

sification would  thus  in  reality  be  a  fourfold  classification, 

containing  theology,  ethics,  logic,  and  physics.  Such  a  fourfold 
classification  was  not  unknown  among  the  Aristotelians  and  is 

based  upon  the  classification  of  Aristotle's  writings.27 
Second,  the  term  "ID1D,  despite  its  ordinary  meaning  of 

ethics,  may  be  another  Hebrew  translation  of  the  Arabic  J-i^j, 

"propaedeutic",  i.  e.,  mathematics.  2?a  In  the  Cuzari  the  term 

25  Cf.  Kaufmann:     Die  Theologie  des  Bachja  Ibn  Pakuda  in  Gesammelte 
Schriften  II,  p.  21-22,  note;  Bernfeld:  Da  at  Elohim,  p.  136. 

26  This  is  how  Husik  takes  it.    See  A  History  of  Mediaeval  Jewish  Philoso- 
phy, p.  18. 
263  See  Pirush  meha  -Millot  Zorot  under  pan:    ntnp^  »i«n  rrn  »njn  's"?i 

27  See  Zeller:  Aristotle  I,  p.  181,  n.  1. 
2?a  Reifmann  takes  the  passage  to  refer  to  mathematics,  but,  puzzled  by 

the  use  of  the  term  noio,  he  changes  the  reading  of  Vsrm  IDIDH  nosn  to  n»Dn 

^Dipn1?  mron.  See  Ozar  ha-Sifrut  II,  p.  50.  It  is  interesting  to  note  that 
the  Hebrew  IDID  usually  translates  the  Arabic  <—  ol  (See  Steinschneider: 

Uebersetzungen,  p.  350)  and  that  the  Ihwan  al-Safa  couple  t->b  VI  with  d 
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t  is  translated  by  both  mnoion  and  nv^nnn.28  The 

expression  ̂ DtPm  "ID1DH  DDDn  may  be  taken  as  a  hendiadys, 
as  if  it  were  written  ̂ DPn  1D1DH  riDDn,  to  be  translated  "the  science 
of  rational  mathematics",  that  is  to  say,  the  " rational  mathe- 

matics" of  the  Ihwan  al-Safa  as  contrasted  with  the  "sensible"- 
a  reference  to  Al-Mukammas'  own  distinction  between  the 

"science"  and  the  "art"  of  geometry.  Now,  in  the  Encyclo- 
pedia of  the  Ihwan  al-Safa  the  difference  between  "rational" 

and  "sensible"  mathematics  is  described  as  follows:  "The 
study  of  sensible  mathematics  is  an  aid  to  the  thorough 
understanding  of  the  practical  arts;  the  study  of  rational  mathe- 

matics is  a  guide  to  the  thorough  understanding  of  the  speculative 
arts,  for  this  science  is  one  of  the  gates  which  leads  to  the  know- 

ledge of  the  substance  of  the  soul.  This  knowledge  is  the  be- 
ginning of  the  sciences,  the  constituent  element  of  wisdom,  and 

the  root  of  the  practical  and  theoretical  arts".29  Al-Mukammas' 
brief  description  of  "thescienceof rational  mathematics, "quoted 
above,  claims  for  it  the  same  excellencies. 

The  second  explanation  would  seem  to  be  more  plausible, 
for  in  another  passage  quoted  again  by  Judah  ben  Bar- 
zilai,  Al-Mukammas  definitely  enumerates  mathematics,  phy- 

sics and  theology  as  the  three  sciences,  though  he  names  them  in 

a  different  order.  He  says:  "Philosophy  is  the  knowledge  of 
all  things  according  to  the  measure  of  their  form,  the  secret  of 
their  nature,  and  the  veracity  of  their  impartation.  We  have 
felt  it  necessary  to  use  three  properties  in  the  definition  of 
philosophy,  in  order  to  be  able  to  bring  under  this  definition  the 

three  grades  of  philosophy.  Thus  the  expression  'according 
to  the  measures  of  the  form  of  things'  makes  this  definition  in- 

clude the  science  which  investigates  the  external  form  of 
things  and  the  boundaries  of  their  bodies,  as  arithmetic  and  the 

like.  The  expression  'the  secret  of  their  nature'  makes  it 
include  the  science  which  investigates  the  bodies  of  things  and 

as  a  description  of  their  "propaedeutic"  sciences  exclusive  of  mathematics 
(See  above  p.  265). 

38  Cuzari  III,  39;  V.  12;  V.  14.  Here  too,  Reifmann  changes  mnoiD  to 
(loc.  tit.).  See  below  n.  32. 

a'  Dieterici:     Die  Propaedeutik  der  Amber,  p.  36. 
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the  secrets  of  their  nature,  as  all  the  sciences  which  deal  with 

the  structure  of  heaven  and  earth  and  all  created  beings.  The 

expression  'the  veracity  of  their  impartation'  makes  it  in- 
clude the  science  which  is  superior  to  all  other  sciences,  namely, 

the  science  of  the  Torah  by  which  those  who  fear  God  are  favored". 

He  then  concludes:  "In  this  fashion  the  grades  of  philosophy 
are  three  and  the  definition  of  philosophy  as  we  have  given  it 
includes  them  all,  and  all  these  sciences  are  called  the  the- 

oretical sciences  or  the  sciences  of  the  mind".30 
The  formal  classification  of  philosophy  (riDDn,  ̂ k)  given 

by  Bahya  ibn  Pakuda  in  the  Introduction  of  the  Hobot  ha-Lebabot 
deals  again  only  with  the  theoretical  part  of  philosophy  and 

follows  Aristotle's  threefold  division,  mentioning  under  mathe- 
matics the  quadrivium.31  There  is  only  one  point  which  must 

detain  us  here.  In  the  Hebrew  translation  the  Arabic  ̂ JL^^J], 

"propaedeutic",  is  rendered  by  tPlDPn  and  is  followed  by  the 

*°  Pirush  Sefer  Yezirah  le-Rabbi  Judah  b.  Barzilai,  p.  66: 

Vy  ,D»rjy  »»  *?y  inipn  ]ir"?a  mow  naan  nV»  'a  D'IDINI  ruiPNi 
]'»D  nnanni  .HXDH  ]»«D  noanm  ,ainan  ion  n'Vy  -ir»  ,VDD  noan  «»n»  noann 

uanxim  .nnrnj  JDINI  ,an-px'  pirn  (aman  IDIK  hy  nisxcan  ̂ >a  yio  «'m  ,«an 
ID-IK  rrrm  .noonn  m^yo  rW  nrn  "in)3  D'«n^  HD  .D'xxin  vbv  nnsnn  maa 
,]BD  n»^am  .nuixnn  m»xDjn  nmsa  nr»yon  nosnn  nrn  1113  D'wa  ni«XDjn 

moi  ,m«xDan  'Din  nyyon  noann  ia  D'JOD  onn^'  pirn  .n1?  nonm  pan 

D'»D  ahrna  ]m«i  .omx»n  "i«»i  PHI  D'D»  ]»ja  "?y  nnainn  moann  ̂ l?a  ,]nT2£» 
nrn  ̂ mn  *?y  ...D»n  »«T^  nainan  minn  nnzm  «»m  .moann  ̂ a  Vy  n^iynn  noann  ia 

1'Kipj  n^«n  ninanm  .om«  "?^ia  noan1?  i3or  nr«  inm  ,ni^yn  E>Vr  naann  mVya  «»n 
."?a»n  noam  n^ar  noan 

I  have  emended  IDI«  to  read  IDIN  in  on'jan  IDIN. 

The  term  Q'sxin  is  the  Arabic  <-*0\^-,  WLOV,  property,  one  of  the  five 

predicables  usually  translated  into  Hebrew  by  n^UD  or,  as  in  Cuzari  V,  12, 

mm'D  ma  (See  below  n.  162).  Kaufmann  seems  to  have  confounded  it 

with  Jvsi,  diafopa,  difference,  which  is  usually  translated  by  "nan,  pis  or, 

as  in  Cuzari  V,  12,  pVn.  (See  below  n.  162).  Cf.  Kaufmann  's  notes  on  Pirush 
Sefer  Yezirah  le-Rabbi  Judah  b.  Barzilai,  p.  336. 

31  jwVa  n^  |mp»  (nn'x'n  noan  ,|w«nn  p"?nn    .n'p^n  n^Vr1?  npVnno  noanm 

,»io»n  naan  »'n  '3»n  pVnm  .]nnpm  mown  »yao  noan  R»m  ,'ya'o^H  oV'yV«  any 
omyrm  ]'3»n  noan  «»m  .iDion  noan  n«npr  »D  tf'i  ,'x'n  aVy^N  'aiy  jirVa  nV  jmpr 

'any  jir^a  nV  ]mp  '0^0n  p"?nm   .«p»no  n«"ipjn  ,]iMn  noam  D'aaian  noam 
nyn  inan1  ̂ «n  nyn  «ini  ,mnV«n  nnan 
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statement  "IDIOH  DDDn  nNlptP  'D  ari,  which  has  caused  some 
difficulty  to  students.32  It  can  be  shown,  however,  that  the 
statement  is  an  interpolated  gloss.  There  is  nothing  in  the 
original  Arabic  text  to  correspond  to  it.  In  the  editio  princeps 
of  the  Hebrew  translation,  Naples  1489,  and  in  the  Venice 
edition  of  1548  it  does  not  occur.33  It  makes  its  first  appearance 

in  the  Constantinople  edition  of  1550.33a  That  "1D1D  has  been 
used  as  a  Hebrew  equivalent  of  JL?\>  j  has  already  been  point- 

ed out,  and  the  rfenpP'DBH  probably  refers  to  the  Hebrew 
translation  of  the  Cuzari,  if  not  also  to  Al-Mukammas. 

The  classification  given  by  the  Karaite  Nissi  ben  Noah  in 
his  commentary  on  the  Decalogue335  is  of  interest  not  only  for 
some  of  the  peculiar  terms  it  contains  but  also  for  its  textual 
difficulties.  The  text  as  it  stands  would  seem  to  divide  philosophy 
into  metaphysics,  mathematics  and  ethics,  and  this  is  how  Stein- 
schneider  seems  to  understand  it.33c  This  would  make  it  a 
rather  unusual  arrangement  of  topics,  though  made  up  of  parts 

taken  from  Aristotle's  classification.  The  passage,  however, 
bears  internal  evidence  of  being  corrupt,  as  has  already  been 

suspected  by  Reifmann.33d  In  the  first  place,  it  begins  with 
a  statement  that  philosophy  is  divided  into  two  parts,  but  men- 

tions only  one  of  these  parts.  In  the  second  place,  it  says  that 
the  first  part  of  philosophy  is  to  be  subdivided  into  two  other 
parts,  but,  instead  of  giving  these  two  parts,  it  enumerates  the 
three  sciences,  metaphysics,  mathematics  and  ethics.  Evi- 

dently there  is  something  missing  in  the  text. 
The  passage,  however,  can  be  completed  by  filling  out 

the  gaps  with  phrases  taken  from  the  passages  preceding  and 

32  See  commentary  PatLehem,  ad  loc.\  Fiirstenthal  's  Hebrew  notes  ad  loc.; 
Reifmann  in  Ozar  ha-Sifrut  II,  pp.  49-50,  who  changes  "iDio  to  TDID.     See 
above  n.  28.     Schmiedl  in  Monatsschrift  1861,  p.  186;  Kaufmann:  Die  Theo- 
logie  des  Bachja  Ibn  Pakuda  in  Gesammelte  Schriften  II,  p.  21,  note;  Senior 
Sachs;  Kerem  Hemed  VIII,  p.  64. 

33  Nor  does  this  addition  occur  in  the  quotation  of  this  passage  in  Shab- 

bethai  Bass'  (Meshorer's)  Sifte  Yeshenim,  Zolkiew,  1806,  f.  7b. 
333  The  gloss  occurs  in  MS  Adler  900  in  the  Jewish  Theological  Seminary. 

3315  Pirush  Aseret  ha-Debarim  in  Pinsker's  Likkute  Kadmoniyyot  II,  p.  9. 
»c   Uebersetzungen,  p.  209,  n.  734b. 
33d  Cf.  Ozar  ha-Sifrut  II,  p.  50. 
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following  it.  This  reconstructed  passage  would  yield  us,  in 
the  first  place,  a  general  division  of  philosophy  into  scientific 

knowledge  (ny~r)  and  revealed  knowledge  ('"W  VN  riN"v)  ,33e  and 
then,  in  the  second  place,  under  scientific  knowledge,  a  complete 
Aristotelian  classification  with  its  general  distinction  of  theoreti- 

cal and  practical  knowledge  and  the  subdivision  of  the  former  into 
metaphysics,  mathematics  and  physics,  and  the  subdivision  of 
the  latter  into  ethics,  economics  and  politics.  33f 

No  formal  classification  of  the  sciences  is  given  by  Judah 
ha-Levi.  But  here  and  there  in  his  Cuzari  he  gives  us  snatches 
of  classifications  which  seem  to  be  torn  out  of  an  Aristotelian 

context,  such,  for  instance,  as  his  casual  references  to  physics, 

336  The  distinction  between  these  two  kinds  of  knowledge  is  explained 
by  the  author  in  the  preceding  paragraph  as  follows  : 

n^iy  «»rw  ,m»2c»m  nunan  p  nyria  rrnm  noon  '«n  :D»»  »3»o  nyna 
cny  rmiaam  minnip  .riTX'n  p  ixvn  nyn*  ioa  .oVat^a  D'nsnn  owpnna 
noanm  minn»  ,nNi3a3  nn»»  ,nimm  minn  K»n»  ,nrai  noan  »wm   .na 

,na  D'i'DKni  nniN 

33*  The  emended  passage  will  read  as  follows: 

.n'p^n  »a»  "?y  np"?nnn  «»m  ,nyin  '«n  incao1?  i«3«»  ma  .npVnno  n«rn  noanm 

nyia  n«T»  iaa  ,^a»a  njvVyn  nyi  ono  '«  :[n»p^n  'a  Vy  »»m  ,n»!?3»n  nyin  '«n] 

'«n  jo'p^n  nyai«  ̂ y  p"?nj  «im  .noian  nyi  ,»j»ni  .mnm  m»D3i  D»a»Vm  ]v^y  "?« 

a'33yn  nyi  "im  .mVram  niann  nyn  'am  .]»iom  isoan  nyi  'am  .mom  ninsan  nyi 

«im  ,[n'»yon  nyin  'ami  .myawo  yai«  nyia  ,)innnn  "?3»n  DHD  »»»V»m  .m^ipni 
,n'an  »n  n^'na  'am  .mxiK^i  mnoV  i^on  n"?'nj3  ,myn  nV'na  '«n  :o'phn  'a  "?y 

.ism  iwsa1?  r'xn  n^naa  ,-inva  wsa!?  »»«n  n^'na  'am  .vanpi  in»a  »aa  -^on  nV'naa 

.'i3i  ,nD3nn  n'»«i  «»n  io»  ['n'j  n»  ̂ x  n»T»  wyn»»  13'sV  .IH»  ̂ »  n«T  'ami 
In  the  description  of  astronomy  in  this  passage,  niWom  mann  nyi,  if 

the  term  liann  is  not  a  corruption  of  "H3yn,  ineto  -eolation,  then  it  must  be 
taken  in  the  astronomical  sense  of  conjunction,  i.  e.,  the  conjunction  of  the 

moon  with  the  sun,  as  the  equivalent  of  the  more  usual  term  f"13?-  See 
Mishneh  Torah:  Kiddush  ha-Hodesh  VI,  1: 

...nonn  ay  PITH  13  p3prve>  nyz>  ]'ym'i  j'3Z>nD  vn  n"«Tn  Vy 

The  term  man  in  the  classification  of  sciences  ordinarily  means  music.     See 
above  n.  17. 

The  expression  myatJD  y3i«  refers  to  the  four  natural  elements,  nniD'n 
D"y3Dn,  which  is  usually  mentioned  as  one  of  the  topics  of  physics.  Stein- 
schneider  takes  it  in  the  sense  of  the  four  qualities  of  human  nature  and  as 

referring  to  ethics  (Uebersetzungen,  p.  209,  n.  734b).  But  see  Reifmann  in 

Ozarha-SifrutII,p.51. 
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astronomy  and  music,34  to  astronomy  and  physics,35  and  to  various 
topics  of  physics  and  to  theology.36  In  one  place  he  speaks  of 
the  reliability  of  the  philosophers  in  matters  mathematical  and 
logical  as  contrasted  with  their  unreliability  in  matters  physical 

and  metaphysical,37  and  in  another  place  he  enumerates  physics, 
theology,  mathematics  and  astronomy  as  some  of  the  sciences 

embodied  in  the  Mishnah  and  Talmud.38  A  complete  classi- 
fication of  the  three  theoretical  sciences  and  logic  with  an 

enumeration  of  their  branches  may  be  derived  from  his  discussion 
of  psychology  in  his  attempt  to  explain  how  the  hylic  intellect 
comes  into  possession  of  rational  ideas  through  application 

and  study.39 
In  one  of  those  mystifying  passages  in  which  the  works 

of  Abraham  ibn  Ezra  abound  some  Jewish  scholars  think  to 
have  found  a  classification  of  sciences.  In  his  commentary  on 

Ecclesiastes  III,  21,  Ibn  Ezra  says  as  follows:  "And  the  know- 
ledge of  the  soul  is  shrouded  in  mystery,  requiring  subtle  specu- 

lations, and  nobody  can  grasp  even  a  small  part  of  its  nature 
except  those  thinkers  whose  thought  has  become  clarified  in  the 
balance  of  wisdom  and  its  elements  four,  of  which  three  are 

Ti£>Dl  ISO  "ISO  and,  [the  fourth],  that  which  is  composed  of  the 
two".40  Friedlaender  translates  the  three  Hebrew  words  by 

34  Cuzari     II,     64: 

nn  no:>n-Np'DiDVN  a'ry. 
35  Ibid.  IV,  29:    rmsnn  nDun-rrnVK  oVy; 

36  Ibid.  V,  2: 
...D'mmV'im   ,mmpn   *w»i   .n'owrom   .m^DDn      yai   .n'raoxKm   ,D"yaton 
nnann  ...^a»n  ...0ojn  ...yaon  ...JINDPBDK  »anya  n'tnpan  nmo'n  ...mixm 

pnmV«i  MinoVm 

ohyhx  ...^>pyV«  ...DISJ^K  ...nyntD^x  ..jiMDpeoiiVtt  .. 
37  Ibid.  V,  14: 

]vinm    (rt*i«n^«)    nv^nnn    moana    nsian     arm     manj»     no1? 

na 

38  Ibid.  Ill,  39: 
nvyaan  mDnno  nnina  oya  am  "noVnm  nj^nn  no^n  n«T  13  I'D^n1?  nxn 
.(fra^fiVm)  nvVa^jni  (fi'i:«n^«i)  nmoiom  (n'nx1?^1?^!)  nrnVitni  (ft»jraBV« 

39  Ibid.  V,   12. 

40  .D^otfon  DK  '3  ,anxp  i"?'D«  j'an1?  iVav  «^i  ,nv«i^  nanxi  npioy  nnn  nyn 
,-nDDi  ISDI  IDD  onn  nB^0n»  ,n»nniD»  nyan«3i  noDnn  'jmna  cna^no 

ID 
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"reading,  writing  and  arithmetic".41  There  is,  however,  no 
basis  for  this  translation  except  that  the  three  Hebrew  words 
with  their  alliteration  lend  themselves  to  a  rendering  into  the 

proverbial  three  R's.  Rosin  identifies  all  the  four  elements 
with  mathematics,  grammar,  logic  and  physics.42  The  difficulty 
with  this  rendering  is  that  that  it  does  not  correspond  to  either 
the  Platonic  or  the  Aristotelian  classification.  Furthermore,  the 

expression  D^tPn  ]»  3DTID  for  Physics  is  rather  far-fetched.  Rosin's 
reference  to  the  Ihwan  al-Safa  in  support  of  his  classification  seems 
to  be  irrelevant.  Besides,  we  have  already  seen  that  their  clas- 

sification of  the  purely  philosophic  sciences  is  strictly  Aristotelian. 
Krochmal  conjectures  that  the  four  elements  refer  to  the  four 

types  of  immediate  knowledge,  namely,  sense  perceptions,  intel- 
lectual notions,  traditions  and  general  opinions.43  But  he  makes 

no  attempt  to  show  how  the  text  can  be  made  to  assume  this 

interpretation. 

It  seems  to  me  that  this  passage  has  no  reference  to  the 
classification  of  sciences  nor  to  the  types  of  immediate  knowledge 
Its  meaning  is  to  be  sought  elsewhere.  The  puzzling  words 
TISDI  1SD  1SD  in  Ibn  Ezra  are  a  well  known  quotation  from 

Sefer  Yezirah  I:  TiSDi  ism  1DD3  ,onsD  nt^Ea  iD^iy  n«  «nm 
Now  this  in  itself  would  not  help  much,  for  the  passage 
in  the  original  source  is  in  itself  a  conundrum  and  his 

been  variously  interpreted  by  ancient  and  modern  commen- 

tators. But  Saadia's  interpretation  of  this  passage  willl  throw 

light  upon  the  difficulty.  Says  Saadia:44  "The  expression 
'He  hath  created  the  world  in  three  books'  means  to  say  that 

all  things  may  be  registered  in  three  ways."  He  then  raises 
the  question  why  only  three  ways  are  mentioned,  seeing  "that 
the  philosophers  have  enumerated  four  ways,  for  they  have 

said  that  things  may  exist  under  four  aspects,  in  their  sub- 
stance, as  when  we  see  a  man;  in  spoken  words,  as  when  we 

41  M.  Friedlander:     Essays  in  Ibn  Ezra,  p.  26,  n.  3. 
42  Monatsschrift  XLII,  p.  448. 

«  Extracts  from  Ibn  Ezra's  commentary  on  Ecclesiastes  in  Moreh 
Nebuke  ha-Zeman. 

44  M.  Lambert:  Commentaire  sur  le  Sefer  Yesira  ou  Livre  de  la  Creation 

par  le  Gaon  Saadia  de  Fayyoum,  pp.  42-43;  Arabic  text,  pp.  22-23. 
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say,  '  man ' ;  in  writing,  as  when  we  write  the  latters  m  a  n ; 
in  thought,  as  when  we  form  an  idea  of  a  man".  Explaining 
why  substance  is  omitted,  Saadia  concludes:  "The  author 
finds  that  there  are  three  ways  in  which  a  thing  can  be  expressed, 
namely,  writing,  number,  and  the  spoken  word,  which,  added  to 

substance,  make  in  all  four".  Saadia  further  explains  that 
"number"  stands  here  for  "thought",  for  it  is  a  species  of 
thought,  and  he  gives  "USD!  rQETiQ  "1DD  as  the  equivalent  of  "1BD 
TIDD1  "I£)D.  In  the  light  of  this  explanation  it  is  clear  that  Ibn 
Ezra's  mention  of  the  four  elements  of  knowledge  refers  to  the 
four  modes  of  knowing  things  enumerated  by  Saadia,  of  which 
he  quotes  from  Sefer  Yezirah,  again  following  Saadia,  the  three, 

namely,  IDD  "the  written  word",  199  "the  number",  i.  e.,  the 

idea,  and  -nsp  "the  spoken  word",  and  adds  Saadia's  fourth 

mode,  "that  which  is  composed  of  the  two",  i.  e.,  substance- 
Substance,  says  Aristotle,  applies  to  matter,  form,  and  to  the 
concrete  thing  which  is  composed  of  the  two.45  Ibn  Ezra  si- 

milarly says:  "All  created  beings  are  composed  of  two,  namely, 
matter  and  form."46  That  Abraham  ibn  Ezra  refers  here  to  four 
modes  of  knowledge  rather  than  to  classes  of  sciences  may  be 

inferred  from  his  use  of  the  expression  hsvn  s:fND.  The  word 
^r«D  reflects  the  Arabic  jlj^,  which,  while  literally  meaning 

"balance",  is  also  used  in  the  sense  of  "judgement,"47  "rule" 
and  "method",  and  hence  the  expression  ̂ DPH  ̂ r«D  undoubted- 

ly means  'the  laws  of  thought"  or  "the  modes  of  knowledge." 
There  is,  however,  another  passage  in  which  Ibn  Ezra  refers 

to  a  classification  of  sciences.  In  his  commentary  on  Proverbs 
9,  1,  he  attempts  to  give  a  different  rendering  of  the  verse  which 

is  usually  translated:  "Wisdom  hath  builded  her  house,  she 
hath  hewn  out  her  seven  pillars".  "It  may  be  explained", 
he  says,  "that  the  plural  rriDDn  is  used  here  in  order  to  show  that 
the  meaning  of  the  verse  is  that  out  of  the  seven  wisdoms  she 
(  =  wisdom)  hath  builded  her  house.  This  is  what  is  meant  by 

"s  See  Metaphysics  VII,  10,  1035a,  1. 

46  See  D.  Rosin:     Reime  und  Gedichte  des  Abraham  ibn  Ezra,  p.  42,  n.  13: 
mnei  oxy  on0  ,o»w  o'tnaarn 

47  See  Munk:  Guide  des  ggares,  I,  62,  p.  279,  n.  1. 
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'she  hath  hewn  out  her  seven  pillars',  'her  pillars'  here  referring 
to  the  pillars  of  the  house,  and  thus  the  second  strophe  is  an 

explanation  of  'out  of  wisdoms  she  hath  builded  her  house'. 
Accordingly,  the  word  1T3  is  used  here  in  the  feminine  gender. 

Or,  'her  pillars'  may  refer  to  the  pillars  of  wisdom,  and  these 
pillars  are  the  seven  branches  of  wisdom  upon  which  the  house 
of  wisdom  is  erected.  Some,  however,  interpret  the  number 
seven  here  to  refer  to  something  else,  but  suum  cuique  and 

truth  will  show  the  way."4* 
There  are  several  possible  lists  to  which  these  "seven 

sciences"  may  refer,  and  we  shall  mention  them  in  the  se- 
quel. But  here  one  is  inclined  to  take  the  number  seven  to 

refer  to  the  three  branches  of  the  Aristotelian  theoretical  philo- 
sophy, including  the  mathematical  quadrivium,  and  to  logic, 

thus  making  in  all  seven,  for  under  these  heads  one  may  arrange 
all  the  specific  sciences,  outside  the  purely  linguistic  sciences, 
which  Ibn  Ezra  enumerates  in  the  first  chapter  of  Yesod  Mora 

as  prerequisites  to  the  proper  understanding  of  the  Bible  and 
the  Talmud.  They  are  in  the  order  in  which  they  are  first 

mentioned  as  follows:  Astronomy  (m^rDH  fiDDn),  geometry 
(nvron  nDsn),  psychology  (PDJH  noDn),  physics  (no^n  ,nn5inn  noun 

p«m  own  nnVin),  astrology  (nitron  »DBMD),  logic  («Dnon  noun, 

]vann  neon),  arithmetic  (]D0nn  noDn),  proportion  (ro-iyn  no^n), 

theology  (tan  aViym  ]vhy  ̂ vhiy\  PSJH  TID  noip  -ny&n  raman  TID). 
Elsewhere  he  also  mentions  music  (niran  DODn).*9  All  these 
may  be  tabulated  according  to  the  Aristotelian  classification, 

making  a  list  of  seven  sciences,  as  follows:50 

1.  A.  Logic 
B.  Theoretical   sciences 

2.  I.  Theology  (including  psychology)51 

«  naxn  ayta  nn  ,yap  nioariD  nrra  nrua  nosnrw  ymn1?  moon  IDNP  uns^  pm 

.mp]  ppV  rvm  ,nn»a  nnaa  moan  ID^D"?  nwan  «ini  ,n'an  may  am  ,nya»  nmoy 
t^'i    .orrVy  JIDJ  noonn  n'nz>  moann  ynp  on  nmDym  ,naann  may  ,nyap  nmoy  i« 

.iam  n-iv  no»m  onxy1?  ima  in«  ̂ DI  .onnn  o»r»ayn  "?y  nyaon  nV«  DMtnBD 
49  M.  Friedlander;  Essays  on  Ibn  Ezra,  Hebrew  Text,  p.  43. 
s°  Contrast  with  this  the  classification  made  by  Rosin  in  Monatsschrift 

XLIII,  p.  232. 
s1  For  the  inclusion  of  psychology  within  theology  see  below  p.  294. 
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II.  Mathematics 

3.  a.  Arithmetic  (including  Proportion) 
4.  b.  Geometry 
5.  c.  Astronomy 
6.  d.  Music 

7.  III.  Physics  (including  Astrology)52 

Like  Judah  ha-Levi,  Abraham  ibn  Daud  does  not  give 
a  formal  classification  of  sciences  but  refers  to  it  incidentally 
in  his  description  of  the  gradual  stages  in  which  the  soul  acquires 
knowledge.  He  mentions  there  mathematics  (nvTlD^n),  physics 

(nvjDBTl)  and  theology  (nvnton).«  In  addition  to  the  specific 
enumeration  of  these  three  sciences,  which  he  does  not  describe 

by  the  general  term  theoretical,  he  also  speaks  of  a  practical 

class  of  philosophy  (rppyo  K'SIDI^B)  .54  In  another  long 
passage  -Abraham  ibn  Daud  gives  not  exactly  a  classification 
of  sciences  but  something  that  may  be  described  as  an  evaluation 
of  the  sciences,  especially  medicine,  philology,  mathematics 

and  law.55  The  passage  will  be  reproduced  at  the  end  of  this 

paper. 
A  rather  novel  classification  is  given  by  Joseph  ben  Isaac 

Kimhi  in  the  Introduction  to  his  Sefer  ha-Galui.  While  on  the 
whole  the  topics  are  drawn  from  the  Aristotelian  classification, 
they  are  grouped  differently.  All  the  sciences,  according  to 
this  author,  are  divided  into  three  parts.  First,  those  which 
are  useful  only  for  the  world  to  come.  Second,  those  which  are 
useful  both  for  this  world  and  for  the  world  to  come.  Third, 

those  which  are  only  useful  for  this  world.  Under  the  first  he  in- 
cludes theology  in  all  its  branches.  Under  the  second  he  mentions 

at  random  astronomy,  geometry  and  medicine,  by  which  he 
evidently  means  to  include  the  entire  field  of  mathematics  and 

s*  Astrology  is  part  of  physics  according  to  Algazali's  Tahafut  al-Falasifah 
quoted  by  Caleb  Afendopolo  (See  Monatsschrift  XL,  p.  93). 

53  Emunah  Ramah  II,  iv,  1,  p.  58: 

,onn  nnVinn  m^im  ,no  rmion  by  oinoi  ,mmpnn  npi^n  V«  nmna  i1?'  in«i 
.nrn^Km  .nvyaom  .mniD'Vn  niDDnn  ib  lyFttr  ly 

54  Ibid.,  General  Introduction,  p.  4: 

.rripyn  N'sioi'rs  «in»  i«iaD  run  nrn  jryn  NIPU  DJDK 
ss  Ibid.,  II,  Introduction,  p.  45. 
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physics.     Under  the  third  he  includes  the  productive  arts,  or 
the  artes  mechanicae55*. 

Of  all  the  classifications  of  sciences  the  most  comprehensive 
and  complete,  despite  its  brevity,  and  the  most  truly  Aristotelian 

is  that  given  by  Maimonides  in  the  Millot  ha-Higgayon  XIV. 
We  shall  reproduce  it  here  with  a  running  commentary. 

He  begins  with  a  statement  as  to  the  use  of  the  term  rot^D. 

This  term  may  be  taken  to  represent  the  Arabic  <£U*  and  the 

Greek  Tk\vr\,  meaning  "  art  ".  Now,  rexvrj  in  Aristotle  has,  on  the 
whole,  two  meanings.  In  Metaphysics  I,  1,  the  term  r^xyt]  is 
used  in  the  sense  of  0ecopia,  speculation,  and  is  contrasted  with 

ejjLireLpia,  experience,  and  a'io-drjffis,  perception.  In  Ethics  VI,  3, 
however,  the  term  rex^  is  used  in  the  sense  of  kiriarri^'r]  TTO  1777-  1/07, 
productive  science,  as  contrasted  with  both  CTTIOT^JUTJ  deuprjTLKij 

theoretical  science,  and  'CTTKTT^T;  Trpa/crt/c?},  practical  science. 
In  these  two  senses  the  equivalent  Arabic  term  icL^  is  used 

by  the  Ihwan  al-Safa  when  they  divided  the  sciences  into  jJb^Ji 

<LJUJI,  speculative  arts,  and  *lJu«Jl  *,*L^Jl,  productive  arts. 
As  has  already  been  shown,  the  former  stands  for  both  the 

and  the  TrpaKTMij,  whereas  the  latter  stands  for  the 

Referring  to  this,  Maimonides  thus  says:  "The 
term  art  is  used  among  the  ancients  in  an  equivocal  sense  and 
is  applied  by  them  to  every  theoretical  science  and  to  all  works 
of  production.  They  thus  call  every  philosophic  discipline  a 
theoretical  art  and  every  form  of  carpentry  and  masonry  and 

their  like  a  productive  art".56 

ssa  Sefer  ha-Galui,   Introduction,   pp.    1-2: 
1133  NODS  n30vn  ruv^yn  nnsnn  ,m»D3  vhv  nmoa  rmxajn  niosnn  hs  '3  y-n 

n'-nye?n  nosm  D'nsDn  na^n  «»n  n'j^n  nmD3  n3»vn  nosnm  .nrn 

cno  nurr!?  imoi  ,n"nyn  TUX'?!  r'nyn  *]iix^  D'pVna  on»  ,Dn»oni  m«iann  nosm 
j'nyn  ai»»^  nrioixm  msK^on  nosn  K»n  nainnnn  nmoa  n3»rn  nosnm     .r'nya 

.jn'om  maiB  D'33«  jipm  3nn  ̂ DDI  n»»uVm  U'DHDI  nn«n  c'na  ]ipn 

56  n'V^a;  HODH]  n»avy  nnon  ̂ 3  Vy  im'rs'  ,»)n»D  DIP  D'onpn  "?x«  HDS^D  n»ni: 

nosn  "?3  i«ip'i    .Q'nsN^on  G^ynn  "73  ̂ y  ]3  03  imV'S'i   ,[Ahitub's  translation: 
nn«    "?3    i«np'i    ,[Ahitub:     n»^3»]    n'jvy    n3«"?D    e«'DiDi^'fln    n»3no 

.[Ahitub:   rvrrDN^D  nssVoj  n»rya  HD^^D  m1'  non»  nm  mascnm 
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Maimonides  thus  like  the  Ihwan  al-Safa  divides  the  Aris- 
totelian sciences  into  two  parts,  calling  the  decopTfjTKTJ  by  its  given 

name  and  designating  both  the  irpaKTiKri  and  the  Troirjrucri 

by  the  general  name  "philosophy",  the  latter  of  which  he  also 
calls  "theoretical  art"  [rvfetP]  ri'JVy  rON^O.  Similarly  Averroes, 
in  his  classification  of  the  sciences,  couples  "art"  and  "science" 
together.57 

Maimonides  now  takes  up  the  term  "philosophy".  This, 
too,  is  an  equivocal  term,  for  in  a  general  sense  it  applies  to  the 

art  of  demonstration,  nsion  rON^D,  i.  e.,  logic,  and  the  special 

philosophic  disciplines.58  Similarly  Averroes,  and  as  we  shall 
see  also  Aristotle,  says  that  philosophy  in  a  general  sense  includes 
also  logic.  But,  properly  speaking,  says  Maimonides,  logic 

is  not  a  philosophic  discipline;  it  is  only  an  instrument  (>J?D,  opya- 
vov} .  Thus  the  term  philosophy  is  to  apply  only  to  the  theoretical 
and  practical  disciplines.  We  therefore  now  have  a  new  set 

of  terms,  "theoretical  philosophy",  rVJpyn  K*010&*&n,  and 
"practical  philosophy",  rppyon  N'S'lD'fr'sn,  which  are  not  to 
be  confused  with  "theoretical  art",  mvy  rDN^D,  and  "practical 
art",  trvniDKte]  rv»y»  na«te.  In  Hebrew,  it  should  be  noticed, 
the  same  term  rppyo  is  used  for  both  irpaKTiKij  and  TrocrjTLKrj. 

Similarly  the  Arabic  term  4*A«c»  used  by  the  Ihwan  al-Safa, 
has  these  two  meanings,  as  has  already  been  pointed  out.59 

The  "theoretical  philosophy"  is  divided  by  Maimonides 
into  the  conventional  physics,  mathematics  and  metaphysics, 
mathematics  being  again  subdivided  into  the  quadrivium.  Of  the 

subdivisions  of  "practical  philosophy,"  we  shall  speak  later. 
In  the  literature  after  Maimonides,  the  Aristotelian  scheme 

continues  to  be  the  model  for  all  classifications.  The  occasional 

mention  of  the  sciences  in  such  works  as  the  Ma'amar  Ikkawu 
ha-Mayim  by  Samuel  ibn  Tibbon,60  the  Sefer  ha-Yareah  by 

57  Cf.  Epitome  of  the  Metaphysics. 

68  rnoann  la  imp'  n'nysi  ,nsian  nan^D  la  imp'  D'oyo  ,«|nrD  ov  K'snoi'j'sn  n«n. 
59  See  above  p.  266. 

60  Ma'amar  Ikkawu  ha-Mayim,  Ch.  XI,  p.  54: 
jmp»  moanno  pVn  Him  ,miann  nnan  "ipnnn  'oan  |mp»  no  Kin  ]'on  nn 

IK 
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Abba  Mari  Don  Astruc  of  Lunel,61  and  the  Nobelot  Hokmah 

by  Joseph  Solomon  Delmedigo62  all  belong  to  this  category. 
Of  a  similar  nature  is  the  classification  given  by  Abraham  Shalom 
in  his  Neveh  Shalom. 6z 

It  is  this  Aristotelian  classification  which  forms  the  ground- 
work of  the  encyclopedic  works  in  Hebrew  beginning  with  the 

thirteenth  century,  though  some  confine  themselves  only  to 

certain  selected  sciences  and  other  amplify  their  plan  by  intro- 
ducing auxiliary  linguistic  and  religious  sciences  after  the  manner 

of  the  encyclopedia  of  the  Ihwan  al-Safa.  Judah  ben  Solomon 
ha-Kohen  ibn  Matkah  in  his  Midrash  ha-Hokmah  enumerates 

61  Sefer  ha-Yareah,  ch.  1,  p.  125: 
,rv0fcaa  n»ya  noan  «»n  ,yaan  moan  '«n  :D»J»  rnnann  »ro  'a  D'nan1?  DDIIDDI  yw 

rmnpai  ,'an  i"?«^  nmoa  »»n»  'a  riDan  ny  KH  .naa*iD  npyn  Kim  ,n»nb»  noan  'am 
nNrn  noan1?  BH    .m»nD«n  r»nV  im«  moVoi  "za^n  nVnn  »»n»  »JDD  ,nmoV  noan 

mnan1?  manpr  mmo  nn»  DHD  .moan  'r  nmx  ]mp»  am  ,mia»n  njian  IDDD  ina 
»»  moann  'a^  mmo  ont^  o'y«i    ,n»n^«n  naan1?  manp  nimo  on»  nnai  . 

'aV  piao  ii^«"in  nn^an  ,n«)Bin  na«^o  nra  Won  ,noxy^  nanao  n 
TDD  «sn  «"ip'»  »DI  ,'Vinn  mon  'an  pVnm  .m»nan  ni'D»  '«n 

a  :ainan  ID«»  Nim    .m«nan  nm»  «on  «np'  ]a 

»»  inai    .im«na  now  "?"i  ,i«sn  "i  '3«  'a  i'!?y 
noan1?  ̂ iaai  nia  «in»  ,m»ann 

.niK'xan  no  oi«n  ]na»  ona  ' 

am  .mavVyn  moann  'a  V«  yr»  ly  mman 

.aViyn  n»m  ID«»  »D  "i'3'i  yT  "ja 
As    for    the    sevenfold    division    of    the    mathematical    sciences    see 

quotation  from  Avicenna  above  n.  8.     As  for  the  propaedeutic  character 
which  this  passage  ascribes  to  mathematics  see  above  n.  22. 

6a  Nobelot  Hokmah,  f.  4a: 

na^n  -noa  mip  pnpirw  ID«'  nip«a  D'sioiV'sn  ̂ «  -non  nnnp  »» iiyi 
IDDDH  naam  ,n'n^«V  n'yaom  ,n»yaD^  jwnni  ,]i»an^i 

.n"«in  noan1? 
5Aa/(?m  V,  7  f.  74b-75a: 

nnwVn  ,nn«n  :w?9  on  ivsa  ai«n  o^r*  nnatp  moann  '3iD»  'flVi 

»yaan  yinn  p"?nai  .n'yaan  «'m  noan!?  «xoa  inx  JID  nam  ...o'ViVan  mix 

...n»»ma  ntoyoa  lamina  mo^ipa  i«a  D'p*?n  naoirn  i*?«  wxam  ...o»Dixy 
.mn^«n  noan  «in 

The  term  mix  in  D'VaVan  mix  in  this  passage  is  not  to  be  taken  as 

the  ordinary  translation  of  o  JJ-P,  eldos,  but  rather  as  synonymous  with  naian 

and  like  the  latter  may  be  considered  as  a  translation  of  <ij>,  faaBeais,  for 

the  Arabic  <2**  literally  means  not  only  "dispositions"  but  also  "form" 
(See  below  n.  155, 179). 
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physics,  mathematics  and  metaphysics,  to  which  he  adds  logic 

as  an  instrument  to  the  sciences  but  not  included  among  them.64 
Shem-tob  Joseph  Falaquera  deals  with  the  classification  of 

sciences  in  several  of  his  works.  In  his  De'ot  ha-Pilusufim  he 
deals  only  with  physics  and  metaphysics  and  of  the  latter  only  with 

the  problem  of  the  active  intellect.65  But  his  Reshit  Hokmah, 
which  is  devoted  to  the  classification  of  sciences,  contains 
a  complete  Aristotelian  classification .  A  similar  classifi- 

cation is  found  in  his  poem  at  the  beginning  of  the  Reshit  Hok- 
ma  and  parts  of  it  may  also  be  found  in  his  Mebakesh.  Ger- 

shon  ben  Solomon  of  Aries  in  his  Sha'ar  ha-Shamayim  deals 
with  the  three  parts  of  the  Aristotelian  theoretical  philosophy, 
physics,  mathematics  and  metaphysics,  but  in  mathematics 
he  confines  himself  to  astronomy  and  he  similarly  narrows  down 

the  scope  of  metaphysics  to  psychology  only.66  A  complete 
classification  is  given  by  Caleb  ben  Elijah  ben  Judah  Afendopolo 
in  his  commentary  on  a  Hebrew  translation  of  the  arithmetic 
of  Nichomachus  of  Geresa.  It  comprises  logic  and  all  the  branch- 

es of  theoretical  as  well  as  practical  philosophy.67  A  somewhat 
modified  plan  is  found  in  the  encyclopedia  Kelal  Kazer  mi-Kol 
ha-Rashum  Biketab  by  Judah  ben  Joseph  ibn  Bulat.  He  di- 

vides all  learning  into  (a)  sacred  and  (b)  profane  (D^TiD^n 
]>7in)  D"Ji2£nn),  a  division  which  is  not  unknown  among  the 
Scholastics.68  Under  profane  sciences,  however,  he  enumerates 
the  Aristotelian  practical  and  theoretical  philosophy  and  also 

logic  and  linguistics.69  Similarly  Solomon  ben  Jacob  Almoli 
divides  his  encyclopedia  Meassef  Lekol  ha-Mahanot  into  specu- 

lative sciences  and  traditional  sciences,  giving  under  the  former 
linguistics,  logic  and  the  branches  of  the  Aristotelian  theoretical 

and  practical  philosophy.70 
A  sevenfold  classification  of  science  is  to  be  found  in  the 

64  See  Steinschneider:     Uebersetzungen,  §  1. 
<*  Ibid,  §  2. 
66  Ibid.,  §  3. 
67  Steinscneider:     Monatsschrift  XL,  pp.  90-94. 
68  See  H.  O.  Taylor:     The  Mediaeval  Mind,  II,  p.  343. 
6 »  See  Steinschneider:  Uebersetzungen  §  8. 
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writings  of  Zerahiah  Gracian  (Hen),  Moses  da  Rieti  and  Leo 
Hebraeus  (Judah  Abarbanel).  It  is  significant  that  all  these 
three  lived  in  Italy  and  were  acquainted  with  Latin  literature. 
The  sevenfold  classification  must  have  been  introduced  by  them 
under  the  influence  of  the  enumeration  of  the  so-called  seven 
liberal  arts  which,  beginning  with  Yarro,  contemporary  of  Cicero, 

runs  throughout  European  literature.71  But  these  Jewish 
authors  accepted  only  the  number  seven,  which  was  not  en- 

tirely new  in  Hebrew  literature,  without  its  contents.  The 
seven  liberal  arts  are  as  a  rule  the  trivium,  (grammar,  logic, 
rhetoric)  and  the  quadrivium,  (arithmetic,  geometry,  astronomy, 
music).  In  all  these  three  Jewish  authors,  however,  the  seven 

sciences  are  physics,  metaphysics,  the  four  branches  of  mathe- 
matics and  practical  philosophy.  Thus  Zerahiah  Gracian  in 

his  commentary  on  Proverbs  9,  1,  ''Wisdom  hath  builded 
her  house,  she  hath  hewn  out  her  seven  pillars."  says  as 
follows:  "After  he  has  finished  his  discourse  about  Wisdom, 
he  proceeds  to  mention  in  passing  the  classes  of  science  that 
constitute  Wisdom.  He  says  their  number  is  seven,  which 
is  well  known  to  students  of  philosophy.  These  seven  are 
divided  into  two  parts.  The  first  is  mathematics,  which  includes 
four  disciplines,  namely,  arithmetic,  geometry,  music  and  as- 

tronomy. The  second  part  is  philosophy  and  is  divided  into 

three  branches:  physics,  theology  and  politics".72  The  same 
enumeration  is  given  by  Moses  da  Rieti  in  his  Mikdash  Me*  at.™ 

?x  See  Robert  Flint:  Philosophy  as  Scientia  Scientiarum,  pp.  88-89. 
?3  See  Ha-Shahar  II,  pp.  226-7: 

I1?  -na  6  Na  naann  naia  nai1?  n^a»  nn«  .nya»  nmoy  rnxn  nn'3  nnaa  moan 
o'p^na  om  ,nDDnn  »w«  VXN  yrv  nr»  IDD  ,ny3P  onto  inm  .mosnn  »ro  roin  ix  by 

oan  ,]i3»nn  no^n  onB>  .moon  "i  Dbbzi  "IPN  omoVn  Kin  in«n  ,D'pVn  *wb 
Kin  »»n  p^nm  .D'aDion  noam  ,|in  irawVa  «p»xion  ,noi3n^K  'aiya 

.nanon  mnirn  ,mnV«n  nosm  .yatan  nnan  .n'p^n  'aV  np^nai 

73  Mikdash  Me1  at  I,  3: 
h"\  mm  i^n      NI  »Wa^«i  'nHiD1?^  nxaiat*  naio  n^a  ...moann 

,paa  ,nai3n  .isoa  ,miarn 

.]n  nnno  omo^n  nnn 

]un  -noa  oa-nvyaon 
oai  ,nnnm 
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In  Judah  Abarbanel  's  Dialoghi  di  Amore  the  same  seven  sciences 
are  called  arti  liberali  of  which  the  Hebrew  translator  gives  the 

Hebrew  equivalent  niDDn  ysiPn.7*  A  reference  to  seven  sciences 

is  also  found  in  Abba  Mari  Don  Astruc  of  Lunel's  Sefer  ha- 
Yareah,™  but  his  seven  are  the  seven  branches  of  mathematics 
enumerated  by  Avicenna.  Similar  allusions  to  the  number 

seven  is  found  in  Joseph  ben  Isaac  Kimhi's  Introduction  to  his 
Sefer  ha-Galui76  and  in  Moscato's  commentary  Kol  Yehudah  on 
the  Cuzari.^  Abraham  ibn  Ezra's  reference  to  the  seven 
sciences  has  already  been  discussed  above. 

The  three  theoretical  sciences  are  of  unequal  importance 
and  they  are  therefore  arranged  according  to  a  certain  gradation 
of  value.  Aristotle  himself  evaluated  these  sciences,  declaring 

metaphysics  to  be  superior  to  the  others.77  In  Arabic  and  Jewish 
philosophy,  Avicenna,  Algazali,  Al-Mukammas  and  Bahya 

use  the  terms  "superior",  "middle"  and  "inferior"  in  the 
description  of  metaphysics,  mathematics  and  physics  respectively. 
Accordingly  the  logical  order  of  arranging  these  sciences  would 
be  either  from  the  highest  to  the  lowest  or  vice  versa  from 
the  lowest  to  the  highest.  And  in  fact,  these  two  methods 
of  arrangement  are  found  to  have  been  followed  indiscriminately 

by  various  authors.  Thus  Algazali  and  Al-Mukarnmas  (in 

one  instance)78  begin  with  the  highest,  metaphysics,  whereas 
Bahya,  Judah  ha-Levi  (in  one  instance),79  Judah  ibn  Matkah, 
Solomon  of  Aries,  Abba  Mari  Don  Astruc,  Caleb  Afendopolo, 

.pay  rvrp  «^i  a^n  "n 

n«  on"?  D'Vzi  »i»i 
jvann  D)  jia^n  pnpi 

.-iniD  nvato  hih  nn  »3 
74  See  Wikkuah  al  ha-Ahabah,  p.  7b: 

.^«T3»b  »BI»  .(moan)  ynton  133  iai 
For  his  entire  classification  see  p.  8b. 

75  See  quotation  above  in  n.  61. 

~6  .rtDsnn  mxnp  omoy  nyn^a  ifrnVi  mpn1?  «"?Di 
7^  See  his  comment  on  the  enumeration  of  topics  under   metaphysics 

in  Book  V,  section  12:    ny3P  ominy^  nn»3i«  ny»3tsn  nr«  «»m. 
77  Metaphysics  VI,  1,  1026a,  23. 
7g  See  quotation  in  n.  23. 
7»  Cuzari  V,  12. 
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and  Judah  ibn  Bulat  begin  with  the  lowest,  physics.  In 
many  enumerations,  however,  we  find  that  the  order  given  is 

that  of  mathematics,  physics  and  metaphysics.80  Thus  we  find 
it  in  the  Ihwan  al-Safa,  Alfarabi,  Israeli,  Al-Mukammas  (in 
one  instance),81  Judah  ha-Levi  (in  one  instance),  Abraham  ibn 
Daud,  Maimonides,  Zerahiah  Gracian,  Moses  da  Rieti,  Abraham 
Shalom,  and  Solomon  Almoli.  This  peculiar  phenomenon  may 
be  explained  by  the  distinction  between  the  arrangement  of 
these  sciences  according  to  the  order  of  importance  and  their  ar- 

rangement according  to  the  order  of  study — a  distinction, 
already  pointed  out  by  Reifmann.82  According  to  the  former 
method  of  arrangement,  mathematics  occupies  a  place  between 
physics  and  metaphysics,  for  reasons  which  will  be  made  clear  in 
the  sequel.  But  according  to  the  latter  method  of  arrangement, 

mathematics  comes  before  physics.83  We  have  a  clear  statement 
on  the  order  of  study  in  Maimonides  where  warning  is  given  that 
instruction  should  not  begin  directly  with  metaphysics  but  should 
start  with  logic  and  should  then  proceed  from  mathematics 

through  physics  to  metaphysics.84  A  similar  warning  is  sounded 

80  This  order  is  followed  by  Aristotle  himself  in  Metaphysics  VI,  1,  1026a, 
19.     In  De  Anima  I,  1,  403b,  10-16,  however,  mathematics  is  placed  between 
physics  and  metaphysics.     But,  on  the  other  hand,   physics  is  sometimes 

referred  to  by  Aristotle  as  the  "second"  philosophy.     Cf.  Zeller:  Aristotle 
I,   p.    186. 

81  See  quotation  in  n.  30. 

83  See  Ozar  ha-Sifrut  II,  pp.  49  and  50. 

83  That  the  order  of  study  of  the  sciences  was  to  be  distinguished  from 
their  mere  classification  may  be  derived  from  the  fact  that  Alfarabi,  in  ad- 

dition to  his  work  on  the  Enumeration  of  the  Sciences  (mDDnn  HBDoa),  has 

also  written  a  treatise  on  the  Order  of  the  Study  of  the  Sciences  (nnoa  matt 

niDDnn  n«np).  See  Steinschneider:  Uebersetzungen,  pp.  293-294.  Simi- 
larly Averroes,  at  the  beginning  of  his  Epitome  of  the  Metaphysics,  after 

classifying  the  sciences,  discusses  their  proper  order  of  study.  See  also 
quotation  from  Nobelot  Hokmah  above  in  n.  62. 

8<  See  More  Nebukim  I,  34: 

]nnn  ro'jDa  nVnn  loVnn  »n^ao  »ru«n  nin^n  nx"pp  'D1?  rnana  p  DK  "WBN  '« 
.nvnV«a  p  in«i  nvyaoa  p  into  mon  hy  nriwVa  p  irmi 

By  "non  *?y  after  nvnzrV,  Maimonides  evidently  refers  to  the  four 

branches  of  mathematics.  See  also  Maimonides'  letter  to  Joseph  ibn  Aknin 
which  forms  the  Itroduction  to  the  Moreh  where  the  author  refers  to  having 

taken  him  through  a  course  of  mathematics  and  logic  in  preparation  to  the 
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by  Judah  ha-Levi  who  criticises  the  Karaites  for  plunging  directly 
into  metaphysics  without  first  going  through  the  preliminary 

disciplines.85  There  is  no  justification  however,  forSteinschneider's 
and  Kaufmann  's  attempt  to  prove  the  alleged  Karaism  of  Al- 
Mukammas  on  the  ground  of  his  naming  metaphysics  first  in 

his  enumeration  of  sciences.86  Al-Mukammas  is  simply  arrang- 
ing the  sciences  in  the  order  of  importance,  starting  with  the 

highest,  and  his  classification  was  not  meant  to  be  taken  as  a 
programme  of  study.  In  fact,  Al-Mukammas  himself,  as  we 
have  seen,  in  another  place,  changes  the  order  and  names  mathe- 

matics before  physics  and  metaphysics.87 
The  order  of  importance  of  these  sciences  is  determined  by 

the  subject  matter  with  which  they  deal.  We  thus  come  to 
another  point  in  our  discussion,  namely,  the  definition  of  each 
of  these  sciences,  their  subject  matter  and  the  special  disciplines 

which  they  comprise.88 
Metaphysics89  seems  to  have  been  defined  by  Aristotle  in 

study  of  metaphysics.  But  later  in  the  same  letter,  according  to  a  marginal 

note  in  Alharizi's  translation,  Maimonides  recommends  physics  as  an  addition- 
al preparatory  study : 

.nwxon  yam  jvann  nrw^o  nyi^  onprw  »D  «V«  nr  j»a»  «^i 

This  passage  occurs  neither  in  the  Arabic  text  nor  in  Ibn  Tibbon  's  translation. 
There  seems  to  be,  however,  an  inconsistency  in  these  passages  as  to  whether 

logic  precedes  mathematics  or  vice  versa. 
An  outline  of  a  ten  year  programme  of  study,  attributed  to  Aristotle,  is 

given  in  Al-Harizi's  translation  of  Honain  ben  Isaac's  Musare  ha-Pilusufim 
I,  11:  ninann  i»y  "no1?  -non.  There  mathematics  precedes  logic. 

8«  See  Cuzari  V,  2: 

.nmo  '^ao  rrn^Nn  na^nn  V«  i^?y  n»«  D'topn  -pi  hy  -p  JHJN  «"? 
86  See  Kaufmann:  Die  Theologie  des  Bachja  Ibn  Pakuda  in  Gesammelte 

Schriften  II,  p.  21,  note,  and  cf.  quotation  above  in  n.  23. 

8?  See  quotation  above  in  n.  30. 

88  Thus  Algazali,  after  defining  each  science,  discusses  its  "subject", 

f>  jj»y»,  K013,  and  its  "branches"  £  j^i,  D'D'yo.     The  Ihwan  al-Safa  speak  of 
the  main  divisions  and  the  subdivisions  of  the  sciences  as  the  "genera", 

^U>-t  and  the  "species",  £\y\. 

89  "Metaphysics",  pera  TO.  <fiv<TiKa,  is  also  called  by  Aristotle  "theology", 
Beo\oyLa,  and  the  "first  philosophy",  Trpco-nj  (j>i\oao$ia  (cf.  Zeller:  Aristotle 
I,  p.  76,  n.  land  2).     All  these  terms  are  used  in  Arabic  and  Hebrew  philosophic 
literature,  as  in  the  following  passages: 
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three  ways.  First,  he  describes  it  as  the  science  which  deals 

with  "something  which  is  eternal  and  immovable  and  separable 
[from  body]".90  Second,  he  characterizes  it  as  the  science  which 
deals  with  "being  qua  being — both  what  it  is  and  the  attributes 
which  belong  to  it  qita  being".91  Third,  he  very  often  speaks 
of  metaphysics  as  including  the  principles  of  mathematics,  logic 

and  physics.  He  thus  says  that  metaphysics  must  include  "the 
truths  which  are  in  mathematics  called  axioms;"92  it  must  deal 
with  the  logical  methods  of  demonstration,  for  "the  philosopher, 
who  is  studying  the  nature  of  all  substance,  must  inquire  also  into 

the  principles  of  syllogism;"93  and  it  must  also  comprise  the 
general  principles  of  physics,  such  as  the  four  causes  and  the 
like.94  Of  these  three  definitions  Algazali  reproduces  the  first,95 
Avicenna  the  second,96  and  Alfaribi  restates  the  first97  and  the 
third.  < 

Maimonides:  Millot  ha-Higgayon,  Ch.  XIV: 
.yacan  in«r  nn  rvn^Nn  noann  rm  01  imp»i 

Algazali:  Makasid  al- Falasifah  II,  p.  76: 

^jV)  <a-JiiJlj  ̂ j^V),  nnirfcan  N'BiDi^'Bm  rrn^Kn 

So   also   Judah   ibn    Bulat:    D'Vi^Kn  DHiD^n  and  rm»N-in   rm'SiDi'j'Bn,    (See 
Uebersetzungen,  p.  30,  n.  194). 

Ibn  Bulat  uses  also  the  expression  main  nDDnn,  <-o  LJJ  (See  Ibid). 

9°  Metaphysics  VI,  1,  1026a,  10-11.     See  also  De  Anima  I,  1,  403b,  15-16. 
9'  Metaphysics  VI,  1,  1026a,  31-32. 
*  Ibid.,  IV,  3,  1005a,  20. 
93  Ibid.,  1005b,  5-8. 
94  Ibid.,  I,  3,  983a,  24.  cf.  Grote:     Aristotle,  II,  p.  135. 
95  See  Makasid  al- Falasifah  II,  p.  78. 
96  See  quotation  above  in  n.  8. 

'7  See  T.  J.  De  Boer:  Philosophy  (Muslim)  in  Hastings'  Encyclopedia 
of  Religion  and  Ethics,  IX,  p.  881:  "The  doctrine  of  the  existent  in  general, 
together  with  its  accidents".  The  word  accidents  is  erroneously  used  here. 
The  existent  in  general  can  have  no  accidents.  The  underlying  Arabic  word 

must  have  been  something  meaning  attributes.  Thus  in  the  definition  re- 

produced in  Falaquera's  Reshit  Hokmah  it  is  correctly  stated  "ie>s  D'laim 
D'KXDJ  nn»  noa  onb>  itnp\  i.  e.,  "and  the  things  which  are  predicated  of 
them  qua  being"  and  not  anV  np'  ~IPN,  i.  e.,  "which  are  accidental  to  them 
qua  being".  See  quotation  below  in  n.  102  and  reference  to  Aristotle  above 
n.  91. 

97s  See  De  Boer,  loc.  cit.  and  compare  Averroes'  classification  in  his 
Epitome  of  the  Metaphysics, 
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In  Jewish  philosophy,  too,  these  three  definitions  of  meta- 
physics are  restated  in  whole  or  in  part.  Thus  in  the  Cuzari 

two  of  these  definitions  are  given.  The  first  is  reproduced 

in  the  following  words:  "Things  metaphysical,  such  as  the 
knowledge  of  the  principles  of  being  qua  being  and  the  attributes 

which  belong  to  it".98  The  third  definition  is  reproduced  later 
in  the  same  passage  as  follows:  "And  the  establishment  of  the 
principles  of  the  speculative  sciences,  the  mathematical  and 
the  physical  as  well  as  the  logical,  which  cannot  be  attained 

except  by  this  science  [i.  e.,  metaphysics]".99  The  first  and  third 
definitions  are  given  by  Maimonides.  He  says:  "Theology  is 
divided  into  two  parts:  First,  it  is  an  inquiry  into  every  being 
that  is  not  material  nor  a  force  inherent  in  a  body.  .  .  .The  second 
part  of  theology  is  an  inquiry  into  the  underlying  causes  of  every- 

thing included  in  the  other  sciences."100  The  fic&t  and  third 
definitions  may  also  be  discerned  in  the  vague  poetic  verses  of 

Moses  da  Rieti,  in  the  following  passages:  "Where  the  mind 
causes  its  cloud  to  rest  over  absolute  being  in  general  and  its 
attributes  ....  And  there  the  Philosopher  has  shed  his  light  over 
the  principles  of  demonstration  and  has  spread  his  pavilion  over 

the  other  sciences".101  Abraham  Shalom  mentions  only  the 

9g  Cuzari  V,  12: 

rm'XD  NTUP  ixo  nnoa  nN'xon  n"?nnn  nym  D'viVNn  nnmn 

tin  in  ivn  p  p^ao^N  -mi1™  n^no  njnyoi  rvnN^K  IIDN' 

This  definition  is  almost  a  verbal  reproduction  of  Aristotle's  passage  referred 
to  above  in  n.  91. 

"-Ibid.: 

iyr  «"?  IPN  nvmn  p  nvyaani  mnoiono  nviryn  nio:mn  ni^nnn  m»pi 
p  iryna^fro  ri'i«nV«  p 

100  Millot  ha-Higgayon  XIV: 

N1?!  DPS  ir«r  NXDJ  ̂ 33  ]vyn  «in  ono  in«  ,D'pVn  'jr1?  p*?nn  n'n"?«n 
on  '3  .anyi  's1?  p  DJ  Q»3»VD3i  ,ID»  nVyn'  Vto  n*?mv  no3  nmn 

no    i?]  nnn«n  mosnn  n«»  v?y  irp  no    so  n«o  mpinin 

no  n'nV«n  nosnn  n»  p   03  i«np'i    [Ahitub:     nnn«n  moonn  IK»  |ni« 

.yuan 1  MikdashMe'atl,3: 
mtc"  ujy  Voirn  mpo 

Ksoin  "?y 
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second  but  seems  to  imply  that  the  first  is  included  in  it.loia 
All  the  three  definitions  are  mentioned  by  Shem-tob  Falaquera102 

and  Caleb  AfendopoloI02a  in  their  enumeration  of  the  topics  of 
metaphysics. 

After  the  definition  of  metaphysics  and  a  general  description 
of  the  subject  matter  with  which  it  deals  there  naturally  follows 
an  enumeration  of  the  topics  which  are  included  under  this 
science.  We  shall  first  give  a  tabulated  list  of  topics  mentioned 

by  various  authors  and  then  we  shall  make  a  few  general  obser- 
vations about  them. 

The  Ihwan  al-Safa  enumerate  five  topics:  (1)  The  Creator 
and  His  attributes,  such  as  unity,  existence,  knowledge,  providence 
and  the  like.  (2)  Spiritual  beings  (i.  e.,  the  Intelligences). 
(3)  Soul.  (4)  Ethics  in  its  various  branches,  including  the 
Aristotelian  subdivisions  of  practical  philosophy  and  revealed 

law.  (5)  Eschatalogy.103 
Algazali  gives  two  lists  of  general  concepts,  as  follows: 

(a)  Unity,  cause  and  effect,  likeness  and  difference,  being  and 

privation.104  (b)  Substance  and  accident,  whole  and  part,  one 
and  many,  cause  and  effect,  potential  and  actual,  like  and  dif- 

na  -p«n  niDiDn  aen 
ntJJi  o'DDiD  niVnnn  ̂ >y 

.nnsr  mornn  in'  Vy 

'°'a  Neveh  Shalom  V,  7,  f.  75a: 
rrroi  n»m   NXDJ  Nin»  noa  Nxoan  nyn»  mm  .ninVxn  nosn  jrn 

.inwxDi  b»«n  n«n  nyn  D'^iajn  o^arn  ny'T  ma  DJDJI  ,rnipVm 
103  Reshit  Hokmah,  p.  53 : 

itnp'  n»«  onaim  a'«xojn  anain  npn1  ]i»«nn  .D'pVn  n»^rV  npVn]  naDnn  in 

...ni'Dien  nnvyn  moana  D'nsion  m^nnn  ia  mpn»  '3»m    .Q'«^OJ  ant?  non  anV 

.D'Biaa  «^?i  [read:  O'DUJ  D'owa  oi'N  "IIP«  D'«XD3n  nipn»  »r»Vrni 
One  is  not  to  be  tempted  to  change  in  this  passage  on^  itnp»  SPIK  to 

an^»  np'  IPX.    See  above  n.  97. 

I02a  See  Steinschneider  in  Monatsschrift  XL,  pp.  93-94:  "1.  Die  sepa- 
raten  (O'BPBID)  Intelligenzen,  2.  Die  Wesen  in  Allgemeinen,  ohne  Riicksichit 
auf  ihre  Korperlichkeit  oder  Unkorperlichkeit,  3.  Principien  (?  niVnnn) 

der  Beweise  der  besonderen  speculativen  Wissenschaften ". 
J°3  See  Dieterici:     Die  Logik  und  Psychologic  der  Araber,  pp.  15ff,     Arabic 

text.  Idem:  Die  Abhandlungen  der  Ichwdn  Es-Safd,  p,  25 Iff, 

"4  Mafasid  (frFqlqsifah  II,  p,  76,    See  n,  117. 
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ferent,  necessary  and  possible,105  He  ends  both  lists  by  saying 
"and  the  like". 

Among  the  Jewish  philosophers  we  have  the  following  lists: 

Israeli:  Unity  of  God.     Spiritual  beings.106 
Al-Mukammas:  Unity  of  God.  His  laws  and  command- 

ments.107 
Bahya:  God.  His  law.  Intelligible  forms,  such  as  soul, 

intellect  and  the  spiritual  beings  (i.  e.,  Intelligences  or  angels).108 
Judah  ha-Levi:  His  list  is  divided  into  two  parts, 

following  his  two  definitions  of  metaphysics.  Under  the  first 
definition,  he  enumerates  the  following  concepts  of  being  qua 
being:  Potential  and  actual,  beginning,  cause,  substance  and 
accident,  genus  and  species,  the  opposite  and  the  same  in  species, 

likeness  and  difference,  unity  and  plurality.109  Under  the  second 
definition,  he  enumerates  certain  general  principles  belonging 

to  the  various  other  sciences,  as  follows:  "Proof  of  the  existence 
of  the  Prime  Creator,  the  nature  of  the  species  [i.  e.,  universals]. 
the  relation  of  intellect  [i.  e.,  rational  soul]  to  the  Creator,  the 
relation  of  the  [animal]  soul  to  the  intellect,  the  relation  of 
nature  [i.  e.,  vegetable  soul]  to  the  [animal]  soul,  the  relation 
of  matter  and  form  to  nature,  the  relation  of  the  spheres,  stars 
and  other  phenomena  to  matter  and  form,  the  wherefore  of 
their  being  classified  in  this  manner,  the  wherefore  of  their 
being  arranged  in  this  order  of  anteriority  and  posteriority, 
the  knowledge  of  things  human  and  divine,  of  universal  nature, 

of  divine  providence."110 
'°s  Ibid.,  p.  77-78.     See  n.  117. 
106  See  above  n.  17. 

IQ7  See  above  n.  23  and  30. 

108  See  above  n.  31.  For  "Spiritual  beings"  Bahya  uses  the  expression 
o"3nnn  n»0»»n;  Isaac  Israeli:  o"jnnn  D'rayn;  Maimonides:  omean  D"Va0n, 

D'D^Von.  In  Al-Harizi's  translation  of  Honain  ben  Isaac's  Musare  ha- 
Pilusufim  I,  11,  Philosophy,  i.  e.,  Metaphysics,  is  identified  with  mni»n 

mm»n  npon  «»m  rr'siDi^'sn  no^n  :o»avVyn.  The  expression  on  mniKn 

usually  means  "meteorology."  But  the  suggestion  has  been  made 
to  change  it  here  to  o'JV^yn  o»r»«n  (See  Loewenthal:  Honein  ibn  Ishak, 
Sinnspriiche  der  Philosophen,  p.  69,  n.  4). 

IQ9  Cuzari  V,  12.     See  n.  117. 110  Ibid. 

nmrn  .miano  ̂ Dtfn  nmm  ,D»ron  maw  .mVVan  rsam  ,]w«in  Kiian  ovpa 
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Abraham  Ibn  Ezra  :     God,  psychology,  angels,  eschatalogy.1" 
Joseph  ben  Isaac  Kimhi:  Unity  of  God.  His  laws  and 

commandments.  1IIa 

Maimonides:  Divine  attributes,  angels."2 

Shem-tob  Falaquera  in  his  Reshit  Hokmah  and  Afendopolo  :"3 
They  both  classify  the  topic  of  metaphysics  into  two  groups. 

The  first  is  presented  by  them  as  an  analysis  of  Aristotles' 
Metaphysics  and  contains  the  following  topics:  Being  qua 
being,  principles  of  the  other  sciences  and  a  refutation  of  the 
false  theories  of  the  ancients,  God,  the  Intelligences,  the  universe 
in  its  relation  to  God.  The  second  group,  called  by  both  of 

them  '  '  branches  '  '  ,  contains  the  following  :  Prophecy,  eschatalogy. 
Afendopolo  adds  also  soul.  In  his  Deot  ha-Pilusufim  Falaquera 

deals  only  with  the  Active  Intellect.  II3a 

Gershon  ben  Solomon  of  Aries:  Psychology.114 

Moses  da  Rieti:  Like  Judah  ha-Levi  he  arranges  the  topics 
of  metaphysics  under  its  two  definitions  which  he  has  reproduced. 

Under  the  first  definition  he  enumerates  the  following:  Sub- 
stance and  accident,  cause  and  effect,  whole  and  part  (or  universal 

and  particular),  one  and  many,  potential  and  actual,  prior  and 

posterior,  finite  and  its  opposite,  necessary  and  possible."5 
Under  the  second  definition  he  enumerates  the  following  topics: 
The  immaterial  Intelligences,  God,  His  attributes,  refutation  of 
erroneous  views. 

nmm    .ya^no"  mixm     rnn  nmoi  ,»B3nD  yaan  nmm 
,"nnwn  nonpni  ,n«rn  npi^non  ̂ y  lyatnn  nn^i  ,m«m  'Vrnno  nvinm 

.ruwtnn  nnwm  'Vbon  yatom  mnVsm  nienjun  ny'T 
111  See  Yesod  Mora  I. 

x"a  See  quotation  above  in  n.  55a. 
"a  See  quotation  above  in  n.  100. 
"^  Monatsschrift  XL,  pp.  93-94. 
»3a  See  above  n.  65. 
"<  See  above  n.  66. 

»s  Mikdash  Me'  at  I,  3: 
na  irmriDi  onp  ,mpoi  osya    .... 

Vyam  ^Vy  irs  i«  n^y  IDSI 
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Abraham  Shalom:  Essence  and  attributes  of  God,  angels, 

sublunar  world,  soul,  prophecy,  eschatalogy."6 
These  topics,  as  will  have  been  noticed,  may  be  grouped 

together  under  the  various  definitions  of  metaphysics  reproduced 
above  from  Aristotle.  Some  of  them  are  an  enumeration  of 

immaterial  beings  and  their  attributes,  others  are  general  con- 
cepts of  being  qua  being,  still  others  are  principles  common  to 

the  other  sciences. 

In  Algazali  's  lists  all  the  topics,  sixteen  in  number,  are 
to  be  found  in  the  list  of  terms  defined  by  Aristotle  in  Meta- 

physics V.  Of  the  fourteen  terms  given  by  Judah  ha-Levi 
in  the  first  part  of  his  list,  nine  are  the  same  as  those  given  by 
Algazali  and  the  remaining  five  are  to  be  found  in  Metaphysics 

V."7  Thus  both  lists  are  based  upon  Metaphysics  V. 
Similarly,  of  the  sixteen  terms  enumerated  by  Moses  da 

Rieti  twelve  are  found  in  Algazali  and  Judah  ha-Levi  and  thus 
go  back  to  the  same  Aristotelian  source.  The  remaining  four 
are  also  found  in  Aristotle,  and  two  of  these,  prior  and  posterior, 
in  Metaphysics  V  (ch.  II). 

In  Israeli  and  Al-Mukammas  there  occurs  the  expression 

"unity  of  God"  which  is  to  be  taken  in  the  general  sense  of 

116  See  quotation  above  in  n.  lOla. 

7  The   fourteen   terms   mentioned   by  Judah   ha-Levi  are  as  follows: 

i.  ma,  mp"?«3;  2.  bysi,  VyuVs;  3.  n"?nnnn,  tmo^K;  4.  n"?yn,  n^y1?^;  s.  oxyn, 
nrmVK;  «.  mpan,  fny^K;  7.  JIDH,  DU^N;  s.  j»nn,  yi&N;  9.  "jsnn,  rrmioVN; 

10.  nonn,  HD^JD^S;  n.  nnsonn,  p«B*rmVN;  12.  ̂ iVnn,  ̂ niN^N;  13.  nnn«n, 
ftnmVn;  14.  »uin,  rnro^K. 

The  seven  additional  terms  mentioned  by  Algazali  are  as  follows: 

15.  U^-lj,  3"inn.     16.  U5C*.-,  -IPS*,     17.  Vy*«,  W?y.     18.    UiT,  Wia.     19. 

^*  jrf,  'p"?n.    20.  ij*:^,  niN'XDn.    21.  p-iJl,  mynn. 
The  corresponding  Greek  terms  in  Metaphysics  V  are  as  follows: 
1.  Ch.  12:  bvvanis.  3.  Ch.  1:  dpxi?.  4.  Ch.  2:  OLITOV.  5.  Ch.  8: 

ovaia.  6.  Ch.  30:  av^^Kos.  7.  Ch.  28:  ykvos*  9-  Ch.  10:  CLVTiKelfJievov. 

10.  Ch.  10:  TOiVTa  TU  etdei.  11.  Ch.  9:  6fj.oLa.  12.  Ch.  9:  5ia<j>opa. 
13.  Ch.  6:  cV.  14.  Ch.  6:  xoXXd.  15.  Ch.  5:  &vayKCtiov.  16.  Ch.  12: 
bvvanis.  18.  Ch.  26:  &\ov.  19.  Ch.  25:  ntpos.  20.  Ch.  7:  TO  &v. 
21.  Ch.  22:  <rTepir]<ns. 

Only  2,  8  and  17  are  not  given  in  the  Metaphysics.  But  they  are  all 
implied  in  their  antithetical  terms. 
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divine  nature  or  divine  attributes  as  used  by  Maimonides 
and  others,  for  the  unity  of  God  is  the  foundation  of  all  discussions 
of  divine  nature  and  attributes.  The  use  of  the  expression 

" unity  of  God"  shows  the  influence  of  the  Motazilite  school 
one  of  whose  chief  dogmas  was  the  principle  of  the  absolute 
unity  of  God  on  which  account  they  were  called  the  partisans 
of  unity.  Saadia,  too,  deals  with  the  problem  of  attributes  in 
a  chapter  bearing  the  title  of  the  unity  of  God. 

In  some  of  these  lists  (Ihwan  al-Safa,  Judah  ha-Levi,  Ibn 
Ezra,  Shem-tob  Falaquera,  Caleb  Afendopolo)  certain  phases  of 
psychology,  especially  of  the  higher  faculties  of  the  soul,  or 
human  psychology  par  excellence,  are  included  in  metaphysics. 
In  Aristotle,  psychology  is  part  of  physics,  and  so  it  is  also 
treated  by  Avicenna  and  Algazali.  The  reason  for  the  inclusion 
of  the  treatment  of  the  higher  faculties  of  the  soul  in  metaphysics, 
or  rather  theology,  is  probably  due  to  the  close  relation  of  the 
subject  to  the  problems  of  religion.  Gershon  ben  Solomon, 
however,  includes  the  entire  subject  of  pyschology  under  meta- 
physics. 

The  inclusion  of  ethics  under  theology,  noticeable  in  the 
Ihwan  al-Safa,  Al-Mukammas  and  Bahya,  is  probably  due  to 
the  fact  that  in  ethics  the  works  of  the  pagan  authors  were  sup- 

plemented, and  sometimes  supplanted,  by  the  revealed  writings 
of  religion,  and  religious  subjects  as  a  whole,  irrespective  of 

their  subject  matter,  were  included  under  theology  or  meta- 
physics. It  is  for  this  reason,  probably,  that  in  some  of  these 

classifications  the  original  distinction  between  theoretical  and 

practical  philosophy  is  not  mentioned.  Maimonides,  who  re- 
tains the  main  division  of  philosophy  into  theoretical  and  prac- 
tical, includes  under  the  latter,  as  we  shall  attempt  to  show, 

religious  legislation  as  a  special  branch  of  practical  philosophy  in 
addition  to  three  Aristotelian  branches."8  Thus  also  Ibn 

Daud  openly  appropriates  the  expression  "practical  philosophy" 

118  See  Millot  ha-Higgayon  XIV: 

INS*  «*?  'ViNi  3iyn  pvhi  IN*'  "i33tp  min  QHDD  cnain  iV«  "733  a'sioiV's1?! 
[Ahitub:    °'3i  "inr  ipnyin  vbv  oniK    KDPI   '3iyn    "?«    ipnyin    133]    onn    nnr 

namm  a'Dioam  mmn  o'pnn  Vn  ,nr  hi  "?K  D'jDrn  i"?s3  n»3nx  iar«  mm 
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and  uses  it  as  a  designation  for  certain  principles  of  religious 

belief  and  conduct.  He  says:  "Similarly  in  the  second  part 
we  shall  explain  the  origin  of  evil,  which  we  absolutely  deny 
to  proceed  directly  from  God,  and  we  shall  explain  the  nature 
of  prophecy  and  the  different  kinds  thereof,  and  what  are  the 
attendant  conditions  of  a  prophet  whom  we  are  under  obligation 
to  obey,  and  we  shall  also  explain  what  is  meant  by  reward  and 
punishment.  This  is  the  method  which  we  intend  to  follow. 
The  subject  matter  of  this  sort  of  inquiry  is  obviously  of  the 
kind  known  as  practical  philosophy,  for  the  same  subject  which 
in  religion  is  only  a  matter  of  revelation  is  in  true  philosophy 

demonstrated  by  proof"."9  It  is  for  this  reason  that  purely 
religious  precepts  which  constitutes  religious  ethics  take  the 

place  of  Aristotle 's  practical  philosophy  and  are  included  under 
theology. 

The  inclusion  of  eschatalogical  subjects  under  theology  by 

Abraham  Ibn  Ezra120  and  Caleb  Afendopolo121  has  its  parallel  in 
the  Ihwan  al-Safa.122  Algazali  includes  it  under  physics  to- 

gether with  psychology. 

Physics  is  defined  by  Aristotle  as  the  science  which  "deals 
with  things  which  are  inseparable  from  bodies  but  not  immov- 

able",123 or  as  he  says  in  another  place,  "the  physicist  deals  with 
all  the  active  properties  or  passive  affections  belonging  to  a  body 

of  a  given  sort  and  the  corresponding  matter  ".I24  This  definition 
runs  throughout  Arabic  and  Jewish  philosophy.  Algazali  says 

it  deals  with  "the  bodies  of  the  world  in  so  far  as  they  fall  under 
motion,  rest  and  change".125  Bahya  defines  it  as  "the  science 

"»  See  Emunah  Ramah,  General  introduction,  p.  4: 

.ncmann  rr^ana  'rr  VKHD  DJ^DH  »»naj  ie?«  ,niyin  mpo  '3»n  1D«D3  n«aa  p  BJI 

.»3iym  Viaan  py  ixaai  ,vV»  yiDP1?  D'3'iriD  um»  "IU>N  N'aan  »wm  .rrrrn  rmian  i«aji 
,n'2?yn  NWmVt  «in&  -miao  run  run  jvyn  »«m  OJDN    .13  na^  ̂ m  n»«  "pin  JSIN  nr 

.nflioa  m»i3D  rrriDNn  iroxntoai  n"?aipo  ma  nnvn  TXD 
120  See  Yesod  Mora  I. 

121  See  Monatsschrift,  XL,  p.  94. 

122  See  Dieterici:     Die  Logik  und  Psychologic  der  Araber,  p.  17;  Arabic 
text,  Idem:  Die  Abhandlungen  der  'Ichwdn  Es-Safd,  p.  253. 

I:*  Metaphysics  VI,  1,  1026a,  13-14. 
"4  De  Anima  I,  1,  403b,  10-12. 
I25  Makasid  al-Falasifah  II,  p.  78. 
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of  the  natures  of  bodies  and  their  accidents".126  It  also  under- 
lies the  vague  statement  of  Al-Mukammas  when  he  says  that 

it  is  "the  science  which  investigates  the  bodies  of  things  and  the 
secrets  of  their  nature".127  Maimonides  narrows  down  this 
definition  by  distinguishing,  again  after  Aristotle,128  between 

works  of  nature  and  works  of  art.  He  says:  "The  science  of 
physics  inquires  into  bodies  which  exist  by  nature  and  not  by 

the  will  of  man — such  as  the  various  species  of  minerals,  plants 
and  animals.  The  science  of  physics  thus  deals  with  all  these  bodies 
and  with  everything  belonging  to  them,  i.  e.,  their  accidents, 
properties  and  causes,  and  also  with  everything  under  which 

they  fall,  as  time,  space  and  motion".129 
In  enumerating  the  topics  of  physics  two  methods  are  used. 

The  first  of  these  is  a  classification  of  the  physical  writings  of 
Aristotle,  and  this  is  done  in  two  ways. 

Sometimes  the  physical  writings  of  Aristotle  are  referred 

to  by  their  titles.  Thus  we  find  it  in  Judah  ibn  Matkah,130 
Shem-tob  Falaquera,  Abraham  Shalom,131  Caleb  Afendopolo,132 
and  Judah  ibn  Bulat.133  They  mention  among  them  the  follow- 

ing works  of  Aristotle,  which  are  sometimes  spoken  of  as  the 

eight  books  of  Aristotle's  physical  writings :I33a  (1)  Physics, 
(2)  De  Caelo  et  Mundo,  (3)  De  Generatione  et  Corruptione,  (4) 
Meteor ologica,  (5)  De  Anima,  with  which  are  sometimes  coupled 
some  of  the  works  of  Parva  Naturalia,  such  as  De  Sensu  et 

126  See  quotaion  above  in  n.  31. 

127  See  quotation  above  in  n.  30. 

128  Metaphysics  VII,  7;  XII,  3. 
I2»  Millot  ha-Higgayon  XIV: 

D'axnan]  Dmpnn  '3'oa  n-mn  pxia  vh  yaaa  D'ssajn  n»npia  pyn  rvyaan  nnanm 

no  Vaai  i^«  "?aa   ]'yn  rryaDn   naann  run   .oMn  »^j?a  »rm   c'noxn  TDI    [Ahitub: 

ana  Nxn'tp]  ia  on  INXD'P  no  ̂ aai  .oniaDi  orpmtoDi  D^D  nnnpoa  "?""i  ,ona 
.nyunm  mpom  pra    [Ahitub: 

See  also  Reshit  Hokmah,  p.  48ff. 
130  See  above  n.  64. 

w  See  above  n.  63. 
132  See  above  n.  67. 

'«  See  above  n.  69. 

™<i  Cf.  Reshit  Hokmah,  p.  51: 

Taw  -pisn  ,o'pVnn  iBDoa  naio»  on  [yaon  nDana=]  a'»ie>a  cnainon 
noana 
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Sensibili,  De  Memoria  et  Reminiscentia,  De  Somno,  De  Somniis, 
De  Longitudine  et  Brevitate  Vitae,  (6)  Historic,  Animalium,  and 
two  spurious  works,  (7)  De  Plantis  and  (8)  De  Minemlibus  . 

Sometimes  the  physical  writings  of  Aristotle,  instead  of  being 
mentioned  by  their  titles,  are  referred  to  by  some  description  of 

their  contents.  Thus  Judah  ha-Levi  describes  eight  of  Aristotle  's 
physical  writings  as  follows:  "The  explanation  of  physical  no- 

tions, as  matter,  form,  privation,  nature,  time,  space,  motion 

(Physics)  ;  spherical  and  elementary  substances  (De  Caelo)  ;  abso- 
lute generation  and  corruption  (De  Generatione  et  Corruptione)  ; 

generated  phenomena,  as  the  phenomena  generated  in  the  air 
(  Meteor  ologica)  ,  in  minerals  (De  Mineralibus)  and  on  the  terrestial 
globe,  as  plants  (De  Plantis)  and  animals  (Historic,  Animalium)  ; 

the  essence  of  man  and  how  the  soul  knows  itself  (De  Ammo)"*™ 
The  Ihwan  al-Safa  enumerate  only  seven  of  these  works,  leaving 
out  De  Anima,  which  they  include  under  theology,  but  des- 

cribing the  Physics  almost  like  Judah  ha-Levi  as  the  science  of 

the  principles  of  things,  matter,  form,  time,  space,  motion.  I3S  The 

topics  mentioned  in  Maimonides  '  definition  of  physics  quoted 
above  may  similarly  be  taken  to  refer  to  some  of  the  writings  of 
Aristotle. 

The  second  method  consists  in  giving  an  independent  list 

of  topics  not  based  upon  Aristotle's  writings.  Thus  Alfarabi 
enumerates  the  following  eight  sciences:  scientia  de  indiciis 
(prognostication),  de  medicina,  de  nigromantia,  de  imaginibus, 

de  agritultura,  de  navigando,  de  alkimia,  de  speculis**6  Similar 
topics  are  included  in  the  incompleted  list  given  by  Algazali, 

as  follows:  (1)  medicine,  (2)  talismanics,  (3)  conjury,  (4)  magic.137 
'34  CuzariV,  12: 

,prni  ,yaom  ,nynm  ,mixm  »Vrha  ,D"ynan  D»rayn  nivoN  -nannm 
nvinm  .a'D^mnn  TDsnm  mnm    ,D"iiD»n  D'D-um  ,n"^in  D'onam  ,nyunn 

y  nnnm    ,D'x^iD3  minm  ,Ti«3  nnnn 

See  commentary  Kol  Yehudah,  ad  loc.,  followed  by  Cassel,  ad  loc. 

135  Dieterici:     Die  Logik  und  Psychologic  der  Araber,  p.  13;  Arabic  text, 
Idem:  Die  Abhandlungen  der  Ichwdn  Es-Safd,  p.  249. 

X36  Baeumker:     Alfarabi,    Ueber  den    Ur  sprung  der    Wissenschaften   (De 
Ortu  Scientiarum)  ,  pp.  20  and  12. 

w  Makasidal-Falasifahll,  p.   78:    (1)    *JJlf    n«iann,     (2) 

(3)  oUtijUl,  o'ryn  nrn«,  (4) 
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It  is  interesting  to  note  that  these  sorts  of  practical  and  magical 

sciences  are  mentioned  by  the  Ihwan  al-Safa  in  the  class  of 

sciences  which  they  describe  as  preparatory,138  and  that  de 

speculis  in  Alfarabi  's  list  is  usually  placed  under  the  mathematical 
arts. 

Sometimes  these  two  methods  are  combined.  Thus  Shem- 

tob  Falaquera,I38a  Moses  da  RietiI38b  and  Caleb  Afendopolo,I38c 

after  naming  the  eight  works  of  Aristotle's  physical  writings, 
proceed  to  enumerate  the  branches  (Falaquera  and  Rieti  :  D's:y, 
Afendopolo:  D^yo)  of  natural  science,  which  branches,  re- 

marks Falaquera,  are  not  always  mentioned  by  authors  in  their 

classifications  of  sciences.139  The  branches  these  three  authors 

mention  are  on  the  whole  like  those  given  by  Alfarabi  and  Al- 
gazali.  They  all  mention  medicine,  physiognomies,  oneiro- 
critics,  and  alchemy.  Rieti  has  also  magic  and  conjury.  Fala- 

quera and  Afendopolo  include  among  these  also  astrology  which 
is  given  by  Rieti  and  others,  and  again  by  Falaquera  and 
Afendopolo  themselves,  under  astronomy.  Talismanics,  which 

is  omitted  here  by  .Rieti,  is  mentioned  by  him  under  the  mathe- 
matical arts.140 

As  we  have  already  seen,  physics  is  identified  with  the, 

'38  Dieterici:   Die  Logik  und  Psychologic  den  Araber,  p.  10;  Arabic  text 
Idem:  Die  Abhandlungen  der  Ichwdn  Es-Safd,  p.  246. 

'3»a  Reshit  Hokmah,  pp.  48-53 
'3*b  MikdashMe'atl,3. 
'38°  Cf.  Steinschneider  in  Monatsschrift  XL,  91-92. 
w  Reshit  Hokmah,  p.  53: 

rrrr»  HD  'JXT  .mnsnn  ISDD  D-DH  a'DiDi'rsn  nxpn  DIIDT  xb 

These  branches  are  also  mentioned  by  Solomon  Almoli  in  his  list  which 
includes  physics,  medicine,  magic,  talismanics  and  alchemy  (See  above  note 
70). 

140  The  following  are  the  Hebrew  terms  used  by  Falaquera,  Rieti  and 
Afendopolo  for  some  of  the  physical  sciences  they  mention: 

Physiognomies,  F:  munn  nnsn.     R:  *]i2nsn  man.     A:  ppxnsn  na^n. 
Oneirocritics,  F  and  A:  pinon  rman.     R:  niniVnn  inns. 

Alchemy,  F:  n«»D»3V«  (or  «"op,  NN'DD).     R:  nenxn  neon. 
Conjury,  R:  D'j'yn  »rm«  (see  below  n.  137). 
Talismanics:  F.:  D'oVxn  nnsn.  A:  D'oVsni  D'sinn  nasn  (See  below  n.  155d). 
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science  of  medicine  by  Isaac  Israeli.141  A  formal  division  of 
medicine  into  hygienics  and  therapeutics  is  given  by  Abba 

Mari  don  Astruc.142  A  sevenfold  division  of  medicine  is  given 
by  Rieti,  as  follows:  Anatomy,  pathology,  diagnostics,  pharma- 

cology, dietetics,  hygienics  and  therapeutics.14  2& 
Al-Mukammas  places  under  physics  the  science  of  the 

structure  of  heaven  and  earth  and  the  other  creatures,143  which,  of 
course,  includes  almost  everything  under  the  sun. 

Unlike  both  physics  and  metaphysics  with  regard  to  the 
subject  matter  of  which  it  treats,  but  standing  midway  between 
these  two  sciences,  is  mathematics.  Aristotles  describes  it 
as  a  science  which,  in  so  far  as  its  subject  matter  is  concerned, 

partakes  both  of  physics  and  metaphysics.  "The  attributes 
which,  though  inseparable,  are  not  regarded  as  properties  of  a 
body  of  a  given  sort,  but  are  reached  by  abstraction,  fall  under 

the  province  of  the  mathematician".144  In  another  place  he 
seems  to  suggest  that  some  branches  of  mathematics  are  more 
like  physics,  with  regard  to  their  subject  matter,  while  others 

are  more  like  metaphysics.  He  says:  "  Mathematics  also  is 
theoretical;  but  whether  its  subjects  are  immovable  and  separ- 

able from  matter,  is  not  at  present  clear;  it  is  clear,  however, 
that  it  considers  some  mathematical  objects  qua  immovable 

and  qua  separable  from  matter".145  It  is  evidently  upon  the 
basis  of  this  passage  of  Aristotle  that  Avicenna  arranges  the 

'4'  See  above  n.  17. 

'43  See  above  n.  61. 

'4*a  Mikdash  Me'  at  I,  3 
,n«imn 

D'DTT  nyaan 

mm  ny'T ni«nan 

am  -IPN  mm«m 

nuirm  D'DDI N'-n  nvDzn 

.nisnra  'Vinn  mom 
T43  See  above  n.  30 

'44  De  Anima  I,  1,  403d,  12-15. 

*4S  Metaphysics  VI,  1,  1026a,  7-10, 
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seven  branches  of  mathematics  in  order  of  their  growing  depend- 
ence upon  matter,  beginning  with  (1)  arithmetic,  which  he  takes 

to  stand  nearest  to  metaphysics,  and  following  it  with  (2)  geometry, 
(3)  music,  (4)  the  theory  of  weight,  (5)  the  theory  of  measure, 
(6)  the  theory  of  perspective,  and  (7)  astronomy,  the  last  of 

which  he  takes  to  be  nearest  to  physics.146  Aristotle's  definition 
is  given  also  by  Algazali.147  In  Maimonides  it  is  reproduced 
as  follows:  "The  science  of  mathematics  does  not  investigate 
bodies  qua  bodies,  but  investigates  the  attributes  abstracted 

from  bodies".148  Similar  definitions  are  given  by  other  Jewish authors. 

The  topics  of  mathematics  are  seven  according  to  Avicenna, 

as  already  mentioned.  Alfarabi149  gives  a  similar  list,  but  he 
counts  the  theories  of  measure  and  weight  as  one  and  adds  tech- 

nique. Of  these  topics  the  quadrivium  of  arithmetic,  geometry, 

music  and  astronomy  constitutes  the  "roots",  Jj^l,  D'BHP,  of 
mathematics  whereas  the  others  are  called  the  "branches", 
*  jji,  D'S'yD.  Thus  Algazali150  and,  following  him,  Afendopolo151 
use  these  terms  of  differentiation.  Similarly  Maimonides  desig- 

nates the  quadrivium  by  the  term  "roots"152  (Ibn  Tibbon:  D'tnp, 
Ahitub:0np*9)  and  Moses  da  Rieti  applies  the  term  "branches" 
O'say,  to  the  other  mathematical  topics. 

In  the  enumeration  of  the  topics  of  mathematics,  some 
authors  mention  only  the  quadrivium  (Ihwan  al-Safa,  Israeli, 
Bahya,  Maimonides,  Zerahiah  Gracian),  others  mention  only 
part  of  the  quadrivium  (Al-Mukammas,  Gershon  ben  Solomon 
of  Aries,  Abba  Mari  Don  Astruc,  Abraham  Shalom),  still  others 

mention  part  of  the  quadrivium  and  some  "branches"  (Joseph 
Solomon  Delmedigo),  but  there  are  some  who  mention  not  only 

*46  See  above  n.  8. 

'47  Makasid  al- Falasifah  II,  p.  77. 
'48  Millot  ha-Higgayon  XIV. 

o^hvD  arrays  ]»yn  "?a«  ,v^y  on»  non  D»D»n  ]"yn  «"?  nmoVn  nosnn  DJDK 
.nnnono  [Ahitub:    D»BW>ID] 

'49  See  Hastings'  Enc.  of  Relig.  and  Eth.,  IX,  p.  881. 
'5°  Makasid  al- Falasifah  II,  p.  78. 
's1  See  above  n.  67.     But  Caleb  Afendopolo  uses  also  n'Bntf  in  the  general 

sense  of  mathematics:  rr«n«r  p  DJ  «ipm  jvnoV  IN  n'Vnn  na?n.  he.  cit 
's*  Millot  ha-Higgayon  XIV. 
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the  quadrivium  and  the  "branches  "  but  many  of  the  subdivisions 
of  the  latter  (Falaquera,  Rieti,  Afendopolo). 

The  list  given  by  Judah  ha-Levi  presents  some  difficulty. 
The  published  text  of  the  Hebrew  translation  would  seem  to 

offer  arithmetic,  mechanical  measurement,  astronomical  mea- 

surement, musical  measurement  and  optical  measurement.153 
The  Arabic  original,154  however,  and  the  Oxford  text  of  the  He- 

brew translation  read  here  arithmetic,  musical  measurement  and 
optical  measurement. 

The  classifications  of  the  mathematical  sciences  given  by 
Falaquera  in  his  Reshit  Hokmah  and  by  Moses  da  Rieti  show 

a  striking  similarity.154*  The  former  follows  Alfarabi  in  enumer- 
ating the  quadrivium  and  the  theory  of  weight,  the  theory  of 

perspective  and  technique.155  The  latter  omits  perspective 

'S3  Cuzari  V.  12. 

xs«  Cuzari  loc.  cit. 

'D-un^Ni  fran^K  fro-iin^m  rr-nyVK  p   fi 

xs4a  There  is  also  a  close  similarity  between  the  classifications  of  these  two 
and  that  of  Afendopolo. 

rss  The  following  are  the  Hebrew  equivalents  for  these  seven  mathematical 
sciences: 

Arithmetic,     i.  ]i30nn  noon.    2.  ]"jDn  'n.    3.  IDDDH  'n. 
Geometry,  i.  mia»n.  2.  nnan  'n.  3.  nnaou.  4.  amypn  'n.  s.  noi:n. 

e.  ̂ p»om  mon  'n  (See  n.  21  Text  probably  corrupt),  7.  mnsen  'n 
(See  n.  33f).  8.  naisn  (See  below  under  Astronomy). 

But  nmy»  and  the  Arabic  i-»oi*  are  also  used  in  the  general  sense  of 

measurement  in  connection  with  (mechanics,  astronomy),  music  and  aspects. 
See  Cuzari  V,  12,  quoted  in  n.  153  and  154. 

Etymologically,  maem  would  seem  to  be  connected  with  the  Arabic  root 

j~3>,  to  measure  by  the  span. 

The  commentary  Kol  Yehudah  on  Cuzari,  loc.  cit.,  takes  mnrn  in  the 

sense  of  arithmetic:  c'3"]Dnn  D'noinn  onain  niT'oxm  lias  miaimn  Vyi. 
Steinschneider  takes  miawn  in  the  sense  of  Algebra  (Judische  Literatur  in 
Enoch  und  Gruber,  p.  435). 

Astronomy,   1.   a'Uinsn    'n,    fj^Jl  |Jlc  (See  above  n.  31).     2.  Va^an  'n, 

(See  above  n.  35,  38).  3.  nitron  'n  (See  above  p.  278).  4.  ruiann  'n, 

,  an  abridged  form  of  D^yn  ruirn,      Ul   <i^  (Makasid  al-Falasifah 
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though  he  mentions  it,  as  does  again  Falaquera,  in  enumerating 
the  topics  of  technique.  Both  divide  each  of  the  quadrivium, 

with  the  exception  of  astronomy,  into  theoretical,  *JVy,  and 
practical,  wyn,  which  reminds  us  of  the  Ihwan  al-Safa  and  Al- 
Mukammas.  Astronomy  is  subdivided  by  Falaquera  into 

II,  p.  78,  Cf.  Steinschneider:  Uebersetzungen  p.  998),  i.  e.,  the  disposition  or 

arrangement  of  the  world  (nnsn  =  <~^»  =d(,a6ecns,  See  below  n.  179.  5. 

D'VaVjn  mix  nyn1  (See  above  n.  63). 
According  to  Samuel  ibn  Tibbon,  njun  is  a  general  term  including  astrono- 

my as  well  as  astrology.  See  Pirush  Meha-Millot  Zorot  under  D'Tia1? :  no^ni 
o'33i3n  'BDPDI  o'33iDni  D'^n  nron  n^Vian  nronn. 

In  Al-Harizi's  translation  of  Honain  ben  Isaac's  Musare  ha-Pilusufim 
1,11,  there  is  the  following  passage : 

.nnoni  njisnn  norm"?  n'p'nnn  na»a  p  nn«     .]ia»nn  nosn1?  rry*3n  rwa  ID  nn« 
N'n  Np'Dinn  nosnV  m*D»  n:673  p  nn»      n'33Dn  noun1?  nw  n3z>3  p  nn» 

.pan  neon 
It  is  clear  that  the  passage  enumerates  the  quadrivium.  The  term  nron, 
coupled  here  with  mo,  could  not  evidently  mean  astronomy,  for  the  latter 

is  mentioned  in  D'333n  nnsn,  unless  we  take  ruian  in  the  specific  sense  of  as- 
tronomy and  D'333n  noon  in  the  sense  of  astrology,  which,  however,  does  not 

seem  probable.  If  nrDn  here  is  synonymous  with  mo  in  the  sense  of  "meas- 
urement" and  hence  "geometry",  then  it  must  etymologically  differ  from 

niDn  which  is  used  for  astronomy.  We  may  thus  conclude  that  the  term  nnun 
has  two  roots: 

(1)  The  Biblical  nrDn  from  ]ia,  arrange  which,  as  a  translation  of  the 

Arabic  **£*,  arrangement,  disposition,  is  used  for  astronomy  as  well  as  in  the 
expression  tffljn  nron,  disposition  of  the  soul. 

(2)  The  same  word  from  pn,  measure,  like  the  Biblical  pn,  n'Dn  and 
naann,  used  here  by  Al-Harizi  as  synonymous  with  ma   (also  "ny»,  mnam) 
in  the  sense  of  measurement  and  hence  geometry. 

As  a  derivative  of  ]ia  and  the  equivalent  of  <^*  the  term  niDn  has 

all  the  meanings  of  ̂ *.  It  thus  also  means  "exterior",  "appearance", 

"form".  Consequently,  Samuel  ibn  Tibbon  translates  the  Arabic  bDvhx, 
"form",  "shape",  "figure"  (Moreh  Nebukim  II,  Prop.  22)  by  nronn,  which 
Efodi  (ad  loc.)  and  Crescas  (Or  Adonai  I,  i,  22)  explain  by  nnnnn  Al-Harizi 
translates  it  by  n'nnn. 

Again,  miDn  in  its  Biblical  sense  of  "fixed  place"  is  made  use  of  by  Al- 
Harizi  when  he  translates  the  Arabic  yxiN,  "position"  (Moreh  Nebukim,  loc. 
cit.)  by  moron  nronn.  Samuel  ibn  Tibbon  translates  it  by  nmn  which  is 
the  equivalent  of  axn  (Cf.  Or  Adonai,  loc.  cit.}. 

Music.  1.  ]ian  'n  or  niran.  2.  D'jnVn  'n  (Ujp")-  3.  nnnn  'n 

(See  n.  17),  i,  e.,  composition,  as  explained  in  Millot  ha-Higgayon  XIV  by 
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mathematical  astronomy,  nmDn  D'33Dn  riDDn,  and  astrology. 
Rieti,  too,  has  this  classification  but  adds  a  third  part,  the  art 
of  calendar  making,  which  he  characterizes  as  a  particularly 
Jewish  art.  Rieti  uses  the  following  terms  in  designating  these 
three  parts  of  astronomy:  (1)  ]Vrnn  n»3n,  the  science  of  ob- 

servation,  i.  e.,  what  Falaquera  calls  "mathematical  astronomy". 
(2)  jvwn  nDDrvss3  divination  and  hence  astrology.  (3)  TID, 

,  the  secret  of  intercalation.  Both  state  that  it  is  only 

the  first  which  properly  belongs  to  mathematics.  issb  Finally, 
under  technique  Falaquera  includes  many  branches  relating 
to  all  the  mathematical  sciences  as  well  as  to  the  various  practical 

n'3i33n  "nan  noun.  But  why  not  the  Arabic  j**-,  music  and  danced  As 

for  "inn  in  the  sense  of  astronomy,  See  above  n.  33f.  4.  np'DiD1?^  ,'pxiDn, 

Kp'Dinn  (Seen.  17),  Np'Sion  (See  n.  72).  5.  (j_^-)  ni^ipn  noan  (See  n.  33f). 

6.  c'33iyn  naan  (See  n.  33f). 

Theory  of  perspective,  1.  nitnon  naan  or  O'toon  or  rrtnn  (See  n.  62). 

2.  B'onnn  'n  or  moann  (Cf.  Steinschneider,  Uebersetzubng,  pp.  511-512). 

Theory  of  weight,  1.  onaan  noon.  2.  n'zippnn  'n.  (But  see  Reshit 
Hokmah,  p.  47,  where  the  latter  is  made  a  branch  of  the  former). 

Technique,  mViann  (=Je-)«     See  Monatsschrift,  XL,  p.  93,  n.  1. 

I55&.  Afendopolo,  too,  uses  jVDin  noan  for  astrology.  See  Monatsschrift, 
XL,  p.  93. 

The  division  of  astronomy,  D'assn  noon,  into  |i»rn  and  )vo:n  nssVa  is 

also  found  in  Abraham  bar  Hiyya's  Zurat  ha-Arez,  Introduction. 
As  for  the  etymology  of  ]VD3,  Steinschneider  seems  to  take  it  from  the 

ordinary  meaning  of  HD3,  try,  and  translates  it  by  Erfahrungskunst.  (Judische 
Liter  atur  in  Ersch  und  Gruber,  p.  435).  But  it  is  hard  to  see  why  astrology 
should  have  been  considered  as  an  art  based  upon  experience.  It  seems  to 

me,  therefore,  that  ]VD3  should  be  taken  in  the  sense  of  tfim,  divination. 

Thus  in  Genesis  30,  27,  'nB>m  is  rendered  in  the  Onkelos  Targum  by  VTD3. 

Rashi  comments  upon  it:  'Vw  Enn'J3  'n'D3,  and  Ibn  Ezra  says  explicitly:  'nE>m 
'ri'DJ  103.  Thus  when  Abraham  bar  Hiyya  says  of  astrology  Q3'N  n'm'^ii^  '3BD 
ni3VD3m  rb  nnaon  \Q  nwa  c^ai  niJD3  nv«n  the  term  ni3VD3  is  not  to  be 

taken  to  mean  "experiences"  but  rather  "conjectures". 
'ssb  Falaquera:    niDDna   man  «»n  in   .amoVn  o^aaian  noon  wn   pVnn^ 

Rieti:    ps"inn  moana  n»«  n«n  ,pnnn  noon  »npm. 

Rieti  's  statement,  however,  is  more  reminiscent  of  Abraham  bar  Hiyya's 
characterization  of  jrm: 

vmsytai   vnr«n   ̂ 21  ,^a»nn  na«"?Di  yion   noan  ̂ ?aa  moin  «>n  nrn  pVnni 
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arts  and  crafts.  Among  those  relating  to  arithmetic  and  geome- 

try he  mentions  algebra  and  the  theory  of  equations.1550  He 
also  mentions  the  art  of  making  metrical,  astronomical,  musical 
and  optical  instruments.  He  also  refers  to  the  making  of  arms 
and  to  architecture,  sculpture  and  painting.  Rieti  gives  a 
similar  list  but  adds  talismanics.  This  is  rather  strange,  for 
talismanics  is  usually  placed  under  physics.  An  explanation 
for  this,  however,  may  be  found,  if  we  assume  that  Rieti  was 
dependent  upon  the  Reshit  Hokmah,  though  he  does  not  mention 
Falaquera  among  the  authors  whom  he  says  he  has  followed 
in  his  classification  of  sciences.  Falaquera  speaks  of  a  special 
branch  of  technique  which  is  the  working  in  nmsfi  niDia. 
From  the  context  it  is  clear  that  the  reference  is  to  sculpture, 
architecture  and  painting.  He  furthermore  describes  this 
branch  of  technique  as  a  social  art,  rrno  rDNte.  Now,  the 
terms  rvmx  and  D^x  are  often  used  as  the  Hebrew  equivalents 

fornM)D^D.I5sd  Furthermore  in  another  place  Falaquera  speaks 
of  astrology  (and  by  the  same  token  of  the  art  of  forecasting  in 
general)  as  a  social  science,  rPJHD  noan  (p.  52).  It  is  thus 
easy  to  see  how  Rieti  could  have  taken  the  following  passage 
of  the  Reshit  Hokmah,  p.  48: 

main  nroN^o  TON  ,rvpyon  mnon  roN^on  m^nnn  jm  ,rrbiann  moan 

.nr1?  nonm  ,*pnn  route  103  nmxm 

's*0  Reshit  Hokmah,  p.  47  : 

•laa  *?*  aiyn  jw^a  nmpn  nosnn  ono  ,o»an  D'JB  "?y  nvaiarnn  rn^unnn  onm 

nonwo  nosnn  irr  '"Dy«i   ,rh  nnne>  nm 

The  same  Arabic  terms  are  also  used  by  Afendopolo  (Monatsschrift,  XL,  p.  93). 

Similarly  in  Judah  ben  Barzilai's  Pirush  Sefer  Yezirah,  p.  144,  the  Arabic 
term  for  algebra  is  reproduced  without  an  attempt  to  translate  it  into  Hebrew. 

But  in  Makasid  al-  Falasifah  II,  p.  78,  the  Arabic  ̂ -l  is  translated  by  the 

Hebrew  nVunnn  nosn.  The  term  nViann,  as  we  have  seen  (n.  155),  specifically 
means  technique  of  which  Algebra  is  a  subdivision. 

Jssd  Thus  Maimonides  Pirush  ha-Mishnah,  Pesahim  IV:  mixn  in 

D'D1?^  ]i»  ]ir"?3  n«ipj.  Thus  also  Samuel  ibn  Tibbon  explains  m«ODVo  by 
nnaio  nmx  (Moreh  Nebukim  I,  63  and  cf.  Friedlander,  ad  loc.}.  Afendopolo 

uses  for  it  the  terms  D'oVsm  D'jnnrt  (Monatsschrift  XL,  p.  92). 
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to  refer  to  talismanics  and  thus  paraphrase  it  by: 

nitu  niD1?^  ro^anm 
D^DD  rroi  no  yaD  ay 

.niKDD^Dn  03  a'D^a 
That  logic  is  not  to  be  included  among  the  sciences  but 

is  only  an  instrument  of  science  is  dwelt  upon  by  Maimonides, 

Judah  ibn  Matkah,  Zerahiah  Gracian,  Moses  da  Rieti156  and 
others.  Though  Aristotle  himself  never  explicitely  designates 

logic  as  an  organon  or  instrument,157  the  term  is  applied  to  it 
by  Andronicus  (early  first  century  B.  C.)  and  Alexander  of 

Aphrodisias  (c.  200  A.  D.)  and  is  the  title  by  which  Aristotle's 
logical  writings  have  been  collectively  known.  The  topics 
enumerated  under  logic  are  usually  based  upon  an  enumeration 

of  Aristotle's  logical  writings  which  Maimonides  says  to  be 
eight  in  number,  and  gives  their  titles.158  The  eight  books  are 
also  named  by  Alfarabi,159  Judah  ibn  Matkah,160  Falaquera,l6oa 
Rieti,  I6ob  and  Judah  ibn  Bulat.161  All  of  these  authors  mention 
the  six  books  of  the  Organon:  Categoriae,  De  Interpretatione. 
Analytica  Priora,  Analytica  Posteriora,  Topica,  and  De  Sophis- 
ticiis  Elenchis,  supplemented  by  the  Rhetorica  and  the  Poetica. 
Judah  ha  Levi,  here  again,  instead  of  naming  these  eight  books 

's6  Millot  ha-Higgayon  XIV.: 

.|w!?n  ]D  pnpin  n3«*?a  nmoa  hivn  p  jvann  DDN'JD  nniD  IIDN 
vbv  IIDN  .nDsn1?  '"?3  «»n  "?n«  .moann  ̂ ao  aVxN  nr«  run  ,|vjnn  nD«"?D  D"?I«I 
hih  'Van  «»n  '3  ,]nnn  nD^Van  DH  »D  [Ahitub:  ~no]  mn  "?y  no1?1?  in  nio^V  n»D» 

.13in  ]D   »Vl   131 
Serahiah  Gratian  :     Commentary  on  Proverbs  IX,  3  : 

.moana  n^nn  nyn1?  manxn  mmpn1?  TDI  nr  .nip  'DID  »sa  "?y  «ipn  n^nnya  nn^r 

Moses  da  Rieti:  Mikdash  Me1  at  I,  3: 
.imo  nv3»a  "?3"?  on  »a  ,|vann  DJ  jw^n  pnpi  ,inu  nn«  on1?  a'1?^  '^i 

Judah  ibn  Matkah:     See  Steinschneider,  Uebersetzungen,  §  1. 

JS7  See  Grote:  Aristotle  I,  p.  78,  n.  a;  Zeller:  Aristotle  I,  p.  187;  Ueberweg- 
Praechter:  Geschichte  der  Philosophic  des  Altertums,  p.  519. 

's8  Af»7/^  ha-Higgayon  X  and  XIV. 

'59  Hastings'  Enc.  of  Rel.  and  Eth.  IX,  p.  880. 
160  See  above  n.  64. 

l6Pa  #«&#  Hokmah,  p.  37ff 

I6ob  Mikdash  Me'  at  I,  3. 
161  See  above  n.  69. 
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by  title,  refers  to  them  and  also  to  Porphyry's  Isagoge  by  des- 
cribing their  contents,  as  follows:  "Logical  truths,  as  general, 

species,  differences  and  properties  (Isagoge) ;  the  words  (i.  e., 
the  ten  Categories)  both  simple  (Categoriae)  and  combined  in 
the  various  ways  of  combination  (De  Interpretatione) ;  syllogims 
both  true  and  false  (Analytica  Priora);  judgments  giving  rise 

to  conclusions  which  are  necessary  and  demonstrative  (Ana- 
lytica Posterior  a)  or  only  dialectical  (Topica)  or  rhetorical  (Rheto- 

rical) or  sophistical  (De  Soph.  Elench.)  or  poetical  (Poetica)."1*9 
In  all  these  lists  of  logical  topics,  it  will  have  been  noticed, 

the  Rhetoric  and  the  Poetics  are  included  under  logic.  This  is 
significant.  Aristotle  himself  considered  rhetoric  as  a  branch 

of  dialectics  and  politics.163  How  he  would  have  classified  the 
Poetics  is  unknown.  Probably  he  would  have  put  it  under  his 

productive  sciences.164  The  Ihwan  al-Safa  place  poetics  among 
the  introductory  disciplines,  together  with  reading,  writing  and 

grammar,165  and  rhetoric  is  made  by  them  a  part  of  logic.166 

We  have  already  pointed  out  that  Aristotle's  practical 
philosophy  is  often  identified  with  religious  law  and  is  thus 
treated  as  a  part  of  theology.  Still  in  many  formal  classifications 
it  is  given  a  place  by  itself  as  the  counterpart  of  theoretical 
philosophy.  Whatever  we  have  to  say  on  this  subject  we  shall 
give  here  in  the  form  of  a  running  commentary  on  a  passage 

taken  from  Maimonides'  Millot  ha-Higgayon  XIV.  The  vague 
meaning  of  the  passage  is  clear  enough.  But  we  shall  try  to 

162  CuzariV,12: 
nrmm  [^ixs1?^]  D'p^nm  [yNUN^N]  DTDHI  [D»33«V«]  onion  IDS  ,nvi3in  mna«n 
,ni33innD  a'pVmn  0*3113  mssnom  nnifljn  cAft§Vi&M]  m^om  [fNiiVN]  nnnvon 
IN  nrnsiD  nvmsn  nn^in  nrp^ion  nrmm  .nvnrsm  nvnn«n  nminnn  nwpnm 

.nvTr  IN  nvyon  IN  nvxVn  IN  nrimcj 

See  commentary  Kol  Yehudah,  ad  loc.,  followed  by  Cassel,  ad  loc. 
Exactly  the  same  description  of  the  first  five  of  these  books  is  given  by 

the  Ihwan  al-Safa.  See  Dieterici:  Die  Logik  und  Psychologic  der  Araber, 
pp.  12-13;  Arabic  text,  Idem:  Die  Abhandlungen  der  Ichwan  Es-Safa,  pp. 
248-249.  See  also  Millot  ha-Higgayon,  ch.  X. 

'<*  See  Zeller:     Aristotle  I,  p.  185 
164  See  Ibid.;  Ueberweg-Praechter,  op.  cit.  p.  281. 
165  Dieterici:     Die   Logik   und   Psychologie   der   Araber,    p.    10;   Arabic 

text,  Idem:  Die  Abhandlungen  der  Ichwdn  Es-Safd,  p.  246. 
166  Ibid.,  p.  11;  Arabic  text  Ibid.,  p.  245. 
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determine  the  precise  meaning  of  its  terms,  to  make  a  translation 
of  parts  of  the  text  and  to  account  for  the  allusions  it  contains. 

What  is  generally  called  practical  philosophy,  rrtPyDn 

(Ahitub:  rTITDN^Dn),  says  Maimonides,  is  also  known  as  "  human 

philosophy",  n'BTUK  HTO0fr«,  and  "political  science,"  noann 
jvnan.  Both  these  additional  designations  may  be  found  in  Aris- 

totle. The  expression  ' '  political  science",  TroAiTt/o),  is  sometimes 
used  by  him  in  a  general  sense  and  is  made  to  include  the 
science  of  individual  conduct  as  well  as  of  the  state  and  of  the  man- 

agement of  a  household. I6?  Then  also  Aristotle  uses  the  expression 

CLvQpuiuvcL  <£tXocro(/>la,  i.  e.,  "the  science  of  human  nature",  to 
designate  politics  in  its  widest  sense.168 

Practical  philosophy  is  divided  by  Maimonides  into  four 
parts  instead  of  the  three  of  Aristotelian  tradition. 

The  first  is  ethics  which  is  described  as  "man's  governance 
of  himself",  WS3  Q"wi  runn.  The  term  nann  (as  well  as  its 
equivalent  n^7u),l6»  which  may  be  translated  by  "management " 

or  "government"  reflects  the  Arabic  ̂ -tf  or  i^U*.1?0  All  of 
these  terms  may  be  traced  to  the  Greek  vofJiia  which  occurs  in 
OLKOPOfJiia.  In  Arabic  and  Hebrew,  however,  the  term  is  also 
used  in  connection  with  ethics  and  politics  and  very  often  by 
itself  as  the  equivalent  of  practical  philosophy.  Thus  the  Ihwan 

al-Safa  designate  practical  science  by  <^LJl  (Ji£.  The  ex- 

pression "of  himself"  (1PS3)  which  occurs  in  Maimonides' 
definition  of  ethics,  and  which  is  also  used  by  many  other 
authors,  may  be  traced  to  Aristotle,  who,  in  contrasting  ethics 

with  economics  and  politics,  speaks  of  it  as  "knowledge  for 
one's  self",  TO  aurco  eidevai.171 

Maimonides '  description  of  ethics  which  follows  is  a  brief  but 
careful  summary  of  Aristotle's  theory  of  virtue,  dperr).  Virtue, 

'6?  See  Zeller:  Aristotle  I,  p.  186,  n.  4;  p.  187,  n.  1. 
168  Ethics  X,  10,  1181b,  15. 

169  See  quotation  above  in  n.  33f.    From  passages  quoted  by  Steinschneder 
it  would  seem  that  the  term  )ipn  is  also  used  as  the  equivalent  of  nnan. 
See  Uebersetzungen,  p.  209,  n.  734b. 

X7°  Makasid  al-Falasifah  II,  p.  75;  Dieterici:  Die  Abhandlungen  der  Ichwdn 
Es-Safd,  p.  252. 

<?'  EhticsVl.9.  1141b.  34. 
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according  to  Aristotle,  is  one  of  the  qualities  of  the  soul,  but, 
being  neither  feeling,  7ra6r],  nor  capacity,  6u*>a/us,  it  is  habit, 
e£ts.I?2  Virtue  is  not  only  the  result  of  human  actions  but,  on 
becoming  a  habit,  it  also  determines  action,  for  "the  virtue  of 
man  also  must  be  a  habit,  from  which  man  becomes  good  and  from 

which  he  will  perform  his  work  well  ".I73  The  opposite  of  virtue 
is  vice,  KaKia,  and  virtue  is  "a  mean  state  between  two  vices, 
one  in  excess,  the  other  in  defect".174  These  two  moral  qualities, 
virtue  and  vice,  are  dispositions,  Si#0e<7€is,  of  the  soul.175  It 
is  according  to  their  virtues  and  vices  that  men  are  either 

praised  or  blamed  and  are  called  either  good  or  bad.176  Just 
as  the  soul  is  divided  into  an  irrational,  a\o7oz>,  and  a  rational, 
\6yov  exoj>,  part  so  are  the  virtues  divided  into  moral,  ̂ #1/07, 
and  intellectual,  5 lavo^r iKi) .I77  Finally,  virtue  and  the  moral 
character  of  man  must  be  formed  by  education  which  is  to  be 

enforced  by  law,  vofjios.17* 
This  composite  statement,  made  up  of  passages  culled 

from  the  Ethics,  is  the  literary  background  of  the  following 
passage  of  Maimonides: 

"Man's  governance  of  himself  is  the  science  which  enables 
him  to  develop  good  qualities  and  to  free  himself  from  bad  quali- 

ties, if  he  has  already  acquired  them.  Moral  qualities  are  dis- 
positions which  gradually  become  more  and  more  fixed  in  the 

soul  until  they  are  formed  into  a  habit  by  which  actions  are 
determined.  Philosophers  describe  moral  qualities  as  either 
excellent  or  defective.  Praiseworthy  moral  qualities  are  called 
virtues;  blameworthy  moral  qualities  are  called  vices.  Actions 
resulting  from  praiseworthy  qualities  are  called  good;  those 
resulting  from  blameworthy  qualties  are  called  bad.  Similarly 
philosophers  describe  reasoning,  i.  e.,  the  act  of  conceiving 
ideas,  as  either  excellent  or  defective.  We  thus  speak  of  in- 

'7*  Ibid.,  II,  4,  1105a-b. 

'73  Ibid.,  II,  5,  1106a,  22-24. 
'™  Ibid.,  11,6,  1107a,  2-3. 
'75  Ibid.t  II,  8,  1108b,  11. 

'7«  Ibid.,  II,  4,  1105b,  28-1 106a,  13. 
'77  ibid.,  I,  13,  1103a,  3-10 
'78  Ibid.,  X,  10. 
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tellectual  virtues  and  intellectual  vices.  The  philosophers  have 
many  books  on  the  moral  virtues.  Every  rule  of  conduct  by 

which  one  man  governs  another  is  called  law".179 
Maimonides  '  description  of  the  other  two  parts  of  practical 

philosophy  is  similarly  an  analysis  of  Aristotle's  Economics  and 
Politics. 

The  Economics  of  Aristotle  begins  with  a  discussion  of  the 
relation  of  husband  to  wife  and  of  master  to  slave.  He  also 

describes  the  methods  to  be  employed  by  a  household  manager 

in  procuring  and  preserving  property.180  These  methods,  he 
further  explains  by  many  illustrations,  differ  with  time  and 

place.181 This  outline  is  reproduced  by  Maimonides  as  follows: 

"The  management  of  a  household  is  the  science  by  which 
the  manager  knows  how  the  members  of  the  household  are  to 
help  each  other  and  how  they  are  to  be  provided  for  in  such  a 

manner  that  their  affairs  would  be  properly  conducted  in  accor- 
dance with  the  means  of  the  household  and  in  accordance  with 

the  established  standards  of  a  given  time  and  place/'182 

179  nvivnsn  ruoa  -po'i  .nnaaan  mi  on  ?«  nniN  n»»»  Kin  wsi  m«n  nanan 

pp1?  onvn  my»  ly  ̂ 333  nayan»  nvwan  maunn  ]n  nnom  .myan  najr  rrn  DK 
.nvrrnsni    m^yoa    nnon    IINJV    D'Dio^'sm      .niVys      po    nmom    [Ahitub: 
rnivnB  niaaon  nnom    [Ahitub:   niaia  nno]   nrmn  m^yo  mawnn  nnnn  nasipm 

nnwnn   nnann   ni^an   mVyim     .[Ahitub:    mjuo   nno]    nnon 

nvs  «»m  ,]a  DJ  main  n«n»  pi   .myi  njfcnpn  muan  nnono  m«am 
^ai  .nnoa  n'3i  onso  D'BIDI^'S^I  .nvrnai  mn'nsi  nrrnai  m^yo  IDWI  . 

.[Ahitub:    ninan]   pn  nsipj  inVir  na  rnr 
Cf.  Rosin:  Die  Ethik  des  Maimonides,  p.  36. 

The  Greek  equivalents  of  some  of  the  terms  in  this  passage  are  as  follows: 
miD,  iiQos,  manners,  moral  nature 

naun,  diadeo-Ls,  disposition. 
I'jp  [yaoi,  e£w,  habit. 
m^yo  [miD],  apery,  virtue  excellences 
nvrvnD  [maai,  Ka.K.lct,  vice. 
nm,  8<.avoriTiKQs,  intellectual. 
pn  [ninjn],  VOJJLOS,  custom,  law,  ordinance. 

180  Oecow,  I,  6. 
181  Ibid.  Bk.  II. 

!82  |ipn  iBO'tf  ly  ipono'  noai  onxp  n«  onxp  nry  T«  yi*e>  ton  n'an  ninan 
«inn  Qipoai  «inn  |oa 
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Maimonides'  description  of  politics  is  a  paraphrase  of 
such  general  statements  in  Aristotle's  Politics  as  that  the  pur- 

pose of  society  is  to  attain  to  some  good,183  and  that  the  best 
government  is  that  which  leads  to  the  attainment  of  that  good,184 
and  that  there  are  different  kinds  of  good.185  Maimonides  refers 

only  vaguely  to  Aristotle 's  elaborate  descriptions  and  evaluations 
of  the  different  forms  of  government. 

"As  for  the  governance  of  the  city-state,  it  is  a  science  which 
imparts  to  those  who  pursue  the  study  thereof  the  knowledge 
of  true  happiness,  showing  them  how  to  go  about  in  attaining  it, 
also  the  knowledge  of  true  evil,  showing  them  how  to  go  about  in 
avoiding  it,  and  also  the  knowledge  of  how  to  muster  up  all 
their  moral  qualities  in  abandoning  the  pursuit  of  imaginary 
happiness  to  the  end  that  they  may  have  no  desire  for  it  and 
take  no  pleasure  in  it.  It  teaches  them  also  the  harmless  nature 

of  imaginary  evil  to  the  end  that  they  may  not  be  affected  by 

it  and  that  they  may  take  no  unnecessary  trouble  to  rid  them- 
selves of  it.  It  also  prescribes  the  right  methods  by  which  groups 

of  people  may  organize  themselves  under  a  proper  form  of 

government."186 
The  fourth  class  of  practical  philosophy  is  described  by 

Maimonides  as  niDiNn  IN  n^nan  nDiNn  nann,  which  would 

naturally  be  translated  "the  government  of  the  great  nation 
or  of  the  nations"  and  is  taken  to  refer  to  international 
politics.187  The  underlying  Arabic  term  for  nDlN  must  have 
been  <l4l.  Later  in  the  passage  Maimonides  speaks  of  'O^n 
niD^tWl  rnoiNn,  which,  again,  would  ordinarily  be  translated 

"the  sages  of  the  perfect  nations".  However,  the  Arabic  <L«1 

I83  Politics  I,  1. 

'54    KM.,  VII,  1. 
'8s  Ibid., 

we  n«-im  irnoNn  nnVxnn  ny'T  rrVya  napn  n»Dn  NVI  run  .nrion  nrm  O^INI 
an^»  n&nrn  rvnnNn  nyin  nyn  .nnyana  [Ahitub:  na'Vnrn  rnotfcnnn  onV 
nnVxnn  na»rya  Drrnrma  »on»m  ,njD»  ni'o»3  [Ahitub:  ns'Vnni  mownnn 
UN31  «"?  n»«  ~iy  noion  nyin  or\b  iKani  .na  OPSJ  vrr  «Vi  rmiN  n«n»  vbv  iy  nainn 
n«3  nno  on'xup  02  mo»  i»'n  'Dm  man  pi  .nm«  iary  *bi  na. 

187  See  Mendelssohn's  commentary  ad  loc.  and  Rosin:  Die  Ethik  des 
Maimonides,  p.  35. 
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may  also  mean  a  "religion  "  or  a  '  'religious  sect".  It  is  probably 
under  the  influence  of  this  Arabic  meaning  of  the  term  that  the 

Hebrew  riDltt  was  applied  to  the  Karaites.188  It  would  also 
seem  that  when  Saadia  says  of  the  Jews  that  they  are  a  HD1N,  <!•) 

by  reason  of  the  Torah,  he  does  not  simply  mean  a  "nation" 
but  rather  a  "religious  people".189  In  view  of  this,  Maimonides  ' 
fourth  class  of  practical  philosophy  may  be  translated:  "the 
government  of  the  great  religion  or  of  the  other  religions".  By 
the  "great  religion"  Maimonides  undoubtedly  means  Judaism. 
Thus  also  Abraham  ibn  Daud  calls  Judaism  "the  exalted  re- 

ligion", no*in  nJlONn,  though  the  term  used  by  him  is  <oJi£l89a 
When  Maimonides  later  speaks  of  mQ/tPn  moiNn  'DDn,  I  should 
take  niD7^n  as  a  deliberate  mistranslation,  though  not  altogether 

unjustifiable,  of  the  Arabic  oUL~*,  Moslem,  and  hence:  "the 

sages  of  the  Moslem  sects."  In  suggesting  this  rendering  of 
niD7Pn  rnDlNH,  I  am  not  unmindful  of  the  fact  that  such 

expressions  as  mwin  nriDn189b  and  rrTDnn  nowi,18*0  which 
occur  frequently  in  philosophical  Hebrew  literature,  usual- 

ly refer  to  the  ideal  state  and  government  as  described  by 

Plato  and  other  philosophers.  Maimonides  '  fourth  class  of  prac- 
tical philosophy  will  therefore  refer  to  religious  legislation,  both 

Jewish  and  Moslem.  My  reason  for  suggesting  this  interpreta- 
tion is  briefly  as  follows:  There  is  nothing  in  Aristotle  to  cor- 

respond to  this  class  of  practical  philosophy,  whereas  we  do  find 
such  a  branch  of  philosophy,  described  exactly  in  the  same  words, 
in  the  the  works  of  Moslem  authors. 

The  Ihwan  al-Safa,  in  their  five-fold  division  of  practical 
philosophy,  the  last  three  of  which  are  Aristotelian,  the  first 

is  called  <->_^tt  <*»UJl,  i.  e.,  "prophetic  government".  It  is 

described  as  the  study  "of  religious  legislations,  ̂ -.lyJl,  (*>6/zos), 
that  is  to  say,  the  agreeable  divine  law,  <l^Jl  M^l,  and 

nn  i"iyi  '131  py 
quoted  by  Ben  Jehuda  from  Seder  Rob  Amram  Gaon. 

'89  Enumot  ve-Deot  III,  7:    rvnmra  DM  '3  HOIK  rurK  unoiK  '3  nyi. 

I8«a  See  Steinschneider,    Uebersetzungen,  p.  369. 

i89b  Levi  ben  Gershon:     Milhamot  Adonai  II,  2,  p.  97. 

I8'c  Isaac  ibn  Pulgar:     'Ezer  ha-Dat  I,  3,  p.  11. 
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pious  customs  CgjH  <y~Jl  "-I9°  Similarly  Alfarabi,  in  addition  to 

politics,  mentions  "  legislative  science,  i.  e.,  the  science  of  faith 
and  religiou  sduty".191  The  underlying  Arabic  term  for  "legis- 

lative" here  must  again  be  the  Greek  VOJJLOS.  Furthermore,  in 
Al-Farani's  commentary  on  a  work  of  Alfarabi,  the  third  class 
of  practical  philosophy  is  subdivided  into  several  parts,  one  of 

which  is  "the  science  of  prophecy  and  divine  law"  which  is 

called  "legislative  science".192  The  term  used  here,  again,  is 
vb^os.  Maimonides,  as  will  be  noticed,  also  calls  this  fourth 

class  D'DIDJ  which  is  again  VOJJLOS. 
From  all  this  it  is  evident  that  the  fourth  class  of  practical 

philosophy  in  Maimonides  is  the  science  of  religious  law,  the 
vbjjios,  of  Arabic  philosophers.  He  thus  describes  it  in  the 
following  terms: 

"Thus  the.  sages  of  the  Moslem  sects  prescribe  customs  and 
usages,  each  in  accordance  with  his  particular  belief,  and  by 
these  their  obedient  followers  guide  themselves.  These  are 

called  religious  laws,  O'DIDJ.  The  different  sects  are  in  the  habit 

of  regulating  their  lives  according  to  these  religious  laws".193 
The  value  and  importance  of  each  of  the  sciences  is  deter- 

mined not  only  by  the  subject  matter  with  which  it  deals  but 
also  by  the  purpose  which  it  serves.  Each  science,  according 
to  Aristotle,  has  an  end  which  is  called  its  good,  and  metaphysics 
is  called  the  supreme  science  and  the  most  authoritative  of  all 
the  sciences  because  it  knows  to  what  end  each  thing  must  be 

done.194  Unlike  all  the  other  sciences,  the  end  of  metaphysics, 
according  to  Aristotle,  is  not  utilitarian;  it  is  a  science  which 

is  desirable  on  its  own  account  and  for  the  mere  sake  of  knowing.195 
Mediaeval  Jewish  philosophers,  too,  speak  of  the  particular 

end  of  each  science  and  of  the  final  end  of  all  the  sciences196  which, 

X9°  Dieterici:  op.  cit.     Arabic  text,  p.  252;  German  translation,  p.  16. 

'»'  Hastings'  Enc.  of  Rel.  and  Eth.,  IX,  p.  881. 
'9*  M.  Horten:  Das  Buck  der  Ringsteine  Farabis,  pp.  321-322. 
»»  ana  unr  .ono  w»  *?:>  nio^r  'B1?  a»3"ni  rmrun  irvr  mpbrn  mown  'D3n  pi 

onn  o»oiDj3  D'jruno  nioiNn  rni    .Q»DIDJ  om«  unp»i  .Dnyatpo1?  onon  onnay. 
"4  Metaphysics  I,  2,  982b,  4-7 
"s  Ibid.,  982a.  14-16. 
•^  See  quotation  above    in  n.  55a  and  61. 
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to  them,  however,  is  not,  as  in  Aritsotle,  simply  knowing  for  the 
mere  sake  of  knowing,  but  knowing  God  for  the  sake  of  knowing 

and  obeying  His  laws  and  commandments.  Maimonides  may  af- 
fect the  Aristotelian  manner  and  begin  his  discourse  by  dwelling 

upon  the  finality  of  the  contemplative  life  and  upon  the  superior- 
ity of  intellectual  perfection  to  moral  perfection.  But  he  cannot 

shake  off  his  belief  that  obedience  to  the  laws  and  commandments 

is  indispensable  for  the  life  of  pure  contemplation.  He  is  thus 
soon  forced  to  admit  that  the  knowledge  of  God  is  to  be  taken 

to  mean  the  knowledge  of  God's  ways  and  attributes  which 
ought  to  serve  us  as  a  guide  for  our  actions.197  Logically,  Maimo- 

nides could  have  repeated  with  Abraham  ibn  Daud  that  "the 
end  of  all  philosophy  is  right  conduct."198 

This  conception  of  a  final  end  serves  as  the  touchstone  by 
which  the  particular  sciences  are  tested  and  evaluated.  In 
Bahya  we  have  a  pertinent  passage  bearing  upon  this  subject. 

He  says:  "All  the  divisions  of  philosophy  as  determined  by 
the  difference  of  their  subject  matter  are  gates  which  God  has 
opened  to  rational  beings  through  which  they  may  attain  to 
a  knowledge  of  the  Law  and  the  world.  Some  of  the  sciences, 
however,  are  more  particularly  necessary  for  the  understanding 
of  the  Law  while  others  are  more  particularly  necessary  for  the 
uses  of  the  world.  Of  those  which  are  more  particularly  necessary 
for  the  world  there  is  first  the  lowest  science,  which  is  the  science 
of  the  natures  of  bodies  and  their  accidents,  and  then  the  middle 
science,  which  is  mathematics.  These  two  sciences  show  the 
way  to  all  the  secrets  of  this  world,  its  uses,  and  the  advantages 

that  we  may  gain  therein.  They  also  serve  as  guides  to  the  differ- 
ent arts  and  crafts  which  are  necessary  for  the  satisfaction  of  bodi- 

ly wants  and  for  the  acquisition  of  the  various  wordly  goods.  The 
science  which  is  more  particularly  necessary  for  the  Law  is  the 
highest  science,  namely,  theology.  It  is  our  bounden  duty  to 
pursue  the  study  of  this  science  in  order  to  attain  to  a  knowledge 

and  understanding  of  the  Law"1" 
Another  passage  is  from  Abraham  ibn  Daud.     It  is  remark- 

w  Moreh  Nebukim  III,  54. 

"8  Emunah  Ramah,  General  Introduction,  p.  4:  ntpyon  N'mm^sn  n^sn  '3 
1"  Hobot  ha-Lebabot,  Introduction. 
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able  for  its  freshness  and  modernity,  for  its  eloquence  and  worldly 
wisdom,  for  its  indictment  of  materialism,  pedantry  and  for- 

malism, for  its  plea  on  behalf  of  the  social  and  liberal  aspects 
of  learning  and  for  a  higher  conception  of  the  religious  ideal. 
Despite  its  length  we  shall  quote  whole  sections  of  it,  and  with 
this  we  shall  conclude  our  paper. 

"The  sciences  are  many,  ranging  one  above  the  other, 
and  the  aim  of  all  of  them  is  the  knowledge  of  God.  Body  is 
to  man  only  a  beast  of  burden,  a  stepladder,  as  it  were,  by  which 
he  may  ascend  to  God.  But  there  are  some  whose  sole  ambition 

is  to  stuff  the  beast  with  plenty  of  fodder — these  are  the  people 
whose  object  in  life  is  eating  and  drinking.  There  are  others 
whose  desire  is  to  adorn  the  beast  with  an  ornamental  saddle, 

bridle  and  blanket — these  are  the  people  whose  only  object  in 
life  is  to  parade  in  gaudy  clothes.  Still  others  waste  their  entire 
life  in  trying  to  find  out  what  kinds  of  sickness  may  befall  the 
beast,  how  its  health  may  be  preserved  and  how  its  malady 
cured,  and  the  nature  of  herbs  and  food  that  are  beneficial  or 

hurtful — these  are  the  physicians.  I  do  not  mean  to  say  that 
their  art  is  altogether  worthless.  Quite  the  contrary,  theirs 
is  an  honorable  profession,  which  may  do  a  lot  of  good  in  this 
world  now,  for  through  it  the  worldly  life  of  man  may  be  prolonged 
so  that  he  may  attain  perfection  and  life  of  a  higher  kind.  This 
art  may  also  stand  its  owner  in  good  stead  in  the  world  to  come, 
inasmuch  as  the  competent  physician  may  be  able  to  save  the 

lives  of  God's  servants  from  death  and  destruction.  But  I 
contend  that  whosoever  makes  this  art  the  chief  aim  in  life  and 
wastes  upon  it  his  entire  time  does  violence  to  his  soul. 

There  are  some  who  waste  their  time  on  something  still 
more  worthless,  as  those  who  make  their  chief  occupation  the 
art  of  grammar  and  of  rhetoric,  learning  it  first  themselves  and 
then  teaching  it  to  others  to  the  end  of  their  days. 

Others  waste  their  time  in  the  art  of  numbers,  trying  to 
unravel  strange,  hypothetical  puzzles   the    like  of  which 
will  never  happen,  and  think  that  thereby  they  may  be  accounted 
as  distinguished  arithmeticians.  Similarly  others  waste  them- 

selves on  the  subtleties  of  geometry.  Of  these  sciences  only 
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that  part  is  truly  tiecessary  which  leads  to  a  knowledge  of  as- 

tronomy". 
The  author  then  tells  the  story  of  a  slave  who  was  promised 

freedom  and  a  kingdom  if  he  went  on  a  pilgrimage  to  a  certain 
holy  place.  The  slave,  instead  of  hurrying  to  reach  his  destina- 

tion and  receive  his  reward,  wasted  time  and  unnecessarily 
prolonged  the  journey.  The  author  proceeds: 

"Like  the  wasting  of  too  much  time  on  the  preparations 
for  the  journey  is  one 's  excessive  devotion  to  the  arts  which  are 
mostly  of  use  to  the  material  world,  as  medicine  and  law.  By 
this  I  mean  to  refer  only  to  a  person  who  wastes  his  time  in  the 
practice  of  medicine  for  the  sake  of  picking  up  fees  rather  than 
for  the  sake  of  rendering  merciful  service,  or  to  a  person  who 
similarly  wastes  his  time  in  the  practice  of  law  in  order  to  gain 
a  reputation  or  to  amass  a  fortune  or  to  display  his  wit.  Both 
of  these  sciences  have  something  good  in  common,  for  both  may 
he  useful  in  alleviating  certain  evils.  Law  may  do  away 
with  some  of  the  unpleasantness  that  springs  up  in  the  mutual 
relations  of  men  and  may  establish  friendly  intercourse  among 
them.  By  medicine,  too,  many  of  the  ills  resulting  from 
the  discordant  rheums  and  from  the  inclement  seasons  of 

the  year  may  be  remedied.  There  is,  however,  a  difference  be- 
tween these  two  professions.  If  all  men  were  honest  and  did 

no  wrong  to  each  other,  there  would  hardly  be  any  need  for  the 
legal  profession.  But  without  medicine  it  would  never  be  possible 
for  mankind  to  get  along   

Like  the  one  who  prolongs  the  journey  by  making  too  many 
unnecessary  stops  and  by  pacing  slowly  with  lingering  steps  is 
che  one  who  is  given  too  much  to  the  purification  of  the  soul  in 
an  effort  to  cleanse  if  from  the  cardinal  vices  and  the  offshoot 
thereof. 

Like  the  arrival  at  the  journey's  end  is  one's  attainment 
of  perfection  in  the  knowledge  of  God".200 

300  Emunah  Ramah  II,  Introduction,  p.  45. 





ADDITIONAL  NOTES 

To  the  Article  on  the  Classification  of  Sciences  in  Mediaeval 

Jewish  Philosophy  Published  in   the  Hebrew 

Union  College  Jubilee  Volume,  Pp.  263-315. 

By  HARRY  AUSTRYN  WOLFSON,  Harvard  University. 

P.  266.  The  confusion  of  Aristotle's  Trpa/criKrj  with  his 
Trot,r]TiKr)  must  have  been  widespread  in  Arabic  philosophy.  Thus 
the  classification  given  by  the  unidentified  Ali  in  his  Epistle, 
which  has  been  preserved  in  a  Hebrew  translation  (about  which 

see  Steinschneider,  Uebersetzungen,  §204),  is  based  upon  the  dis- 
tinction between  theoretical  nutPno  roN^D  and  productive  roN^D 

npya.  The  former  comprises  logic  and  philosophy  in  all  its  main 
divisions,  by  which  is  undoubtedly  meant  both  the  theoretical 
and  the  practical  philosophy  of  Aristotle.  The  latter  comprises 
all  the  productive  arts  and  is  subdivided  into  commercial  nvinDQ 
and  natural  nvjDD,  namely,  agriculture,  boviculture  and  hunting, 
each  of  these  having  again  many  subdivisions. 

See  iDDnN1?  ̂ DH  IDIDH  rruK  in  D'p'ny  nnm  DiiMip,  ed.  Ben- 
jacob,  Leipzig  1844,  p.  15 

p^n  ,D>p^n  *xh  rnp^ro 
nn  noarn  ,rnyBn  ̂ SIDIDH  nosn 

JTON^DI  nvyao  rrDM^  -np^ra  n^yon  roN^Di  .nt^yo 
rom  rrnan  raoo  «'2nn^  nDi«n  nTay  rmmnn  .B^»  on  nvyaam 

.]«iem  ip^n  ™pDn  n^yin  n^nn  TOD  -IPN  nyion 
.mm  nvDis  nD«^o  niW?3a  »Wn  I^ND  nn«  fern 

The  same  Epistle  contains  another  classification  which  would 

seem  to  be  based  upon  Aristotle's  threefold  division  into  the- 
oretical, practical  and  productive,  retaining  the  distinction  be- 

tween the  three  divisions  but  giving  the  last  one  a  new  meaning 

and  content.  It  appears  on  pp.  12-13: 
a  npim  nDNn  NSD  »D  DINH  awir 

ynm  men  pa  na  ]nn'i  ,]^y  "?D 371 
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NTI  nation  n^r  *a  mn  D*oanm  ,myia  Nipm  pnsn  ]*a  na 
p^nn  :o»p^n  ryhvh  np^ra  mioan  nn^nn  >a  Tan  nanm    .]i»ann 

tin  Kim  .rmtwn  nao  on1?  BP  01  ,OTr]y  !?ai  p«m  own  m-no*  nyna 
,ona  nrfnm  DDPIB  mrwn  na  01  ,io»  'n*1  wmoi 

]3  DJ  typrm  ;DHD 

vpoy    Di  oi«n  ̂ 35;  ny-r^i  TDn1?  «in  'wn  p^rn   .T^N  p^m 
nnon  in    ̂ n  ̂ n^^n  "h  m 

(DrrainVi  psn  pirn  raio^n  pin  rnK^o^  p:o   .no^nn 
.man  DB^TI  tfmtirh  nnDm  ]inm  anann  [read:  m^iaoa 

Though  the  terms  for  the  general  main  divisions  are  not 
given,  the  underlying  scheme  of  the  classification  seems  to  be  as 

follows  :  [Propaedeutic]  :  Logic.  [Theoretical]:  Mathematics,  Phys- 
ics, Metaphysics.  [Practical]  :  Ethics,  Economics,  Politics.  [Pro- 

ductive] :  Practical  rules  for  conduct  in  personal,  domestic  and 
social  life.  It  is  quite  obvious  that  the  last  is  meant  to  reproduce 

Aristotle's  productive  arts.  The  difference  between  the  Practical 
and  the  Productive  in  this  classification  is  made  clear  from  the 

context  as  that  between  the  descriptive  and  the  normative  phases 
of  the  sciences  of  ethics,  economics  and  politics. 

P.  268.  The  Hebrew  "1D10  as  a  translation  of  the  Arabic 
^Lj  and  hence  the  Greek  TrpOTraidela,  or  rather  Traideia,  has 

its  analogy  in  the  Septaugint  where  "ID10  is  often  translated  by 

P.  274,  n.  33f.  The  conjecture  that  "inn  in  the  passage  of 
Nissi  ben  Noah  is  to  be  taken  in  the  same  technical  sense  as  pnp 

in  the  expression  nonn  ny  nTn  f^np  finds  corroboration  in  Cuzari 
IV,  29: 

rannn  ny  ma1?  ina^n  msVnnm  nTn  na^n  TiTa 

P.  279,  n.52.  While  Algazali,  Abraham  Ibn  Ezra  and  Afendo- 

polo  include  astrology  under  physics,  Abraham  bar  Hiyya,  Fal- 
aquera  and  Rieti  make  it  a  co-ordinate  branch  of  astronomy  and 

put  it  under  mathematics.  This  difference  of  opinion  may  per- 

haps be  traced  to  Aristotle's  question  whether  astrology  (aorpo- 
Aoyia)  is  different  from  physics  or  is  a  part  of  it  (Physics  II,  1, 

193b,  26).  While  acrTp(r\oyia,  here  means  "astronomy,"  it  is  pos- 
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sible  that  it  was  taken  by  some  in  the  sense  of  f>y*^\ 

D'ZDDn  (astrology)  instead  of  f_^l  ̂   D'33Dn  noDn  (astronomy). 
P.  283,  n.  68.  A  list  of  Hebrew  terms  for  "secular"  sciences 

has  been  collected  by  Dr.  Ignacz  Hirschler  in  the  Hungarian 

Festschrift  in  honor  of  Moses  Bloch  (pp.  107-114),  Budapest 
1905.  (I  am  indebted  for  this  reference  to  Dr.  George  A.  Kohut). 

Pp.  283-5.  A  new  classification  of  the  "seven  sciences"  is 
given  in  the  poem  Al-Saba'niyyah  by  Abu  'Imran  Moses  Tobi  with 
its  Hebrew  translation  and  commentary  Batte  ha-Nefesh  by  Sol- 

omon ben  Immanuel  Dapiera  (published  by  Hartwig  Hirsch- 
feld  in  the  Report  of  the  Judith  Montefiore  College,  1894).  The 

poem  speaks  of  the  sciences  as  being  "seven"  in  number  (§30), 
but  the  enumeration  of  the  particular  sciences  in  the  Hebrew 
translation  does  not  agree  with  that  of  the  Arabic  original.  In 

the  Arabic  (p.  20)  the  seven  sciences  are:  (1)  Religion  D'fry^N 
]KHN^K,  §25.  (2)  Medicine  aB^oty,  §25.  (3)  Physics  rcpixfoto  cby, 
§26.  (4)  Metaphysics  mya  pi,  §26.  (5)  Logic  ]«ma^«  jUNp, 
§27.  (6)  Astronomy  rPNrfr«  D^y,  §28.  (7)  Geometry  n«lpo^«  D^y, 

§28. 

In  the  Hebrew  translation  (pp.  35-38)  they  are:  (1)  The- 
oretical Medicine  mvyn  nDsnn  NW  iitwnn  r^ta....nminn  n»Dn 

§25.  (2)  Practical  Medicine  N™  rwy»n  "?"i  ntfisnn  n^jn  nr  *D 
^n  p^n,  §25.  (3)  Physics  nvyaa  my'T  .rryaan  nDDnn  §26.  (4) 
Metaphysics  nvn^  myn'  ,rrrb»n  noDnn  §26.  (5)  Logic  ivann  §27. 

(6)  Mathematics  nvTiD1?  §28.  (7)  Astronomy  D'333  nDDn,  §29. 

P.  297.  In  the  Ihwan  al-Safa's  and  Judah  ha-Levi's  analyses 
of  Aristotle's  Physics  the  following  topics  are  enumerated:  1. 
Matter.  2.  Form.  (3.  Privation).  4.  Nature.  5.  Time.  6.  Space. 
7.  Motion.  The  first  three  topics  clearly  refer  to  Book  I  of  the 
Physics,  4  to  Book  II,  5  and  6  to  Book  IV,  and  7  to  Book  III. 
The  question  may  be  raised,  Why  is  Book  III  placed  after  Book 

IV  and  why  are  Books  V  —  VIII  omitted?  The  answer  would 

seem  to  be  that  "Motion"  in  these  analyses  does  not  only  refer 
to  Book  III  but  also  to  Books  V  —  VIII.  Aristotle's  Physics  was 
originally  divided  into  two  distinct  treatises,  the  first  consisting 

of  Books  I—  VI  (or  I—  V)  and  the  second  of  V,  VI,  VIII  (or  VI- 
VIII).  Aristotle  usually  refers  to  the  first  group  as  the  Physics 
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or  the  book  On  Nature,  and  to  the  second  as  the  book  On  Motion 

(See  W.  D.  Ross,  Aristotle,  p.  11).  It  is  also  possible  that  in  early 
Arabic  versions  of  the  Physics  Book  III  was  placed  after  Book 
IV  together  with  the  other  books  on  motion. 

P.  300.  Avicenna's  characterization  of  some  branches  of 
mathematics  as  being  more  closely  connected  with  physics  may 

have  its  origin  in  Aristotle's  description  of  perspectives,  music 
and  astronomy  (literally,  astrology)  as  the  more  physical  branches 

of  mathematics  (Physics  II,  2,  194a,  7-8). 

P.  303,  n.155.  In  the  Hebrew  commentary  on  the  Al-Sab- 

a'niyyah  (p.  37)  the  term  mkiptwo  is  used  in  the  sense  of  music: 
now  rn^iptran  noan  jm  ,0'Jirm  o^n^n  ̂ ptra  riDan  wm  NP'DIDH  n»ani 
nvifcni  mo'yj  orr^y.  Literally  the  expression  D»jn!?n  ̂ ptra  means 
"the  rhythm  of  sounds." 

P.  303,  n.155.  The  query  raised  by  me  as  to  whether  inn 

could  not  be  taken  as  the  Arabic  j+>-  is  to  be  dismissed.  The  ex- 

planation in  the  Millot  ha-Higgayon  XIV:  D'ttun  man  noan,  is 
not  a  Hebrew  gloss  but  a  translation  from  an  Arabic  expression. 
The  expression  occurs  in  the  Arabic  original  of  the  Hobot  ha- 
Lebabot  (p.  4,  1.9)  J^^\  j+j  j_^JJl  ̂ JuJVr.  The  term  man  is  a 
literal  translation  of  the  Greek  apuovuttf. 

P.  311.  In  corroboration  of  my  conjecture  that  Maimonides' 
fourth  branch  of  practical  philosophy  is  the  science  of  religious 

legislation  called  D'DlD'J  we  may  quote  the  following  passage 

from  Falaquera's  Reshit  Hokmah,  pp.  58-59: 
.nanna  IDDINT  PD^DK  Tsoa  nan  [i.e.  ethics,  economics,  politics]  nr  ̂ai 

.D'oiD'n  Drpisoa  ian»  i»a  mm  n^ia^na  nn  n"?n3  wn»  noi 

«^«  n^iannm  nn^sn  Kin  Dizwn  o  iionn  om«  ia»n*»  no  D^TI 

mmon  "i^D1?  amp  o^anym  ,n«n:n  mia  D"pn  naim  ]nn  «i 
Va  n!?iaoi  nsia^n  nwxo  ymn  rvpyon  noanno  pb'nn  nn   .Dio»a 

]'ai  n*n^«n  n«ia:n  pa  -IPN  ̂ isnm  ,pn  pn  oyi  ny  'sa  nm  m 

It  has  already  been  established  that  the  Arabic  i_^_yA;  has 

two  etymologies  and  two  distinct  meanings:  1.  As  the  Greek 

pofjios  it  means  "law."  2.  As  an  original  Arabic  word  it  means 
"secret"  and  hence  "revelation."  (See  Dozy,  Supplement  aux 
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Dictionaries  A rabes,  under  ̂ ..^ I;).  These  two  meanings  have 

often  been  combined  in  Arabic,  and  this  passage  of  Falaquera 
seems  to  show  that  a  similar  combination  of  the  two  meanings 

had  been  imported  into  the  Hebrew  Di»'3  (cf.  Leopold  Dukes, 
Philosophisches  aus  dem  Zehnten  Jahrhundert,  p.  89,  n.5). 
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